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Abstract
In this thesis, I designed and implemented an isolation system that interfaces with traditional
air mounts for improved force disturbance rejection relative to passive optical tables.
Force disturbance rejection and position alignment are two major functional requirements
of vibration isolation systems. With conventional passive isolation systems, a tradeoff ex-
ists between improving force disturbance rejection maintaining ground vibration isolation.
Commercial active isolators address such a tradeoff through the use of inertial sensors, but
the AC-coupled nature of the sensors leads to an inconvenient low frequency response. By
referencing a payload stiffly to a softly suspended proof mass, both of the aforementioned
functional requirements can be resolved while maintaining ground disturbance isolation per-
formance. Philips Applied Technologies originally developed the concept, named Advanced
Isolation ModuleS (AIMS).
The AIMS system uses a relative displacement measurement between a payload which
is to be isolated from vibrations and a proof mass as feedback. The displacement sensor
allows the inertial measurement to be DC-coupled. The objective of this research is to find
a relatively low-cost approach for the AIMS concept.
A 1-DOF active vibration isolation system based on closed loop control utilizing the DC-
coupled inertial measurement as feedback was retrofitted onto an optical table. The coil of
a commercial geophone was used as the proof mass, as the geophone provides a relatively
inexpensive, low frequency suspension. Error budgeting was performed on the system to esti-
mate and improve payload acceleration noise levels. The results yielded a system bandwidth
of 30 Hz and a total system acceleration la value of approximately 1 mm/s 2.
Thesis Supervisor: David L. Trumper
Title: Professor
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this thesis I describe the design and development of an active vibration isolation system
with excellent force disturbance rejection and position alignment properties. The main crux
of the thesis centers around the use of the suspended coil of a geophone as a proof mass to
serve as a position reference for the payload of an existing isolation system. The proof mass
remains immune to disturbing forces that may act on the payload, and thus it acts as a DC-
coupled inertial reference. Force disturbance rejection requirements have become stricter
due to more-demanding processes and the desire for ever-growing machine throughputs.
Advancements in this field would be particularly useful for the lithography industry and
metrology applications. My contributions to the concept are the second, low-cost iteration
of a novel isolation system known as Advanced Isolation ModuleS (AIMS). My work was
sponsored by Philips Applied Technologies.
1.1 Thesis Organization and Summary
The thesis begins with an introduction into vibration isolation and an overview of prior art
in Chapter 1. Both passive and active systems are discussed. I describe current commercial
isolator technologies in detail, particularly that of the pneumatic isolator and gimbal piston.
Since the realization of the AIMS concept pursued in my research is retrofitted around a
gimbal piston-based optical table, an understanding of these isolation methods is necessary.
My thesis extends on studies performed at Philips Applied Technologies on a novel vi-
bration isolation system with improvements in force disturbance rejection relative to modern
systems. Namely, the thesis answers some of the challenges discovered during the earlier work
at Philips. I summarize performance goals, which have been determined through customer
specifications at Philips.
Chapter 2 presents a general layout of my experiment. The system is described from
a lumped component level based on the functional requirements expected. Major system
additions and design areas, such as the geophone, sensors, and mechanical fixtures, are
discussed. The basic hardware descriptions in Chapter 2 are developed further during the
design chapters.
I present the concept of dynamic error budgeting in Chapter 3. The advantages of
utilizing dynamic error budgeting from a design and cost perspective are discussed. I describe
the theoretical concepts behind error budgeting, from statistical performance measures to
the propagation of noise through a linear system. The error budgeting concepts prove useful
not only in predicting system noise sources and levels, but also in the determination of sensor
specifications for system design.
The earlier discussed system overview and noise models are used to determine the sensor
specifications necessary to meet the desired system performance criteria. A summary of the
sensor research performed is found in Chapter 4. Here I discuss the merits and drawbacks of
various sensors. Based on the performance specifications and price constraints of the project,
I justify the use of capacitive sensors from ADE Technologies.
Chapter 5 concentrates on the geophone, both in concept and application as a proof
mass in this project. I mention the desirable characteristics of a geophone for use as a proof
mass. Both the mechanical and electrical aspects of a geophone are described in detail.
These concepts are reinforced with a description of the hardware of a disassembled, low-cost
geophone. The chapter then shifts to the actual geophone, a GS-1 geophone manufactured
by OYO Geo Space Technologies, used in the project. I model the electrical response of the
geophone and compare the model to experimentally-acquired data. Afterwards, I describe
how I disassembled the GS-1 geophone. Careful geophone disassembly was required in order
to cleanly and properly modify the unit to be used as a proof mass. Included in these
descriptions are justifications of the mechanical modifications. I conclude the chapter with
the steps taken in the reassembly of the unit.
Chapter 6 centers on the issues pertaining to the mechanical design of the system setup.
Stiffness, size, and cost are the main goals of the mechanical design. An optical table with a
granite tabletop is retrofitted with the active isolation system. Based on the design criteria
and the retrofit environment, the relative location of the AIMS unit to the optical table and
basic structural additions are proposed. I describe goals in the design of structural compo-
nents for the system, walk through the mechanical design used, and verify the performance
expected from the overall assembly.
I summarize the electrical modeling in Chapter 7. Based on simple coil measurements, I
calculate the torque constant of the actuators and estimate the number of coils necessary for
the project. I perform analysis of a closed loop current controller and demonstrate a method-
ology for passive component selection in order to improve the frequency characteristics of
the actuators.
Prior to delving into system assembly, I describe the need for high resolution analog to
digital converters and digital to analog converters. Chapter 8 begins with a discussion on
high resolution sampling electronics that were developed by Dave Otten at the Precision
Motion Laboratory at MIT. The high resolution electronics allowed the control system to
fully take advantage of the resolution of the sensors. Concepts behind the operation of the
high resolution analog to digital converter are mentioned. With all of the hardware designed
and acquired, I discuss the steps taken towards system assembly and integration. I devote
a section to describing the manufacturing involved in the project. Much of the discussion
centers around my own experiences in the fabrication of the system components. Then I
proceed into describing the assembly of the overall setup.
Detailed system modeling is presented in Chapter 9. The system identification covers
the multiple loops and inputs of the system, including actuation using pneumatics and
the Lorentz actuator. I develop a state-space system model for the payload, and link the
individual system transfer functions into the pneumatic and Lorentz loops in their entirety.
I compare the modeled state-space system to experimental data to verify the system models.
I discuss possible control schemes in Chapter 10. Using the models and experimental data
found in Chapter 9, I perform linear control design. I apply principles of control handoff and
bumpless transfer to improve system functionality.
By using the system models developed and the dynamic error budgeting schemes, I
determine the expected noise spectrum of the system in Chapter 11. The system noise
models show the relevance of several of my design decisions during the course of the thesis
and reveal areas of further improvement.
In Chapter 12, I compare the measured system noise to the expected noise. Beyond
the system noise specifications, the system performance relative to traditional performance
standards such as base vibration isolation and force disturbance rejection are revealed. I
make attempts to answer inconsistencies between the measured and predicted data.
I make concluding remarks on the research and propose future research in Chapter 13.
The results of the thesis were largely encouraging, however, many improvements are possible.
These improvements include general system hardware, electronics, and control methods.
The thesis ends with an appendix with additional photographs. Appendix A shows
photographs of individual parts of the GS-1 geophone. The photographs are provided for
the purpose of clarifying the structure of the individual parts that may have been lost in the
disassembly discussion.
1.2 Motivations for Vibration Isolation
As the degree of precision required in manufacturing processes and measurement techniques
have increased, so too has the need to minimize vibration sources. Because of the small
scales and high throughputs of modern manufacturing processes, vibrations are a hindrance
and significant performance constraint. Vibrations arise from sources such as waves, tec-
tonic plate movements, HVAC systems, and from dynamic components of high precision
equipment. The accelerations and decelerations of large stages often found in manufacturing
equipment result in transient vibrations dent desired system operating points [28]. Advances
in vibration isolation can serve to facilitate the increasingly stringent operating conditions
of the newest order of precision machinery.
A suspension is a system that serves to partially halt the transfer of a force or motion
from a mounting surface, such as the ground, to an object of interest. Suspensions are found
in a multitude of applications, from transportation to manufacturing. Perhaps the most
widely-used example of a suspension is that in automobiles. In response to low frequency
variations in the vertical trajectory of a road, a suspension allows the chassis of the car
to follow the road. However, if the vertical road contours change at high frequency, the
suspension attenuates those vibrations to improve the comfort of the ride. A similar analogy
is present in manufacturing. High frequency vibrations are attenuated in sensitive processes
such that necessary levels of accuracy and precision are possible.
A typical suspension or isolation system is shown in Figure 1-1. The object which is
isolated will be described as a payload. Vibrations can arise from two different sources, the
ground, and on the payload itself. Vibrations from the ground will be described as base
vibrations, while vibrations on the payload are force disturbances. In an ideal system, the
payload is completely isolated from the ground as to not be exposed to the ground vibrations,
yet mounted rigidly such that disturbing forces on the payload itself do not lead to large
excitations.
The system can be modeled by taking a force balance around the payload. The forces
acting on the payload include the reaction forces from the suspension elements - the damper
and the spring - and the force disturbance. A state-space representation of the system is
presented in Equation 1.1.
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Figure 1-1: Model of a basic isolation system. A payload is suspended by a parallel com-
bination of a spring and damper. There are two inputs, a base vibration with the units
of acceleration (M), and a force disturbance with units of force (N). The main observed
output is the change in the position of the payload, which can be quantified as an acceler-
ation (a). The base vibration and payload accelerations have corresponding velocities and
displacements. For the purposes of the following analysis, the acceleration performance of
the payload will be referenced.
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The input to output transfer functions are easily extracted from Equation 1.1.
(1.1)
Base
vibration rejection is one such relationship, and the corresponding transfer function is shown
in Equation 1.2. The base vibration input and the payload position output are each measured
as accelerations.
zp p bs + k
Zb ib ms 2 + bs + k
(1.2)
A typical frequency plot of the base vibration rejection performance of a vibration isola-
tion system is shown in Figure 1-2. The isolation frequency modeled is 1Hz.
At frequencies below the isolation frequency, the payload follows the ground, and ef-
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Figure 1-2: Model of the base vibration rejection properties of a basic isolation system. The
input is a base vibration with the units of acceleration [v], and the output is the acceleration
of the payload [p]
fectively, there is no isolation. Such excursions are not of tremendous concern, since their
contribution to overall system noise is low due to the fact that they occur at low frequencies.
Beyond the isolation frequency, there is an attenuation of the ground acceleration vibrations,
and thus the frequency response displays a roll-off of two decades in magnitude per decade
in frequency. There is a high frequency zero in the transfer function, but if there is not much
damping, then the zero could occur at a frequency outside of the observed range.
Another performance metric of interest in vibration systems is the effect of force dis-
turbances on payload acceleration. Once again, from Equation 1.1, the force disturbance
transfer function can be found, and it is shown in Equation 1.3.
(1.3)F mS2 + bs + k (1.3)
The system is simply a second order transfer function with no zeroes. A generalized
plot of the transfer function of force disturbances to payload acceleration as a function of
frequency is presented in Figure 1-3.
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Figure 1-3: Model of the force disturbance rejection properties of a basic isolation system.
The input is a force disturbance with the units of force [N], and the output is the acceleration
of the payload [g]
The overall shape of the force disturbance to payload acceleration transfer function ap-
pears similar to the plot in Figure 1-2. The slope of the plot is zero at low frequencies, and
above the isolation frequency, the slope is negative two decades in magnitude per decade in
frequency. However, there are some important differences. At DC, unlike the base vibration
plot presented earlier, there is a scaling of the transfer function by , where k is the spring
constant of the system. This scaling is significant because it provides information about how
the system responds to a DC force disturbance.
Payloads utilized in industrial and laboratory settings are often on the order of thou-
sands of kilograms, so even though isolation systems have low resonant frequencies, the
corresponding spring constants can still be very high. At first glance, the resulting force
disturbance characteristics appear excellent. Table 1.1 shows some approximate values of
isolation system characteristics.
Table 1.1: Sample DC force disturbance rejection values for isolation systems with varying
parameters. The payload mass and the resonant frequency are the main variables of the
system.
Resonant Payload Spring DC Force Disturbance
Frequency(Hz) Mass (kg) Constant (L) Rejection (I)
1 1000 3.9 x 104 2.5 x 10-5
V _ 1000 7.9 x 104 1.25 x 10- 5
The displacement of the isolator per unit of force may not seem large, but when consider-
ing the scales of high precision devices and the fact that forces can be hundreds of Newtons,
if not more, the displacements become rather significant.
A drawback to traditional passive vibration isolation systems is apparent when one tries to
improve the force disturbance rejection properties. According to the Bode plot in Figure 1-
3 and Table 1.1, in order to reduce the susceptibility of a system to force disturbances,
the springs should be stiffened. However, stiffening the springs negatively affects the base
vibration isolation properties, as shown in Figure 1-4.
Increasing the spring stiffness improves the low frequency force disturbance rejection.
In Figure 1-3, the DC force disturbance rejection improves linearly with the increase of
spring stiffness. The force disturbance frequency response above the isolation frequency
is approximately the same. Unfortunately, the base vibration isolation suffers with the
increase in spring stiffness. The isolation frequency is J [rad/sec], and since the isolator
is a two pole system, for frequencies above the original isolation frequency, the base vibration
isolation performance is worse than the original system by the same factor with which the
force disturbance rejection was improved. Because of this relationship, conventional passive
isolator design is not convenient for mitigating the problem of force disturbances.
The question is then how an isolation system should be designed. To gain perspective
of the desired goals, we can refer to a skyhook damper, as shown in Figure 1-5. A skyhook
damper is a floating mass fixed to a point in space by an infinitely stiff damper. Thus the
mass is not affected by base vibrations, and since it cannot have velocity, it is also immune
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Figure 1-4: Tradeoffs between force disturbance rejection and base vibration isolation. The
observed output is the acceleration of the payload (M). The force disturbance input is force
(N) and the base vibration input is acceleration (M). Improving the performance of one of
these performance spectrums by modifying the spring constant of a suspension results in a
reduction in performance of the other.
to force disturbances. We understand that a skyhook damper is not realistic, but we can
attempt to replicate certain characteristics of the concept.
Zp
Figure 1-5: Model of a skyhook damper.
A starting point for the development of an advanced isolation system are the decades of
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research and development in the area of vibration rejection. Such research has been tackled
from many different viewpoints, with particular variability in terms of control methods, the
source of restoring forces, and device scale.
1.3 Prior Art
Passive vibration isolators have remained largely unchanged for the last 30 to 50 years [28].
The choice of isolator depends mainly on cost, desired performance, and resources available,
such as a source of compressed air.
1.3.1 Passive Vibration Isolation Systems and Methods
Suspensions can be mechanical or pneumatic in nature. Each type of suspension has its own
advantages and disadvantages.
Linear Mechanical Suspensions
A mass-spring system using a coil spring is an example of a linear mechanical suspension.
The isolation frequency of the configuration is dependent on both the stiffness of the spring
and the mass of the payload.
A mechanical suspension can be tuned to provide a host of resonant frequencies for a given
payload. However, the same ability to tune the isolation frequency of a linear mechanical
suspension presents problems for setups where the mass of the suspended payload changes.
By adding mass to an existing linear mechanical suspension, the isolation frequency falls,
and correspondingly, by removing mass, the isolation frequency increases.
Another problem of low-frequency linear mechanical suspensions is static sag. For exam-
ple, if a soft spring is affixed to the ceiling and a mass is attached to its bottom end, the
spring will deform and stretch until the spring force cancels the gravitational force, as in
Equation 1.4.
Mg = k (1.4)
For a low frequency suspension, the relative stiffness of the spring in respect to the mass
of the payload must be fairly low. Given a 1Hz suspension, which is a common value in
precision isolators, the static sag for a linear suspension is described by Equation 1.5.
Mg g 9.81'6 g - 2 0.25m (1.5)w2 (2,rad)2
The large static sag and resulting vertical footprint make soft suspensions utilizing linear
mechanical springs cumbersome.
Nonlinear Mechanical Suspensions - Leaf Springs
In order to avoid the large static sag of linear mechanical suspensions, nonlinear springs
are often utilized. Leaf springs are an example of nonlinear springs. They are found in
automobile suspensions, geophones, and other objects as a means to produce low frequency
suspensions relative to the amount of sag.
The geometry of leaf springs can vary significantly, but a cantilever beam can be used
as a simple model for them. The governing equation for the large deflection of a cantilever
beam is given in Equation 1.6 [26].
d2y
El X , - P(L - A) + Px = 0 (1.6)
[1+ ( )2 2
In the equation, y is the vertical deflection of the beam, x is the horizontal position
measured from the fixed end, and L is the length of the beam. Young's Modulus and the
moment of inertia are given by E and I, and P is the load.
Compared to small deflection models, the main differences are the presence of two terms,
A, which represents shortening of the beam due to the large deflection bending, and the
expression in Equation 1.7, which is a term that is always greater than unity and modifies
the stiffness of the beam.
3+ (1.7)
Obviously, the equation for the large deflection of the cantilever is nonlinear and is nor-
mally solved using methods such as Runge-Kutta. However, we can use the basic differences
of the equation to gain a fundamental understanding of the value of leaf springs.
As a beam deforms more and more, the horizontal length of the beam, L - A, decreases,
which acts to decrease the reaction moment on the fixed end of the beam. Additionally,
the stiffness of the beam often carries terms such as Young's Modulus and the moment of
inertia, however, in this case, they are modified by the nonlinear term. As the deflection
increases, the nonlinear term grows and the stiffness of the beam decreases, which presents
the fundamental working principle behind leaf springs. At equilibrium, the total spring force
must equal the gravitational force. Leaf springs can very stiff at small displacements and far
less stiff at the point of operation.
Nonlinear Mechanical Suspensions - Negative Stiffness Mechanisms
Another type of nonlinear mechanical suspension known as negative stiffness mechanisms
(NSM) can be used to provide extremely low resonant frequencies with small sag. Minus K
Technology is one of the main proprietors of NSM systems. The concept of NSM relies on
exerting a large force along the axial direction of a beam. The compressive force causes the
beam to have a negative stiffness. A spring is added to an unloaded NSM system to create
the configuration shown in (a) of Figure 1-6. By combining the negative stiffness with a
linear spring, the stiffness of a system can be tuned to be extremely low. The linear spring
and mass combination deflect to reach an equilibrium position along the axis of the NSM,
as shown in (b) of Figure 1-6. The last configuration in Figure 1-6 shows the application of
the compressive load, which is varied in order to modify the suspension stiffness.
Using the NSM increases the hysteretic damping of the system, which is desirable in
respect to viscous damping, as the system will maintain the 1 transmissibility roll-off, while
high viscous damping will result in a 1 roll-off at higher frequencies.f
K=Ks
c) Weight load W and compressive load P
Figure 1-6: Vertical Vibration Isolation Using NSM, Source:1-6
Unfortunately, there are also disadvantages to negative stiffness mechanisms. The springs
require frequent tuning in order to maintain the isolation frequency, both due to changes
in payload and variations in the system as a function of time, temperature, and other en-
vironmental characteristics [38]. Infrequent tuning can lead to the system sagging or rising
significantly and even to the point of possibly striking system end-stops.
Pneumatic Suspensions
Pneumatic suspensions have been widely used for laboratory and industrial applications over
the last few decades due to their flexibility in application. One of the most basic pneumatic
isolators is an optical table, which can be described as a payload attached by a diaphragm
to a sealed, gas-filled control volume. Figure 1-7 shows such a configuration.
a) Unoaded
b)
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Figure 1-7: A simple diagram of a pneumatic isolator with a gimbal for subsequent compar-
isons.
If the base of the isolator is displaced vertically, the volume of the air chamber changes.
The change in pressure applies a corresponding force on the piston, which acts to restore the
original position of the payload relative to the base, as represented in Figure 1-8. If the base
vibrations occur at frequencies above the cutoff frequency, the effect of the restoring forces
is attenuated due to the time scale of the vibrations, which leaves the payload relatively
unaffected. The attenuation characteristic is the concept of vibration isolation. The cutoff
frequency for pneumatic isolators is typically in the range of a few Hz or less.
The drawback to using an airmount with only a single chamber is that the damping in
the system is very low. Large magnitude-peaking at resonance is undesirable, and in order
to remedy it, a second chamber in pneumatic suspensions is often used. The second chamber
provides a reservoir of air at the steady state operating pressure to damp dramatic pressure
fluctuations in the main chamber.
The addition of the damping does not affect the high frequency isolation performance.
The second chamber causes the pneumatic suspension to act not as merely the equivalent
of a spring and damper, but rather a mass which is suspended using a lead compensator as
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Figure 1-8: The reaction of a pneumatic isolator to a vertical displacement. The decrease in
piston height results in the increased pressure within the leg, which results in a net upwards
force to remedy the displacement.
feedback. The additional pole in the system reduces the high frequency gain, which retains
the - transmissibility roll-off.
An interesting and highly desirable characteristic of pneumatic isolators is that the iso-
lation frequency is independent of the mass of the payload, as given by Equation 1.8. The
resonant frequency is wholly set by the area of the piston of the leg, the gravitational con-
stant, the gas constant of the fluid medium (i.e. air, nitrogen), and the volume of the air
chamber.
S Agr(1.8)
A constant isolation frequency is particularly appealing in laboratory and industrial en-
vironments, where the payload can vary during or between applications.
1.3.2 Horizontal Isolation
Commercial grade isolators are rarely provided as a single DOF isolator. Horizontal isolators
have made dramatic improvements just as vertical isolators have, and oftentimes horizontal
isolation frequencies are even superior to that of their vertical counterparts [19].
Gimbal Piston Isolators
One of the most simple ways to provide horizontal isolation is by the means of a gimbal
piston, which are often used in optical tables. In gimbal piston-equipped optical tables, the
piston is hollow, and the payload rests on the piston by the means of a pendulum with a
spherical end. The isolators in Figures 1-7 and 1-8 represent gimbal piston isolators. The
tip of the pendulum allows the payload to rotate relative to the piston, resulting in the
gimbal action. Gimbal pistons display excellent stability over time relative to other means
of horizontal isolation [19].
The gimbal piston acts to provide horizontal isolation while minimizing its effect on
vertical isolation performance. A rotation of the piston by a certain angle, 0, results in
lateral forces. Figure 1-9 shows a payload on a gimbal piston disturbed laterally and the
restoring forces that result.
1.3.3 Active Vibration Isolation Systems
Active vibration isolation systems offer similar vibration isolation properties in respect to
passive systems, however, through the use of an auxiliary sensor, they are able to improve
the frequency response characteristics to displacements and force disturbances. Sensors such
as geophones and accelerometers are commonly used in active systems. Numerous linear and
nonlinear active systems have been constructed using such sensors [35, 40].
Unfortunately, since geophones and accelerometers are AC-coupled sensors, the inertial
feedback signal goes to zero at DC. Thus using an AC-coupled sensor as the feedback in a
control loop leads to two crossovers of unity magnitude - one at low frequency and one at high
frequency. The low frequency crossover leads to a low frequency "beating" or "breathing"
Figure 1-9: The reaction of a pneumatic isolator to a lateral displacement. The piston
rotates, which results in a lateral restoring force.
when recovering from displacements in position. With force disturbance rejection, stiffness
in the frequency band from DC up to the isolation frequency is desirable, and providing
stiffness in that band is part of the goal of this research.
1.4 Motivations for Force Disturbance Rejection
There is a growing need for improved force disturbance rejection systems due to:
* The decreasing scale of features in production and metrology
* Increasing production speed and forces due to the desire to extend throughput
The acceleration and velocity of various components of high precision machines are often
limited due to the need to suppress transient force disturbance vibrations [28].
Two methods of force disturbance rejection in prior art have been discussed up to this
point. The first method is that of passive systems, which respond to force disturbances
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with a natural frequency characteristic of the isolation frequency. Active isolators using AC-
coupled sensors respond more quickly, as the bandwidth of the force disturbance rejection
can be extended far beyond the isolation frequency of the suspension. However, AC-coupled
sensors result in a low frequency "breathing" characteristic, and such a response also takes
significant time to damp out. A system that combines characteristics of both the passive
and active system in order to mimic the skyhook damper would provide a fast response rate
and a quick settling time.
1.5 Existing AIMS System
A tangible approximation of a skyhook damper is shown in Figure 1-10. A payload is
supported by a traditional passive isolator, however, active control is incorporated. A sensor
measures the distance between the payload and a second, smaller suspension, known as a
proof mass. By wrapping a control loop around the system to maintain a particular distance
between the main payload and the proof mass, disturbances on payload can be actively
canceled.
Such a concept has been developed by Philips Applied Technologies in a system known
as Advanced Isolation ModuleS (AIMS). It has successfully demonstrated excellent force dis-
turbance rejection properties. Additionally, the AIMS system presents a method of retroac-
tively improving base vibration isolation. The combination of the AIMS system, isolating at
0.5 Hz, with a passive isolation system at 2 Hz, has been shown to improve the la value of
the system acceleration noise by approximately 13X [20].
The main disadvantage of the current implementation is its extreme cost. Commercial
vibration isolation systems can cost many tens of thousands of dollars. The AIMS system,
due to the cost of a magnetic suspension and sensors, can cost significantly more than the
commercial vibration systems they are meant to support. Because of the custom compo-
nents, the cost for the AIMS system would be prohibitive for many applications. The large
cost of the AIMS system is the main reason behind its inability to reach large-scale commer-
cialization [38]. As a second iteration of the system, several cost saving measures have been
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Figure 1-10: Concept behind AIMS system.
proposed, including the use of a mechanical suspension and less-expensive sensors.
1.6 Goals of Research
The goal of a second iteration of the AIMS system is to remedy the main drawback in
the original system - namely the large cost. The most expensive components, including
the proof mass, air bearing, magnetic suspension, and high resolution capacitive sensors
are to be removed or redesigned. Because the air bearing and magnetic suspension are
two vital components of the proof mass system in the original AIMS, the proof mass in
the newest iteration would certainly be significantly different. As a replacement to the
magnetically suspended proof mass, a commercially-available geophone and its suspended
coil are proposed. Analysis of how the geophone can be integrated as a proof mass, potential
roadblocks, and actual implementation are important components of this thesis.
Although the reduction in cost is important, the performance benefits of the AIMS system
cannot be significantly compromised. There are two different goals for allowable payload
acceleration noise. Maintaining a payload acceleration noise level contribution from the
active components of below 1 '- is the initial target, and the optimal goal would be to
keep this level below 0.1 -. Such figures are based on the fact that the contribution of the
overall system acceleration due to a retrofitted isolator in the highest performance industrial
manufacturing equipment should be below 10% of the overall system acceleration [38].
In order to aid the development of a low-cost system, there are certain system properties
that are relaxed from the original AIMS system. The target isolation frequency of the proof
mass is approximately 1.5 Hz, which is significantly higher than the original 0.5 Hz isolation
frequency. The linearity of the Lorentz actuator used for the proof mass can also be relaxed
from the 0.1% linearity present in AIMS.
In summary, the design goals are as follows:
* Cost Reduction: The cost of the assembly should be drastically reduced. Target
areas for cost reduction include the position sensor, air bearing, magnetic actuator,
and electronics.
* Proof Mass: Replace the original 0.5 Hz proof mass system with a lower cost proof
mass. The allowable isolation frequency has been relaxed to 1.5 Hz. Additionally, a
moving coil, rather than a moving magnet of the original design, can be substituted as
the proof mass. The coil can be supported by a passive suspension, but issues arising
from the passive components must be addressed. The compensation for long proof
mass settling times and drift should be performed.
* Sensor: The original 0.5 - 2 mm range of the system can be reduced under proper
circumstances, as the standoff was necessary in order to reduce squeeze film force
effects. Thus the operating range can be reduced to approximately 0.05 - 0.1 mm.
The original dynamic range of the position sensor, which was 5 x 105, can also be
relaxed to approximately 105.
* Active Stiffness: The active stiffness of the payload should be around 30 Hz, as
force disturbance sources below this frequency are expected.
* Payload Acceleration: There are two target accelerations of the active components
of the isolated payload. The first goal is 1 -, and the ultimate goal is 0.1 -. The
final goal corresponds to allowable payload acceleration due to the vibration isolation
system in high performance photolithography systems.
* Scalability: The system should be scalable to 3-DOF, and ultimately, 6-DOF.
Chapter 2
System Requirements
In this chapter, I provide a general description of the active isolation system and the per-
formance specifications I hope to achieve. I develop specifics for the mechanical, electrical,
measurement, and controller requirements from the system block diagram. The details dis-
cussed in this chapter will be refined further in the individual design chapters.
2.1 General Functionality Requirements
Up to this point, the active isolation system has been described rather loosely as a payload
whose position relative to a proof mass is maintained with a control loop. Figure 2-1 shows
the AIMS concept in greater detail.
Both the payload and the proof mass are supported by soft suspensions. The position
between the payload and the proof mass is measured using a displacement sensor. This
measurement is used as feedback in a closed loop controller that maintains the relative
displacement at a reference value.
If the payload is disturbed with a force, the proof mass will not be affected. Without
the use of the proof mass, the payload would respond to the force disturbance based on
its own characteristic frequency. By tying the payload to the proof mass by means of the
controller, the response rate is dependent on the bandwidth of the controller. Thus the force
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Figure 2-1: Basic model of AIMS. The displacement between the payload and the proof mass
is measured in order to position the payload, and the position between the proof mass and
the ground is measured to provide low-frequency position alignment.
disturbance response can be improved significantly.
The resonant frequency of the proof mass is expected to be within reason of the resonant
frequency of the payload. If the isolation frequencies match, then in open loop operation,
both the payload and the proof mass are disturbed in the same manner by base vibrations.
Thus in closed loop operation, given the same base vibrations and in the absence of force
disturbances, there is no measured error signal, and the inherent vibration isolation of the
payload is not diminished. If the proof mass is more softly suspended than the payload, the
base vibration of the system improves, as it will match that of the proof mass within the
bandwidth of the system. If the proof mass is significantly stiffer than the payload, then
there will be base vibration isolation degradation over the range of the system bandwidth.
In this conceptualization of the AIMS configuration, a force is applied to the proof mass
for low-frequency position alignment. The use of the geophone presents interesting possibil-
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ities. Normally, the voltage on the coil of a geophone is measured in order to determine the
velocity of the surface on which it is mounted. However, since the velocity measurement is
not used in this project, we can actually drive the position of the proof mass by operating
the geophone effectively in reverse and applying a voltage to the geophone coil. The force
applied to the coil allows low-frequency position alignment of the coil in response to changes
in the environment, including pressure and temperature variations.
2.2 Performance Specifications
Not surprisingly, most of the performance specifications in both the original AIMS setup
and this new iteration are reliant on the proof mass and the sensors. In the original AIMS
system, the system requirements were very strict, as there were few difficulties encountered
with the use of the high performance proof mass and sensors. Perhaps the only considerable
drawback was the noise contribution from the analog electronics and sensors. However, since
Philips referenced a 1 Hz payload to the 0.5 Hz proof mass, the noise improvement in terms
of isolation frequency was so significant that it trumped added noise due to sensors and
electronics.
As mentioned earlier, the cost of the original system was relatively high for most appli-
cations. To accommodate a lower cost system, some performance specifications have been
relaxed, and they are summarized in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Performance specifications for active isolation table
Characteristic Specification
Closed Loop Bandwidth 10 - 30 Hz
Payload Suspension Isolation Frequency 1 Hz
Proof Mass Isolation Frequency 1 Hz
Operation Range 0.05 - 0.1 mm
Full Range 1 mm
Dynamic Range 105
la Acceleration of Active Addition 0.1 - 1 MM
2.3 System Overview and Model
Figure 2-2 reveals a proposed system layout. As mentioned in regards to Figure 2-1, two
separate loops, a force disturbance rejection (relative positioning) loop and a proof mass
leveling (local positioning) loop are shown.
Height
Mass Height
Figure 2-2: High-level block diagram of system components.
system are shown. Sampling electronics have been omitted.
The multiple loops of the
The system begins with a suspended payload and a proof mass. A sensor measures
the relative position between the two, and the payload is actuated in order to maintain this
position. A pneumatic actuator and a second, higher bandwidth actuator are used to position
the payload. The pneumatic actuation is desirable because of its ease in supporting the large
mass of typical isolated payloads. The second actuator allows the desired bandwidth goals to
be achieved. As the pneumatics provide the force necessary to counteract the gravitational
forces, the magnetic actuator responds to higher frequency vibrations and other disturbances.
In the proof mass leveling loop, another sensor measures the local position between the
proof mass and the ground in order to perform the position alignment mentioned earlier.
Sampling electronics have been purposefully omitted from the diagram for clarity, how-
ever, it should be understood that they are an important component for proper system
functionality.
In summary, the main additions necessary for the system can be broken down as follows:
* Mechanical
- Secure proof mass enclosure to ground
- Affix sensor(s) to payload to measure relative position difference between payload
and proof mass
- Affix sensor(s) to geophone casing to measure local position of proof mass to
ground
- Affix Lorentz actuator to payload
* Electrical
- Implement Lorentz actuator to achieve high bandwidth controller loop
- Servoamplifier to control current into Lorentz actuator
* Data Acquisition
- High resolution analog to digital converter
- High resolution digital to analog converter
* Controller Design
- Controller for low bandwidth relative displacement control loop
- Controller for high bandwidth relative displacement control loop
- Controller for low bandwidth proof mass position leveling
2.4 Design Goals for System Components
2.4.1 Measurement System
The sensors facilitate the goal of the research, which is to verify the feasibility of applying the
low-cost, mechanical suspension of the geophone as a proof mass. According to the proposed
system plan in Figure 2-2, two locations for sensors are necessary.
The type of sensor and degree of measurement resolution must be selected in order to
achieve the performance specifications that would validate the geophone proof mass. A
variety of sensors have been be considered, including both contact and non-contact sensors.
I will also debate the merits of commercial and low-cost, custom sensors. In a subsequent
chapter, I will show that it is possible to apply design strategies such as noise modeling in
order to determine the resolution of the sensors required. Even before discussing any design,
we can assume that the sensors used must be of high resolution, as we are adding sensors
to a passive system that inherently has low noise at high frequencies. Noise in the readings
of the sensors will result in noise in the pertinent system output - the acceleration of the
payload. If the sensors add significant noise, then the active isolator will not be able to meet
the performance specifications. The resolution requirement of the two sensors should differ
based on the different points of the system in which they inject noise, and such a concept
will be clarified later.
2.4.2 Mechanical Configuration
From a high level, we can see that there is a requirement to mount a large number of
components, many of which have interconnected functions. For example, sensors measuring
the proof mass will be attached to the payload and the geophone casing. The geophone itself
must also be fixed to the ground, and the actuator should be collocated with the sensor setup.
These issues present serious positioning concerns, and care should be taken in determining
the optimal location for each part. Additionally, the fixtures should all be extremely stiff.
The large masses of an isolation system present a slight problem, but if there is sufficient
space, designing for proper system stiffness should not be overly burdensome. Calculations
for flexural stiffness should be estimated and computationally confirmed.
2.4.3 Electrical Configuration
In terms of electrical design, a Lorentz actuator that can support the 10 - 30 Hz bandwidth
desired of the system is necessary. A method of determining the requirements for the actuator
and adding the actuator to the system must be developed. Finally, a servoamplifier should
be designed for the actuator in order to ease achieving the closed loop bandwidth.

Chapter 3
Dynamic Error Budgeting
3.1 Motivations for Error Budgeting
The continual drive for smaller size and improved performance in products has led precision
design to become a foundation of mechatronic and high-tech industries. Such characteristics
are evident from packaging for mp3 players to MEMS devices to semiconductors. Precision
design is an area of detailed study within both mechanical and electrical engineering. For
example, in mechanical design, strict positioning requirements can be met with such methods
as the use of kinematic couplings and control design. Low-noise design is possible in elec-
tronics with various shielding techniques, precision analog components, and increasingly-fast
digital components. However, the study of precision design, particularly noise propagation,
for systems that combine both mechanical and electrical components receive less exposure
at the university level.
Although strict noise performance measures may not be necessary for most products, pre-
cision industries such as those of lithography and metrology demand them. The equipment
used in those industries is associated with long design times and large costs. The utilization
of methods including and analogous to those used in mechanical design or electrical design
has great utility in the design of such precision machinery. Dynamic error budgeting is a
systematic manner of evaluating the overall noise of an arbitrarily large set of components
and the propagation of individual noise sources through that same set of components. The
principles rest on tools that have been commonly used by controls engineers and engineers
of many other disciplines, namely Bode plots and power spectral densities [13, 20].
Dynamic error budgeting consists of determining the transfer functions from defined
points of a system to the desired outputs. With knowledge of the noise sources expected, the
total level of noise can be found by integrating these curves in respect to frequency [13, 20].
Then decisions can be made as to whether the proposed design meets the performance criteria
necessary, and if it does not, error budgeting offers insight as to where improvements can be
made. Error budgeting describes the individual contribution of various system components
and noise sources to the overall performance. This structured methodology helps reduce
the number of iterations necessary in system design, and correspondingly reduces the costs
associated with design. Optimally, error budgeting allows for the necessary iterations to be
made in the design process and before any hardware costs are accrued or assembly starts.
Some of the material presented here is drawn from the prior work of Monkhorst [20] and
Jabben [13].
3.2 Mathematical Foundations
The concepts discussed in this section are covered in greater detail in most any statistics text
or introductory probability course. For the purposes of this thesis, fairly standard convention
from Papoulis and Ljung has been adopted [17, 23].
Consider a stochastic variable, x. At any arbitrary point in time, we can sample x(t),
which is simply an instanteanous value of the stochastic variable. Various information can
be extracted from a time sample of the random variable. The first statistical concept of
importance is the mean,
mean - E{x} = = j xP(x)dx. (3.1)
Here, P(x) is the probability distribution function. The mean is also known as the
expected value or the first moment, and thus the expectation operator E{-} can be used.
For the temporal signals that are of interest in this project, the probability distributions are
simply the inverse of the time length of the sample. Thus, the mean for all future time-
domain statistical representations here-in will be calculated as in Equation 3.2. The mean of
applicable signals in this thesis is in the SI (International System) units, which are associated
with the signal, x(t).
mean - E{x(t)} = X = x(t)dt [SI] (3.2)
With regard to error budgeting, the mean does not serve great purpose on its own. It is
conceptually evident that a zero-mean signal can still have important influence on a time-
based response. The variance and standard deviation provide a measure of the dispersion
of the values of a particular signal, whether it is random or not. Variance is shown in
Equation 3.3.
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The standard deviation, oa, is simply the square-root of the variance. Variance and stan-
dard deviation are often used to describe the error in a signal, such as in sensor specifications.
The variance is in units of [S12], whereas the standard deviation shares units with the mean.
The representation of the variance in Equation 3.3 reveals another useful statistical mea-
sure. Variance is equal to an integral of the mean of the square minus the mean squared.
The mean of the square expression is known as the power of a signal, and it is shown in
Equation 3.4.
1 td2
power -x2  - T 2(t)dt [S12] (3.4)
T2 - TJ
The power is a second representation of the dispersion of a signal, and it is equivalent
to the variance without the mean removed. Like the variance, the power can be used as a
measure of noise content of a signal.
Another important concept, energy, can be found from the power, and its significance
will be revealed in the subsequent section on Parseval's Theorem. The energy of a signal
over a finite period of time is represented in Equation 3.5.
energy J x 2(t)dt SI (3.5)
3.3 Parseval's Theorem
The value of the aforementioned statistical measures in error budgeting is encapsulated by
Parseval's Theorem, which is stated in Equation 3.6.
j x2(t)dt = IX(f)12 df (3.6)
where X(f) is the Fourier Transfer of the temporal signal.
X(f) = x(t)e-i2ftdt
Parseval's Theorem is presented with frequency terms in units of Hertz in this document
to match convention. In order to maintain consistency, all frequency units in this chapter will
continue to be in units of Hertz. Parseval's Theorem is most often presented with integral
limits of negative infinity to infinity, and it should be understood that realistic time and
frequency limits will be used in this report.
The linking of the time domain with the frequency domain is an important result. We
have already related signal energy to signal power and variance, and thus we can use energy
to describe system noise. With Parseval's Theorem, the signal noise can also be found in
the frequency domain.
Continuing this line of thought, since the noise contribution can be described as an
integral over the frequency domain, the energy component at specific frequency range is
captured in the total energy. Parseval's Theorem ties individual noise contributions at a
given frequency to the overall system performance. With an understanding of the system
transfer functions, we can find how each noise source propagates through the system. All
that is necessary at this point are the tools to analyze noise propagation through system
components, and one of the tools is the power spectral density.
3.4 Power Spectral Density
Parseval's Theorem provides an excellent starting point for describing methodologies for
frequency space analysis. Parseval's Theorem is most commonly expressed in terms of en-
ergy, but a simple conversion can be used to find the components in terms of power, as in
Equation 3.7. Doing so allows concepts of error budgeting to match convention of frequency
analysis.
1 T if
power lim I 2(t)dt= lim 1 X(f)2 df [S
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The integrand of the function of frequency in Equation 3.7 is a density function of the
power, and thus it is called the two-sided power spectral density. The two-sided power
spectral density is shown in Equation 3.8.
S(f) = lim IX(f)1(3.8)
T-+oo 2T
The power spectral density provides a convention in which to describe the noise signals
of interest. The noise may be time-varying, but it is quasi-static in the sense that there is
definable frequency content. Describing both the input and output of system noise terms by
using a power spectral density is convenient.
Since IX(f)12 is symmetric in f, we will adopt a convention known as the one-sided power
spectral density, as in Equation 3.9, which basically folds the negative half of the two-sided
power spectral density over on top of the positive half.
(f)= r IX(f)12  (3.9)
T--+oo T
3.5 Cumulative Power Spectrum
Oftentimes, the power spectral density is not the most intuitive measure to interpret the
performance of a system. Part of this difficulty arises from the units of the power spectral
density. It would be convenient to express the results of the power spectral density calculation
without the frequency term in the denominator. This is done by calculating the cumulative
power spectra (CPS), which is a running integral of the power spectral density.
C(f) = f 'z(f)df (3.10)
The equation for cumulative power spectrum should look familiar, as it is equivalent to
Equation 3.7. Thus, the cumulative power spectrum is equal to the power. We have now
fully linked methods for modeling frequency to time-observed performance characteristics.
With these tools in analyzing the noise content of a signal in frequency space, we can
now examine how noise signals propagate through a linear system.
3.6 Noise Propagation in Linear Systems
In linear control systems, the propagation of clearly-defined signals is very straightforward.
For example, a step response as a reference input or a square wave signal as a disturbance
input can easily be represented in a system output. Take for example the system block
diagram shown in Figure 3-1.
One can easily see that the output in this single output system can be represented by
Equation 3.11.
R(f)
D (f)
Figure 3-1: Noise inputs in a simple control loop. Disturbances are injected between each
set of blocks in the diagram.
Y(jw) = C(jw)P(jw)S(jw) C(jw)P(jw)S(jw) P(jw)S(jw) C(jw)P(jw)H(jw)S(j) D(jw) (3.11)
D2(3)
D3 (jw)
Since the system is a closed loop, each of the terms in the transfer function matrix has a
S(jw) term, which represents the loop sensitivity, or in this case, S(jw) = 1
We can generalize this one output system to a system with k-outputs and n-disturbance
forces. Each of the individual transfer functions is now represented by a generic transfer
function Aij(jw), where i is dependent on the output of interest and j is based on the
disturbance source.
Y (jw) R(jw)Aoo(jw) ... AR (jw)
Y2 (jw) Dl (jw)
= (3.12)
SAko(jw) " Akn (jW)
Yk(jw) Dn (jw)
Consider the same system, but instead of disturbance inputs with units of [SI], the
disturbances are represented as power spectral density inputs, as shown in Figure 3-2. The
output can also be found as a power spectral density.
The signals represented as 1(Di(f) are noise sources. Just as a transfer function can be
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Figure 3-2: Noise inputs in a simple control loop.
derived for the output from the input, (f), a transfer function for the output from each
noise source can also be found. Proofs for the transfer function for power spectral densities
can be found in Ljung, and the result is shown in Equation 3.13 [17].
Dy, = Aij(jw) DjAij(-jw) (3.13)
The propagation of a single spectrum can be applied to Equation 3.12 to yield the general
form of spectra propagation through a system, shown in Equation 3.14.
Y, k(jw) Akl (jw) ... AkD(jw) AD(jw) ,, -jw) ... Ak1(-jw)
(3.14)
The result tells us that the transfer function for a noise spectrum in a closed loop system
is simply the magnitude squared of the transfer function for a particular input entering from
the same node in the block diagram.
3.7 Remaining Conventions
A few other conventions are occasionally found in discussion on spectral content. These
conventions are not necessary, but since they will be used in the remainder of this document,
they will be presented here.
The amplitude spectral density is simply the square-root of the power spectral density.
Amplitude spectral density is used because it may be difficult to interpret the units of power
spectral density. The amplitude spectral density removes the dependency on the squared
term, which allows simpler analysis with understood physical units.
ASD = V [S SI (3.15)
Another convention performs the same operation to the CPS. The CPS is represented
with units of [SI2], therefore it is convenient to take the square root of the individual terms
so that the units are simply [SI]. The result is what is known as the cumulative amplitude
spectra (CAS).
The use of CAS is beneficial because the noise contribution over the frequency spectrum
is shown as a running integral. In this representation, the frequencies and sources of major
noise contributions can be easily seen. The final value of the CAS is a, or the standard
deviation of the signal.
CAS = , [SI] (3.16)
3.8 Summary of Error Budgeting Methods
The same basic steps can be manipulated for performing dynamic error budgeting. There
is not necessarily an order for these steps, and certain of the conventions, such as ASD, are
not imperative. The steps are as follows:
* Create a block diagram model of the system to be analyzed.
* Determine the power spectral densities of the noise inputs.
* Determine the transfer functions from various inputs to the outputs.
* Calculate the noise propagation by multiplying the PSD with the magnitude of its
associated transfer function.
* Compute the square root of the output PSD to find the ASD, which provides more
intuitive units.
* Integrate the ASD to find the CAS, which gives the contribution of the noise source
to the system output.
* Add the cumulative amplitude spectras of the individual noise sources to find the
overall system noise picture.
Leon Jabben provides an excellent illustrative example in the chapter on dynamic error
budgeting in his doctoral thesis [13].
Chapter 4
Sensor Selection
In this chapter, I provide analysis of the required resolution for the sensors. Two different
sensors are necessary, one for the relative loop and one for the local loop. After determining
the resolution specifications, I provide a basic overview of some various displacement sensor
technologies, including optical, capacitive, and inductive sensors.
In the end, I make a decision between commercial and custom sensors. I present charts
with generalized price versus resolution of various sensor types, and then use remaining
system constraints and specific models of sensors to narrow down the search down to a
single sensor.
4.1 Sensor Requirement Determination
A benefit of the error budgeting method is that the allowable system noise level can be used
to determine the resolution of the sensors necessary. Being able to determine the correct
grade of sensor is a useful advantage. The time required in fixturing, testing, and repeating
to find a correct sensor is cut down, as only a single iteration is necessary. Knowing the exact
sensor allows much tighter designs to be followed, as we can assume with relative confidence
that the sensor determined through error budgeting will fulfill the necessary goals. Finally,
the cost required is kept to a minimum, as only a single sensor purchase is made.
Two sensors are required for the system. One of the sensors measures the position between
the payload and the proof mass. The other sensor measures the position between the ground
and the proof mass in order to allow for low frequency position alignment of the proof mass.
The goal of the subsequent sections is to determine fairly accurate approximations of the
sensor resolutions necessary to facilitate the performance specifications.
4.1.1 Relative Loop Sensor Resolution
Even without a complete picture of the isolation system at hand, specifications for the sensors
can be estimated with a lumped model of system components. For example, the blocks that
aid in the determination of the sensor resolution the earlier system layout are highlighted in
Figure 4-1.
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Figure 4-1: System layout modules important to relative loop sensor resolution calculation.
The details of the branches for the various modes of actuation are not of the greatest
concern at this point, as we can approach the problem from a higher level. What we are
effectively doing is applying a force to the payload in order to position it within an acceler-
ation noise bound. As a starting point, we can lump the pneumatic command and the high
bandwidth actuator into a single block.
In order to fully utilize such a loop with error budgeting methods, we want to build a
clearer picture of general sensor characteristics. We can refer to the sensor specifications
initially outlined in the project in Chapter 2. The important specifications in respect to the
sensor for the relative loop are summarized in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Selected system requirements used for sensor selection
Parameter Target Value
Isolation Frequency 1 Hz
System Bandwidth 30 Hz
System Range 100 ,4m
From Table 4.1, we know the isolation frequency of the payload is 1 Hz, so there should
be a magnitude roll-off beyond that frequency. The general shape of the payload dynamics
should be second order, since we are effectively applying a force disturbance to the payload.
Finally, since we wish to close the loop at a bandwidth of 30 Hz, the gain of the block at
30 Hz is unity. We can reduce the boxed area of Figure 4-1 into a simple closed loop block
diagram, as shown in Figure 4-2.
Next, we have to realize that the block diagram output does not yet represent the desired
performance specification. The output is in terms of a voltage, whereas we have identified a
noise value in acceleration. By shifting the scaling factor of the sensor to the feedback path,
the payload acceleration can be properly shown as the output. We can assume the sensor
scaling will be flat over the frequencies of interesting, and for the time being, refer to the
scaling as a value of A. Finally, we have to represent the PSD of the sensor noise. Since the
sensor is unknown, rather than developing an unnecessarily complex PSD, we will simply
use a flat PSD of magnitude B as an estimate. The new equivalent block diagram is shown
in Figure 4-3.
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Figure 4-2: Basic relative loop block diagram for determining the sensor requirements. The
forward loop transfer function is a second order system with complex poles at 1Hz and unity
crossover at 30 Hz.
At this point, we can use the methods described in Chapter 3 to determine the cumulative
amplitude spectrum of the payload acceleration noise in order to find a required resolution
for a position sensor. In order to fulfill the "point" operation of the system around 100 pm,
it is desirable to have a sensor with greater range than the system such that the system
never approaches fringe of the sensor range. A common range for sensors is +100 Pm, which
provides twice the range that is nominally required. Typical controller boards used in the
laboratory have ± 10V analog to digital converters. In order for a sensor to fully utilize the
range of the controller electronics, the sensor will have the same voltage range. The range
and voltage limits of the sensor determine the scaling factor in Equation 4.1.
AOV 105 V (4.1)100 x 10- 4 m  m
74
Figure 4-3: Relative loop block diagram for determining the sensor requirements with sensor
gain calculated.
With knowledge of the sensor gain, the last component to be found is the sensor noise,
which can be done by finding the system CAS, as in Equation 4.2, and setting it equal to
the target acceleration variance of (10- 4  /8s2) 2.
f1000Hz 1000Hz G(j(27 f )) 2 4 2
J1 z00  poad( 10z 1 + G(j(2f))H(j(2rf)) f2 = 2
(4.2)
Since the forward and feedback loop transfer functions are known and B is not a function
of f, this equation can be solved by simply calculating the integral in MATLAB, which yields
B = 10-8 V 2. In order for this value to be meaningful, it must be converted to SI units of
length by taking the square root and applying the sensor scaling assumed earlier.
10-4 V
resolution - = = 10-9 m
A 105 V
m
(4.3)
The back of the envelope calculation carried out in this exercise can be simulated in
MATLAB. Figure 4-4 confirms the analysis. In the figure, a sensor with 1 nm rms noise
was simulated. The cumulative amplitude spectrum shows less than 10- 4 ' of noise up to
1000 Hz, as expected.
Acceleration Cumulative Amplitude Spectra of Modeled System and Proposed Relative Loop Sensor
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Figure 4-4: Cumulative amplitude spectrum of the expected closed loop with noise from a
1 nm rms resolution sensor injected into the relative loop.
4.1.2 Local Loop Sensor Resolution
The resolution of the local loop sensor can be determined in an analogous way to that of the
relative loop sensor. The advantage of the local loop is that the high frequency component
linking sensor noise to the payload acceleration is significantly smaller than the relative
loop example. Because the local loop noise is transmitted not only through the suspension
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of the passive payload, but also the suspension of the geophone, higher frequencies are
substantially filtered. The highest frequencies observed in the relative loop example were
the greatest contributors to the cumulative noise spectrum, as seen between 10 and 1000 Hz
in Figure 4-4. Due to the filtering, the resolution requirement on the local sensor should be
significantly less. The analogous analysis finds the resolution for the local sensor as shown
in Equation 4.4.
_ V1.5 x 10 3 V
resolution- = - = 1.5 x 10- 7 m
A 104 V
m
(4.4)
The resolution requirement for the local loop is over 100 times reduced from that of the
relative loop. Again, we can confirm the analysis in MATLAB by calculating a cumulative
amplitude spectrum as shown in Figure 4-5.
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Figure 4-5: Cumulative amplitude spectrum of the expected closed loop with noise from a
0.15pm rms resolution sensor injected into the local loop.
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4.2 Displacement Sensors
With the resolution requirements for displacement sensors found, I will briefly present back-
ground on displacement sensors, from both academic publications and product literature.
Displacement sensors measure the difference in position between the sensor and a target
surface. With displacement probes, the main concerns are resolution, accuracy, and cost.
Sensors of this type cover a variety of detection methods, and characteristics such as band-
width, linearity, range, and resolution vary.
4.2.1 Optical
Optical sensors offer some of the best resolving abilities of all sensor types. As the name
implies, optical sensors are based off measurements utilizing light. They are non-contact,
and they are widely used for high precision applications.
Laser Interferometry
Laser interferometry offers a non-contact sensor that can attain extremely high resolutions.
They determine displacement by interpreting interference between a reference and measuring
beam emitted by a coherent source [31]. Laser interferometers can offer resolution far better
than nanometers. The size of laser interferometers is large and currently limited due to the
scaling and packaging of optics [32]. The main drawback of laser interferometers is a high
cost due to assembly and configuration.
Encoders
Optical encoders consist of two separate components, a scale and a reader. Encoders come
in linear and angular varieties, and they can resolve relative displacements from microns to
finer than nanometers. Scales use a repetitive pattern of markers to provide a periodic signal
that can be interpolated.
Even though the sensor is inherently non-contact, the scale of the encoder assembly would
have to be mounted to the proof mass in order for proper operation. The scale is normally
made of tape or glass, and gratings are printed on it.
At Philips Applied Technologies, facilities were available to perform optical grating print-
ing on metallic surfaces. Such a possibility offered an interesting option for the encoder
interface. Rather than having to mount a scale to the proof mass, a scale could be printed
directly to a free surface of it [37]. By doing so, any concerns about adding mass to the proof
mass suspension or lateral offset in the center of rotation of the proof mass can be avoided.
Triangulation Sensors
Triangulation sensors shine a beam of light on an object, and focusing electronics determine
the position of the reflected spot and output the measured position [40]. The light receiver of
triangulation sensors fall into two separate types, position sensitive devices (PSD) and charge
coupled devices (CCD). Triangulation sensors can have resolutions from a few nanometers to
hundreds of um, and a large range from 1 to 300 mm. Triangulation sensors are reasonably
priced, but the sensors are fairly large.
Autofocus Sensors
Displacement is found by an autofocus sensor by determining the deviation from ideal fo-
cus resulting from a laser on a target surface. A DVD pickup head is an example of an
autofocus sensor, and low-cost autofocus sensor development has relied on salvaging parts
from commercial products such as DVD drives [10]. Autofocus sensors typically measure
the focal error signal (FES) and match the signal to known curves. This error signal is used
to refocus the objective to find the ideal focus point. Resolution ranges from the order of
microns for low cost autofocus sensors to less than nanometers for high performance custom
and commercial systems [10, 16, 30]. Commercial high resolution autofocus sensors for pure
metrological applications have not gained much popularity, and thus systems cost in the
range of $10,000-$20,000.
4.2.2 Capacitance
Capacitance sensors are non-contact sensors. They generally are available in two different
versions, proximity sensors and high resolution displacement sensors. Proximity sensors are
relatively low resolution. For the purposes of this research, the high resolution displacement
sensors are the version with value. Capacitance sensors utilize an oscillating drive voltage
and the measured gap reactance in order to determine the relative distance. A Wheatstone
bridge is used to detect the change in capacitance, and conditioning electronics output the
relative position [40).
Capacitive sensors are often limited by oscillator noise and amplifier noise. The noise
is also linearly increasing with gap length and decreasing with larger values of capacitance
[32]. By making the capacitive sensor area arbitrarily large, the noise requirements can fairly
certainly be satisfied. The size of the proof mass target and linearity requirements set limits
on the size of the capacitive sensor.
The small standoff distance and limited range of capacitive sensors can present problems
in this application. If the sensor radius and target size are similar and the offset is small
enough, motion of the sensor position in the air gap can disturb the target [9].
High resolution capacitive sensors can have resolutions from microns to sub-nanometer.
The range is a function of resolution and improves as resolution degrades. Range can vary
from microns to millimeters, and bandwidth can be many kHz.
4.2.3 Inductance
Inductive sensors function very similarly to capacitive sensors. By using a drive current, an
induced magnetic field arises in the gap which then can be measured [32]. The inductance
in the gap is interpreted by a Wheatstone bridge and conditioning electronics.
Inductive sensors are also similar to capacitive sensors in terms of range and resolution.
The range of inductive sensors can differ from 0.1 mm up to m, and the resolution can be
as fine as 0.1 nm. The bandwidth of inductive sensors is typically limited to a few hundred
Hz [31].
Inducing a magnetic field inside of the proof mass is not optimal, since stray voltages
will be generated on the geophone coil.
4.2.4 Resistance
Resistance sensors are a type of inexpensive contact sensor. Linear, wiper type sensors could
be applicable in this project by mounting one end of the sensor to the payload and the
other end to the proof mass. Current, thermal, voltage, and sampling noise will limit their
effective resolution. Additionally, the accuracy and repeatability of the sensors limits their
functionality.
Resistance sensors typically have signal to noise ratios from 103-104, which is significantly
less than desirable for the application at hand [32].
4.2.5 Eddy Current
Eddy current sensors use an AC current in order to produce an electromagnetic field. The
field induces eddy currents in the target surface, which in turn generate electromagnetic
fields themselves and apply an inductance on a sensor coil [40]. The impedance of the coil
is measured in order to determine displacement.
The resolution of eddy current sensors ranges from pm to fractions of nm. Eddy current
sensors are sensitive to the composition of the target surface. Suppliers of eddy current
sensors sell versions for ferromagnetic and nonferromagnetic surfaces, and tune the sensors
for a particular surface type, such as aluminum. Additionally, eddy current sensors display
significant nonlinearities of 0.1 - 10%. They are also susceptible to problems arising to due
cracks and sub-surface stresses in the target material [31].
4.3 Velocity Sensors
Velocity sensors include tachometers and geophones. Tachometers are used for rotary appli-
cations, and they use the induced back-emf signal in order to determine velocity. Geophones
are used to measure linear velocity. The sensitivity transfer function of a geophone is given
by Equation 4.5.
E Gs2
(4.5)b s2 + 2(wns + wn
The geophone sensitivity is a AC-coupled signal that flattens out at a magnitude equal
to its transduction coefficient, G, at frequencies above its natural frequency. Geophones
are typically useful for measuring frequencies in the range of a few Hz to greater than
1 kHz. The following chapter will go into much greater detail in describing the function of
a geophone.
4.4 Acceleration Sensors
Typical acceleration sensors are seismometers, strain gauges, piezo electric transducers, and
capacitive MEMS-based sensors [311. Acceleration sensors, like velocity sensors, are AC-
coupled. The bandwidth of acceleration sensors, particularly that of seismometers, can be
much larger than that of velocity sensors. However, seismometers are also significantly more
expensive.
4.5 Sensor Selection
4.5.1 Sensor Blending
Position sensors experience relatively high levels of noise at higher frequencies. By blending
the optimal operational ranges of a position sensor and an inertial sensor, a super-sensor
that allows for cost reductions and resolution improvements may be possible [11]. The
sensitivity of velocity and acceleration sensors approaches zero at low frequencies, but at
midband frequency ranges, the sensor noise is often less than that of position sensors. For
the noise specifications desired, there are severe limitations to the displacement sensors that
could possibly be used. Sensor blending allows the position alignment capabilities of position
sensors to be paired with the often-superior noise performance of AC-coupled sensors, such
as a geophone or seismometer.
The technique of sensor blending involves summing a filtered output from a displacement
sensor and a filtered output from an AC-coupled sensor. Filtering ensures that the signal at
low frequencies is dominated by the position sensor, while the signal at high frequencies is
dominated by the AC-coupled sensor.
Unfortunately, sensor blending has drawbacks that hinder its application in this thesis.
The most obvious drawback is in terms of cost. High quality geophones and seismometers
can be just as expensive or more expensive than low noise displacement sensors. Pairing
such an AC-coupled sensor with a low resolution displacement sensor does not guarantee
superior performance, yet cost would almost certainly be higher.
Additionally, there is uncertainty to the stability of applying the blended sensor signal
to a control system. A problem with sensor blending is the possible introduction of non-
minimum phase zeros [11]. These zeros occur due to filtered sensor signals having similar
magnitudes while having 180 degree shifts in phase. By blending the sensor signals, there
are often rapid phase changes in both signals, so there is difficulty in ensuring superimposed
signals without non-minimum phase zeros.
Because of the additional cost associated with the sensor blending and the possible com-
plications with non-minimum phase zeros, I chose to focus on displacement sensors.
4.6 Commercial Sensors
In the end, cost and time investment required led me towards commercial sensors. Pur-
chasing sensors avoids possible difficulties of custom-making sensors, including validation of
resolution, accuracy, and robustness.
For commercial sensors, the main considerations were whether or not the sensors met the
resolution requirement, and then if they were reasonable in cost. Since those two criteria
were sufficiently difficult to meet, I decided it was far simpler to design around the sensor
than to determine a configuration and find a sensor that would fit the design.
Figure 4-6 shows general relations between cost and resolution for commercial sensors
researched.
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Figure 4-6: Resolution of commercial sensors available as a function of price. The type of
sensing method for each product is listed on the chart.
Based on Figure 4-6, the three most viable types of sensors from a cost and resolution
perspective were eddy current sensors, encoders, and capacitive sensors. I was able to further
narrow the sensor selection from this point by applying system constraints.
Eddy current sensors of 1 nm resolution have probe radii that on the order of many
centimeters, and thus will probably exceed the size of the expected target. The oversized
probe would lead to incorrect readings along with presenting difficulties in finding access
through the geophone cover to measure the proof mass.
The encoder would either require a scale to be mounted to the proof mass or a custom
grating to be printed on the proof mass. Although printing the grating onto the proof mass
body would have been an interesting addition to the research and not added much in terms
of realized cost to the research phase, it would surely add a large cost in actual production.
Scale based encoders with nanometer resolution were found to be from $7,000-$10,000, which
was more expensive than optimal.
The remaining option of capacitive sensors presented the fewest problems. In terms of this
application, capacitive sensors offer some very useful advantages. They can adjust to various
target materials as long as the surface is conductive. I found this feature to be important
because there was great uncertainty about the composition of the proof mass during the
sensor search. Additionally, the small size of capacitive sensors allows for great flexibility
in terms of mounting. I was fortunate to find capacitive probes from ADE Technologies
that reasonably fit the specifications. The sensors have a 1 nm resolution at a 1000 Hz
bandwidth.
Table 4.2 summarizes the important characteristics of the capacitive sensors.
Table 4.2: Important characteristics of the ADE 2805 capacitive probes for the high resolu-
tion relative loop.
Specification Value
Range 200 Mm
Standoff 200 pm
Linearity 0.02%
Bandwidth 1000 Hz
Resolution 1.2 nm(rms)
Price $995
The ADE 2805 probes are identical for the various bandwidth, range, and resolution set-
tings. The desired settings are determined by placing jumpers across particular connections
in the sensor electronics housing. Figure 4-7 shows one of the ADE 2805 probes.
The 1000 Hz bandwidth on the sensors was necessary because sensors are typically uti-
lized for metrology applications where the measurement phase is not tremendously impor-
tant. Capacitive sensors typically use Butterworth or other similar filters to limit the filter-
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Figure 4-7: ADE 2805 capacitive probes.
ing effect on magnitude as much as possible up to the bandwidth frequency. However, by
wrapping a control loop around a measurement taken by a capacitive sensor, the aggressive
filtering at the bandwidth frequency causes large phase losses at the described bandwidth.
Because of the price point of the sensors, we decided to use the same sensor for the local
loop. A tradeoff was available where range could be increased in exchange for a reduction
in resolution. Table 4.3 lists the properties of the lower resolution sensors.
Table 4.3: Important characteristics of the ADE 2805 capacitive probes for the low resolution
local loop.
Specification Value
Range 1000 pm
Standoff 1000 pm
Linearity 0.12%
Bandwidth 1000 Hz
Resolution 38.7 nm(rms)
Price $995
Chapter 5
Geophone Properties
The geophone is the key to this research, as it offers a softly suspended coil that can be
used as a proof mass. Geophones are velocity sensors that function by inducing a voltage
on a coil that is suspended around a magnet. They have been used in seismology for over
a century. Currently, they are widely used in well-drilling operations and for taking seismic
measurements. The wide bandwidth, relatively low cost, and convenient proof mass surface
all prove practical for this research.
5.1 Concept and Operation
Figure 5-1 depicts a GS-1 geophone purchased from OYO Geo Space. These geophones are
commonly used to measure seismic recordings for structural analysis and geological hazards
[34]. Because of its small package and excellent velocity sensitivity characteristics, the GS-1
is also a common choice for use in active vibration isolation systems.
The GS-1 is particularly appealing because of its 1 Hz undamped natural frequency,
which implies that the coil used for velocity readings has a suspension at that frequency.
Since the suspension frequency is near the frequency of commercial passive isolation systems,
the GS-1 is a natural fit for the proof mass application.
To gain a fundamental understanding of the GS-1 geophone, we can analyze a more basic
Figure 5-1: OYO Geo Space GS-1 Geophone. The geophone is enclosed in an aluminum
housing with a cap that is attached to the top cover with bolts.
geophone. An exploded view of general components of a GS-11D miniature geophone are
shown in Figure 5-2. The geophone was disassembled by using a Dremel tool to remove an
outer shell that was sealed with a press fit. Afterwards, cylindrical shells with epoxied leaf
springs were pried from the proof mass.
Working down from the top of the figure, the geophone first includes an upper cover
with electrical leads extending from it. A helical leaf spring is connected to the upper cover
by an epoxied plastic pin. The leaf spring is electrically connected to one of the leads, and
the other lead is connected to a metal clip placed around the aforementioned epoxied pin.
Second from the top is the proof mass of the geophone, which consists of a brass cylinder
surrounded by a copper coil that is wound in opposite directions on each end of the cylinder.
One of the leads of the coil is connected to the metal clip extending to the lead on the upper
cover of the geophone. The other end of the coil is connected to the brass cylinder, which is
electrically connected to leaf spring and thus also to the other electrical lead of the geophone
cover. The voltage on the coil is therefore the voltage across the leads. Below the geophone
coil is a the geophone magnet. The magnet produces the magnetic field which induces the
Figure 5-2: OYO-Geospace GS-11D Geophone. The geophone is a low-cost, miniature model
with a 4 Hz resonant frequency. Thanks to Wouter Monkhorst for the disassembly of the
GS-11D.
voltage across the geophone coil in response to the relative movement of the coil with respect
to the magnet. A second leaf spring follows, and the combination of the two leaf springs
offsets the gravitational force arising due to the mass of the center coil and softly suspends
it. At the bottom of Figure 5-2 is the bottom cover of the geophone, which helps hold the
lower leaf spring in place. The missing piece from the image is an outer casing that shields
the proof mass from the environment, such as moisture and open air flow.
5.2 Geophone Benefits
The geophone was originally proposed for use as a proof mass by Professor Trumper. The
geophone was so sensible that the research goal became analyzing the viability of the geo-
phone as a proof mass rather than finding or constructing a proof mass. In the following
subsections, I provide some background and rationale behind the geophone selection.
5.2.1 Leaf Spring
The GS-11D geophone has a natural frequency of 4.5 Hz, which according to the spring sag
equation, corresponds to a static sag of 1.2 cm. From Figure 5-2, it is very clear that the
sag is far less than this value. The geophone uses the concept of the leaf spring in order to
package a suspension of a low frequency in a small package. The leaf spring also provides
guidance, as the leaf springs are helical and are very stiff to lateral excursions.
5.2.2 Opposite Wound Coils
As mentioned in Chapter 2, a mode of actuating the proof mass for low frequency position
alignment is desirable. The geophone already is packaged with an actuator, as its coils can
be used to drive the position of the proof mass. The manner in which the coils are opposite
wound is another advantage of the geophone. Figure 5-3 shows a geophone coil surrounding a
magnet. As the geophone is displaced up or down, the perpendicular magnetic field observed
by the coils remains fairly constant due to the opposite wound pair.
5.2.3 Cost
The most significant advantage of the geophone is price. Given enough money, one could
reasonably expect to engineer a proof mass with vertical guidance, a mode of actuation,
and a soft suspension with superior characteristics to the geophone. In fact, this is exactly
what engineers at Philips had done for the initial prototype. However, the cost and time
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(a) Opposite wound coil surrounding a (b) Opposite wound coil displaced from
magnet. initial position
Figure 5-3: Advantage of opposite wound coils. Note that even as the coils are shifted, they
intersect identical field lines.
associated with such a design is relatively high. The geophone offers many of the desired
specifications as an off-the-shelf product and at a reasonable price.
5.3 Geophone Drawbacks
The geophone appears to be a viable proof mass, but there are potential difficulties that
should not be ignored. Although the maximum excursion of the GS-1 geophone is approxi-
mately 1 cm, the operating region is limited by the linearity of the leaf springs. Fortunately,
the desired system range is only 100 pm, so the nonlinearity should not be a likely issue.
Another consideration are the higher frequency structural modes of the geophone. Up
until this point, the geophone has been described as a 1-DOF suspension. However, higher
frequency structural modes certainly exist. The helical coils of the geophone may be stiff
laterally, but the vertical displacement couples with yaw. Additionally, pitch and roll stiffness
are not extremely high. Other flexural modes of the geophone coil may occur at frequencies
of interest.
Finally, the fields in the environment of the geophone should be controlled. In the
presence of a significant, changing magnetic field, a voltage will be generated on the geophone
coil, which will lead to unwanted coupling. Such coupling was observed by Monkhorst, and
shielding was used to remedy the problem [20].
5.4 Geophone Disassembly
In this section, I describe my observations during the disassembly of the geophone. The
disassembly was not trivial, as the geophone is meant to be able to weather very unfavorable
climates such as in oil exploration.
5.4.1 Initial Observations
Because of my reservations in damaging the geophone, I took delicate measures in exploring
possible methods to disassemble the geophone or otherwise expose the proof mass and coil
to a sensor.
The geophone exterior is fairly rugged. The geophone has an aluminum enclosure, and
it is water-tight except when a cap at the top of the geophone is removed. The cap encloses
a spring, which is wound around a nut. The nut is connected to a rod which protrudes from
the proof mass of the geophone. This spring serves as a counterbalance spring to tune the
nominal height of the proof mass within the casing. Figure 5-4 shows the geophone with the
counterbalance spring cap removed.
Even though the removal of the cap revealed only an obscured view of the inside of the
geophone, I decided to make attempts to use the opening to gain a greater understanding of
the construction of the geophone.
In order to gain a better view of the internal structure of the geophone, the nut connecting
the counterbalance spring and proof mass rod was removed, The removal of the nut provided
approximately a 1" hole in which to peer into the geophone. Unfortunately, because the
IFigure 5-4: The GS-1 geophone with the counterbalance spring cap removed.
proof mass rod still protruded through the opening of the geophone, the view was obscured.
Attempts were made to secure a borescope, but the only borescope available at a nearby
facility had a 1" head, and thus it was unable to fit inside the opening.
Given the lack of success in revealing the internal structure of the geophone with non-
invasive means, more drastic measures were sought. Two possible options were to use a
machine tool to physically cut open the geophone or to try to forcibly open the geophone by
separating either the top or bottom cover from the main body.
Cuts could be made into the geophone by using a Dremel tool or machine shop equipment.
The use of the Dremel tool would be fairly quick and allow for very specific regions of material
removal. Machining away the seal of the lid using the mill was a significantly more precise
method, and one that posed less risk of damaging the sealed components of the geophone.
Unfortunately, the use of the mill would likely require the removal of significant material
of the outer casing, and the geophone may be rendered useless following the removal of so
much external structure.
Figure 5-5: The geophone with the cap removed and the counterbalance spring visible. The
nut which the counterbalance spring is wound around has been unscrewed from the rod that
connects it to the proof mass. The spring is stretched and shifted off axis in this picture.
The rod connected to the proof mass is visible between the coils of the spring.
Machining presented the serious risk of exposing the internal configuration of the geo-
phone to metal chips. Because the internal structure of the geophone was unknown, the
chips were thought to be able to significantly impair the general operation of the geophone.
Such a scenario was likely in the case of a small clearance where the chips could embed
themselves and result in significant friction between structures.
In the end, invasive measures were bypassed following the realization that the geophone
could be disassembled with hand tools. Figure 5-6 shows the bottom of the GS-1 geophone.
Figure 5-6: A bottom view of the GS-1 geophone. Notice the two #10 tapped holes that
were used for disassembly. There is a pocket that was filled with epoxy in the middle of the
bottom cover.
5.4.2 Disassembly Methodology
There are two threaded holes at the bottom of the geophone, and three on the top of the
geophone. Each of the holes accepts size 10 bolts. Two bolts were screwed into the top
and bottom cover, respectively. By inserting two bolts, a plane to clamp the geophone was
formed. The geophone was held upside-down, and the bolts protruding from the top cover
were held in a vice. A large adjustable wrench was then used to apply a torque on two
bolts screwed into the bottom cover. With the application of a relatively large torque, even
though applied by hand, it was possible to release the bottom cover from the rest of the
casing. Figure 5-7 shows the released bottom cover. The bottom cover is compression fit to
the rest of the casing with an O-ring.
Once the bottom cover is removed, an aluminum ring is exposed. This aluminum ring
Figure 5-7: A bottom view of the unsealed geophone. The bottom cover seals the geophone
with an O-ring. Dislocated from the main axis of the geophone is a ring which is used to
apply a preload to the leaf springs.
is used to apply a preload on the leaf springs. Completely removing the bottom cover and
the aluminum preload ring exposes the leaf spring of the assembly, the proof mass, and the
geophone magnet. Figure 5-8 shows these components.
The magnet in the center of the geophone is an Alnico 9 magnet, and it rests on the
bottom cover of the geophone during operation [2]. With the bottom cover removed, the
magnet is free to be removed without disturbing the remaining components.
The aluminum outer casing is attached to the internal components by a pair of soft pigtail
springs. These springs are used to carry the electrical signal from the proof mass coil to the
leads present on the top cover. The springs become visible once the magnet is removed.
By desoldering these springs from the electrical connection points, the inner casing, which
includes a steel cylinder, proof mass, leaf springs, and permanent magnet are released. The
removed inner components are shown in Figure 5-9.
In Figure 5-9, it is evident that without the aluminum preload ring inserted, the heli-
cal leaf spring has a significant planar offset between its outer and inner rings. The light
gray anodized surface of the proof mass is also evident. This surface is an annulus with
approximately a 1" thickness. Since this surface is the target surface of the proof mass, the
Figure 5-8: With the bottom cover and the bottom preload ring removed, the leaf spring,
the proof mass, and the magnet are visible.
thickness of the surface sets important limits for the size of the sensors that can be used.
The top view of the geophone proof mass, as shown in Figure 5-10, shows many of the
same characteristics. The target surface of the proof mass is again approximately i", so in
respect to the size of the target surface, there is no difference whether the sensors peer into
the geophone casing from the top or the bottom.
The top view reveals that the helical leaf spring is attached to the proof mass by means
of a brass C-clip. The C-clip is aligned by the presence of a pin in the proof mass. The
pin limits the proof mass rotation within the casing and prevents the aforementioned pigtail
spring leads from becoming intertwined, which would short the geophone coil. Also of note
in this view is a 1" threaded rod that protrudes from the proof mass. This rod is used to
attach the proof mass to the counterbalance spring that sticks out of the top of the geophone
casing.
Figure 5-11 shows the proof mass with the leaf spring detached. Paired with one of the
leaf springs was a spacer made out of the same material, copper beryllium, as the leaf spring
Figure 5-9: Bottom view of inner cylinder, proof mass, and leaf springs.
itself. The spacer holds the leaf spring tight axially.
The leaf springs consist of two circular rings with 3 branches connecting the two rings.
The branches extend in a skewed line in order to reduce the stiffness of the overall flexure.
They have a rather thick coating of oxide that was probably deposited during an annealing
process.
Figure 5-12 shows one final view of the geophone disassembly. The proof mass has been
separated from all the other assembly components.
The two coils of the proof mass are wound in opposite directions as mentioned earlier.
The coil has 24044 turns, and they form an electrical connection with the two metal rods
that point towards the center axis of the proof mass [2]. These rods are evident when looking
into the empty core of the proof mass.
Figure 5-13 shows an exploded view of the GS-1 geophone parts. The assembly was fairly
vertical, and some dexterity is required in both assembling and disassembling the geophone.
Figure 5-10: Top view of inner cylinder, proof mass, and leaf springs
Notably absent in the figure are the counterbalance and pigtail electrical connection springs.
Figure 5-11: Proof mass and the detached leaf springs. The leaf springs attach to the proof
mass with a pair of C-clips that serve as retaining rings.
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Figure 5-12: Top view of proof mass. The rods that protrude from the center of the proof
mass are attachment points for the springs which connect to the electrical leads on the top
of the geophone.
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Figure 5-13: Exploded view of the GS-1 geophone. The main parts are labeled in both a
side and isometric view. The linear spring has been omitted from the solid model.
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5.5 Geophone Spring Measurements
With the geophone disassembled, many interesting measurements were possible, such as the
measurement of the various springs in the assembly. Spring constants can be calculated by
measuring the force per total deflection and then determining the slope of the fit.
Figure 5-14 shows a force per total deflection measurement performed on the counterbal-
ance spring. A high resolution Mettler Toledo scale was used for the experiment. The slope
of the linear fit shows a spring constant of 171 N for the counterbalance spring, which seems
excessively high. For example, if the counterbalance spring and the 700 g proof mass were
the only components in the system, the suspension frequency would be 2.5 Hz.
Disassembled Geophone Counterbalance Spring Measurement
0
U_
Ii
Deflection (m)
Figure 5-14: Force measurement as a function of deflection of the counterbalance spring of
a disassembled GS-1 geophone. The counterbalance spring has a stiffness of 171 N
Clearly, the helical springs must have an unexpected contribution to the overall system
stiffness in order to achieve a lower resonant frequency. Figure 5-15 shows force measurements
taken for the individual helical leaf springs, and then the summed spring force for a given
displacement of the two.
The points of interest lie in the linear region, which is expressed by the deflections from
0.004-0.01 m. The analysis reveals that the helical springs actually have a negative stiffness.
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Disassembled Geophone Leaf Spring Measurement
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Figure 5-15: Force measurement as a function of deflection of the leaf springs of a disassem-
bled GS-1 geophone. The leaf springs have a stiffness of -122 ~.
The negative stiffness of the leaf springs serves to soften the overall suspension. Regarding
only the linearized region described earlier, the sum of the leaf and counterbalance spring
stiffness is 49 ~ and shown in Figure 5-16. This stiffness and the 700 9 proof mass creates
a 1.33 Hz suspension.
Disassembled Geophone Linearized Sum of Spring Forces - w
n
= 1.33 Hz , assuming proof mass of 700g
0.4
.. -- Linearized Sum, k = 49 N/m
-- Linearized Counterbalance Spring, k = 171 Nlm
-- Linearized Remainder of Geophone, k = -122 N/m
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Figure 5-16: Sum of linearized force versus deflection models for the counterbalance spring
and the leaf spring of a GS-1 geophone.
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The spring constant of the entire assembly was measured for an intact geophone. The
results are shown in Figure 5-17.
Intact Geophone Spring Constant Measurement
Deflection (m) x 10 3
Figure 5-17: Force measurement as a function of deflection of an assembled GS-1 geophone.
The resonant frequency of the second geophone was approximately 1.5 Hz. Although the
geophones were supposedly 1 Hz ±10% geophones, both of the suspensions fell outside of the
specified range. Unfortunately, the intact geophone had the inferior proof mass suspension
frequency of the two geophones.
5.6 Proof Mass Frequency Response Modeling
Another useful measurement for characterizing the geophone was its response given an ap-
plied voltage. The geophone coil surrounds a magnet which is mounted to the base of the
geophone, so as ground vibrations disturb the magnet, the coil remains relatively stationary,
and thus a back-emf voltage is generated on the coil. Applying a voltage will thus move the
proof mass.
Figure 5-18 shows a model of a geophone. The geophone coil is modeled as a resistance
and an inductance. The coil is suspended lightly by a spring and a damper. A shunt
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resistance, which can add damping, is also presented in the figure.
Figure 5-18: Basic system model of a geophone. The coil of a geophone is a resistance and
inductance in series softly suspended by a spring and damper.
Since the height of the proof mass is to be used for inertial measurements, the relative
height of the proof mass with respect to the ground is of interest. In Figure 5-18, Zb repre-
sents the movement of the ground in respect to an inertial reference, and xm represents the
movement of the proof mass in respect to an inertial reference.
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5.6.1 Proof Mass Electrical Characteristics
The wire of the geophone naturally has an associated resistance, and due to its coiled nature,
it also has an appreciable inductance. The resistance and inductance are related to the
length and thickness of the wire, so they must be modified if the transduction coefficient of
the geophone is to be changed.
Coil Resistance
The resistance has an effect on the damping of the proof mass and the sensitivity of the
geophone. Resistance is related to the squared inverse of the thickness of the wire and
proportionally to the length of the wire.
The initial geophones acquired for the thesis were equipped with approximately 4550 Q
of coil resistance.
5.6.2 Geophone Magnetic Characteristics
The magnetic field perpendicular to the vertical axis of the magnet was measured using a
Teslameter borrowed from Professor Steven Leeb. I measured the field with the lid of the
geophone removed, while all the remaining components of the geophone were left in place.
The measured field is shown in Figure 5-19.
The average magnetic field seen by the coil arrangement of the proof mass is approxi-
mately 0.08 T.
Transduction Coefficient
The transduction coefficient is both the coefficient relating current to force on the coil and
also coil velocity to voltage output on the coil. The coefficient can be found by solving either
equation.
V
G = NIB = 322 - (5.1)
s
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Radial Magnetic Field Density versus Parallel Distance to the Geophone Magnet
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Figure 5-19: Geophone Magnet Characteristics
This value compares favorably to the G = 118 - 591 v- quoted by Geo Space.
5.6.3 Proof Mass Frequency Response Modeling
Given all the constants in Figure 5-18, the theoretical frequency response of the geophone
can be found. The subsequent derivations are similar to those of the geophone modeling of
the Mark L4C geophone provided by Gordon B. Bowden [7].
Equation 5.2 shows the voltage on the coil, VI,(s) due to the command voltage Ei,(s)
and the voltage generated by the coil moving relative to the magnet.
Vin(s) = KampEin(s) + G(Xm(s) - Xb(S)) (5.2)
Depending on the application, an amplifier may be used in conjunction with the command
voltage. The gain of a power amplifier is simply modeled as a constant, Kamp. The voltage
on the coil is also dependent on the velocity of the proof mass relative to the base or ground
multiplied by G, the transduction coefficient.
From examination of the electrical loop, the voltage can also be represented as the voltage
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over the various components in the circuit.
Vin(s) = Iin(s)(Rs + Rc + Lcs) (5.3)
The force exerted on the proof mass can be expressed in terms of the force coefficient of
the magnet and coil assembly and the current on the coil.
Fi,(s) = -GIin(s) (5.4)
The mechanical system is fairly simple. The proof mass and coil assembly are supported
by a spring and damper. The control force is represented by Fin(s), and a disturbance force,
Fd(s) is also present.
mXm(s) = k(Xb(s) - Xm(s)) + b(Xb(s) - Xm(s)) + Fin(s) + Fd(s) (5.5)
The input force can be found by substituting Equation 5.3 into Equation 5.4. By sub-
stituting the input force into Equation 5.5, an equation with one output, Xm(s), and three
inputs, Xb(s), Ein(s), and Fd(s), is found.
K pE(s) - Gs(Xm(s) - Xb(S))(ms2 + bs + k)Xm(s) = (bs + k)Xb(s) + G KampEn() - G(X() - X()) + Fd(s) (5.6)R, + R,+Ls
By rearranging the terms of Equation 5.6, the inputs and outputs can be separated.
ms2 + b + R+ L s + k Xm(s) = ...
IR,+_Rc_+_Ls Kam(S)
+ R+ R+ Lcs + kXb(s) + RG +Ramp+L s + Fd(s) (5.7)
From Equation 5.7, the transfer functions of the three inputs to the output can be
extracted.
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Xm() (b + Rs+R+Ls) s + k (5.8)
Xb(s) ms 2 + b + +L s + k
Xm (s) GKampamp (5.9)Ein(s) (Rs + R, + Ls) mS2 + b + 2+L s + kl.
Xm(s) 1S ( + G2 k (5.10)
Fd(s) ms + b G+\Sk
5.6.4 Experimental Frequency Response Verification
Of the transfer functions analyzed, the most simple to verify is that of X-(). By drivingEi(i)n
the coil of the proof mass with a voltage and measuring its position with a low resolution
sensor, the transfer function can be experimentally verified.
Frequency Response Data
The frequency responses were acquired using both a digital signal analyzer, written by
Katherine Lilienkamp and utilizing a dSpace 1103 controller board and a HP 35665 sig-
nal analyzer. A comparison of the modeled transfer function S and the experimentally
measured value is shown in Figure 5-20.
The two responses match well. The model predicts slightly higher DC gain and faster
phase roll-off. The actual geophone response has a resonance at approximately 500 Hz. A
possible source of the resonance is the flexural clamping of the helical leaf spring to the
geophone casing.
If the source of the resonance is mechanical, then the resonance will slightly degrade the
base vibration isolation of the geophone around the resonance frequency. If the source of
the resonance is due to the electrical system, then the resonance will not be seen by the
system measuring the relative location of the payload to the proof mass. Additionally, the
resonance does not come into play in the low frequency local control loop, as it is outside of
the bandwidth of the loop.
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Measured Capacitive Sensor Output of Proof Mass Height, Geophone Coil Voltage Input (VN)
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Figure 5-20: Predicted and actual geophone frequency responses. The input was a voltage
on the geophone coil and the output was the measured position between the proof mass
surface and the ground.
5.7 Geophone Modifications
With the geophone sufficiently disassembled, a CAD model of the geophone was created. A
decision was made to sense the proof mass with three sensors through the top cover of the
casing. One of the sensors serves as a local sensor to maintain the low frequency position
alignment of the proof mass relative to the ground. The local sensor is fixed to the outer case
of the geophone. The other two sensors serve as relative sensors between the payload and
the geophone. These sensors are not mounted to the geophone, but rather to the payload.
The three sensor locations were determined, and modifications were made to the top cover
of the geophone in order to accommodate the sensors. The location of the modifications to
the top cover of the geophone are shown in Figure 5-21.
The two relative sensors are located on opposite ends of the geophone from one another
in order to reduce measurement errors due to rotations in the geophone proof mass. Sensor
locations are obviously centered around the available area of the target proof mass. I put
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Figure 5-21: Proposed sensor locations for the GS-1 geophone.
significant effort into locating the sensors away from the pigtail spring connections.
Figure 5-22 shows the modified top cover of the geophone after machining. The local
sensor window has been threaded for fine positioning of the sensor by means of a threaded
holder.
In Figure 5-22, a region around the cover where the anodized coating has been scraped
off is evident. Normally, the coating is used because the geophone has to weather extreme
conditions. Removing the coating was one step in creating a circuit within the geophone
whereby the proof mass could be grounded.
The choice of using capacitive sensors requires that the proof mass be grounded in respect
to the drive voltage of the sensor electronics. Since I did not want to touch the proof mass
with any additional structures, I decided to perform the grounding using existing parts of
the geophone. By scraping the material off the top cover, the top cover became electrically
grounded with the brass C-clip. The brass C-clip did not have a coating on it, so it was
conductive. All that was left to do was to electrically ground the C-clip with the proof mass.
The anodized coating was removed with a razor blade in the region where the C-clip and the
proof mass connect. Additionally, the target surface of the proof mass was sanded to remove
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Figure 5-22: Modifications to the top cover of the geophone.
the same coating. This placed the target surface at the same potential as the capacitive
probe ground. Figure 5-23 shows the modified proof mass.
5.8 Geophone Reassembly
The geophone was reassembled by following the disassembly steps in reverse. The reassembly
was particularly difficult because the pigtail springs for the electrical connections had to be
soldered to the top cover of the geophone and to the proof mass. Since the top cover and
the proof mass had to be held together, the cylinder was effectively capped on one end, and
the soldering had to be performed from the bottom, as shown in Figure 5-24.
I was careful not to mistakenly apply solder to the main body of the pigtail springs.
The solder often caused the spring to stick to the tip of the soldering iron, so attaining an
appropriate solder joint and then cleanly releasing the spring onto the electrical pin involved
a deal of luck. Long soldering irons and tweezers would have simplified the reassembly, but
they were not available.
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Figure 5-23: Modifications to the proof mass of the geophone.
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Figure 5-24: Solder points of springs connecting the coils to the leads on the top of the
geophone.
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Chapter 6
Mechanical Design
In precision systems, mechanical design is a fundamental process necessary for proper per-
formance. Although significant emphasis has been placed on error budgeting, the sensors,
and the geophone up to this point, the foundation of the entire control system is the mechan-
ical design. All of the other components rely on the performance of the mechanical system,
further amplifying its importance. Improper mechanical design can lead to nonlinearities in
sensor readings, unintended motions in actuation, and unstable controllers.
In vibration isolation systems, mechanical design typically calls for one of two opposing
criteria: Designs are often either extremely soft and compliant or extremely rigid. Specifi-
cally, in this project, considerable effort was applied into design of stiff structures, which is
often a goal of controls engineers. Since bandwidths in isolation systems are typically low, on
the order of sub-Hertz to a few Hertz, it may seem that stiffness requirements are easily sat-
isfied. However, given the large masses of objects that are typically isolated and overhanging
structures in the system, achieving frequencies that may be associated as "low-bandwidth"
presents significant challenges.
Space and cost constraints present other roadblocks that can significantly limit the ide-
alization of desired mechanical design. For example, in this project, ease of attaching the
completed assembly was important due to a variety of reasons, including consideration of
installation of such systems as retrofits in industry and making system modifications during
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the system identification and verification phase.
6.1 Design Considerations
There are two distinct design perspectives assumed in this project. The first perspective is
that of controls and precision engineers, where elements that play into the ability to accu-
rately place and actuate the vibration isolation table are of utmost importance. The second
perspective is that of a product engineer, where the focus rests mainly on considerations
such as space and cost.
Some important principles of the aforementioned perspectives relative to the project are
listed below:
* Stiffness: Control systems design often centers around tuning system stiffness such
that canonical control methods can be used to achieve desired performance specifica-
tions. In this application, rigid attachment of the proof mass, sensor arrangement, coil
of the actuator, and the magnet assembly to various parts of the isolation table are
the main foci. If designed properly, the first modes of the structures used for joining
the aforementioned components should easily clear the desired system bandwidth by
approximately an order of magnitude in frequency, if not more. Furthermore, the first
mode of the vibration isolation system is expected to be around the natural frequency
of the passive pneumatic isolator. Commercial tables typically have isolation frequen-
cies on the order of 1 Hz. Such a low frequency mode presents challenges in terms
of control if any appreciable bandwidth is desired of the system utilizing the existing
pneumatics as the method of actuation. The low frequency resonances drop the sys-
tem phase by -180 at the resonance frequency and above, so any system resonances
present within the desired working range should be avoided.
* Linearity: Although few systems have pure linear realizations, it is possible to limit
operating regions to linear domains or approximate many systems as linear. One
could reasonably expect a fair number of nonlinearities with the driving of an optical
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table plant, from the use of pneumatics to the pseudo-unbalanced arrangement of the
isolation legs. Such nonlinearities may not be avoidable, but design measures can be
taken to avoid additional problems. For example, we can limit misalignments such
that driving forces act along the axes expected and that the sensors do not provide
significantly nonlinear readings during linear travels. Nonlinearities in regards to the
plant of the system may not be modifiable, but with proper design, we should be able
to find a suitable linear working region.
* Size: The system is to be constructed around an existing passive isolation system, so
there are limitations to the footprint of the addition. In order to be flexible for the
variety of settings expected from on-site retrofits, the system must be relatively simple
and spatially-constrained.
* Cost: Although the project is designed and tested in an academic setting, where main-
taining sound fundamentals and achieving specific performance standards are main
goals, the knowledge exists that such designs may one day be incorporated into a
commercial product and thus costs must be within reason.
Obviously, the breadth of the modules in which these specific concerns are addressed can
vary. For example, finding cost reductions in the grossly expensive components can reduce
system cost drastically enough such that other cuts are not necessary.
The implementation of the geophone coil as a proof mass is helpful in reducing system
size and cost. Understanding these space and costs benefits is evident when comparing the
proposed system to former realizations of the concept. A 1-DOF magnetic suspension with
an air bearing for guidance could cost many tens of thousands of dollars. Meanwhile, the
geophone only costs one thousand dollars. With the cost savings in the geophone and the
sensors described in Chapter 4, the focus can be shifted to the other design perspectives.
Ultimately, the main goal of the project is to be able to close a control loop around the
relative position between a large payload and a proof mass. The value behind the research
lies in the verification of the geophone as a proof mass and successfully controlling the relative
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position, and thus control system considerations can be assumed to be the most vital design
goals.
6.2 System Components and Design Focus
Some of the main areas of mechanical design have already been described in Chapter 2.
Figure 6-1 shows a lumped model of the mechanical assemblies considered.
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Figure 6-1: Lumped components of the mechanical assembly. A payload mounted on a
suspension is presented. A platform extends off the payload by which the sensors of the
system are attached. The geophone is attached to the base of the setup.
Figure 6-1 presents most of the mechanical design work that is necessary in this thesis.
The first determination to be made is to decide on a payload. Optical tables are often used
in commercial and laboratory environments for passive vibration isolation, so they can make
an excellent choice as a suspension and payload. Out of convenience, two optical tables were
available in the laboratory, and a decision on which table to use was needed. Once a table
was selected, questions pertaining to the location of the setup were answered.
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Beyond the logistical type of questions, the focus was shifted to that of the actual me-
chanical design. One mechanical component was a base to mount the proof mass. The other
mechanical component was a second mount attached to the payload of the isolation table
and overhanging the first described structure. The capacitive sensors were connected to the
overhanging mount in order to measure the relative position between the payload and the
proof mass. Finally, a means of actuating the payload was devised in order to provide the
desired control and isolation.
The mechanical design can be deconstructed and summarized by four distinct areas.
Although similar methodologies were used in each area, they presented unique challenges.
* Optical Table Selection: Challenges including the space available around the optical
table, the convenience of the mounting surfaces, and the interface with the mass of the
retrofit itself must be factored in when determining the optical table that should be
used.
* Optical Table Retrofit: The location in which the setup is placed can have significant
effects on the performance of the setup. Issues such space, accessibility, and command
torque can vary greatly depending on the location.
* Proof Mass Mount: The proof mass mount supports the geophone. The proof mass
enclosure should experience a ground vibration spectrum similar to the isolator and
the geophone should be stiffly tied to the mount.
* Sensor Mount: The sensor mount requires similar design practices to the proof mass
mount. A rigid platform tying the payload to the sensors is desired. The sensors
provide a unique problem because on one end, they have to have a clear view of the
target surface, and on the other end, they have cabling.
* Actuator Enclosure and Attachment: A basic linear magnetic actuator was avail-
able for use, but modifications were necessary. Both the coil and the magnet assembly
must be fixed to specific surfaces in order function properly. A decision was made as
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to whether the assembly should consist of a moving magnet or a moving coil. A stiff
mount was devised for linking the actuator to the payload.
Each of these challenges were individually addressed over the course of the thesis. The
following sections describe the individual methodologies that were followed for the compo-
nents.
6.3 Optical Table Selection
Building a fully customized system for every application would be exorbitantly expensive,
both in terms of materials and labor. A central convenience to any application that could
benefit from an isolation table with improved force disturbance rejection characteristics is
that an existing isolation system is likely available on site. By far, the most commonly used
precision vibration isolators in education and industry are optical tables [191.
Using an optical table provides a number of advantages. Optical tables often come in
either three or six-degree of freedom isolation arrangements. The three-degree of freedom
isolators provide isolation in the vertical, roll, and pitch axes. Six-degree of freedom isolators
add the two lateral and yaw axes. In either arrangement, there would be no necessity to
design bearing systems for a single degree of freedom (vertical), enhanced isolator. Addition-
ally, the pneumatics of an optical table provide the bulk of the effort necessary in supporting
heavy payloads.
Two optical tables were considered for this project. Both tables were produced by Techni-
cal Manufacturing Corporation (TMC). The first table consisted of an aluminum honeycomb
surface supported on four legs with 4" sides, which correspond to a table that can support a
maximum payload of 2,500 pounds. The second table had a granite surface and four 8.375"
legs, which correspond to a maximum payload of 10,000 pounds [19].
Both tables provide isolation on the order of a few Hz, if not better. Because of the
age of the tables, the exact isolation performance specifications were unknown. The isola-
tion frequencies were confirmed visually, and small deviations from the expected isolation
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(a) Technical Manufacturing Corporation (b) Technical Manufacturing Corporation
2,5001b Capacity Optical Table with an Alu- 10,0001b Capacity Optical Table with a
minum Honeycomb Top Granite Tabletop
Figure 6-2: Technical Manufacturing Corporation Optical Tables
frequency were accepted as long as the isolation frequency stayed within reason of the proof
mass isolation frequency. Table 6.1 shows various characteristics of the tables in regard to
such characteristics as isolation frequency, flatness, and mounting flexibility.
Table 6.1: Optical Table Parameters
Table Number 1 2
Model Number 70-24496-01 162018522
Serial Number 15511 903603
Isolation Frequency (Hz) 1 1
Recommended Maximum Payload (lbs) 2,500 10,000
Payload Construction Honeycomb Aluminum Granite
Number of Mounting Surfaces 1 (Top) 5 (Top and Sides)
As Table 6.1 shows, the two optical tables differ on a variety of levels. The maximum
recommended payload of the tables presented an interesting advantage for the honeycomb
surface table. Optical tables should be operated nominally at approximately half of the
maximum prescribed weight [19]. The prescribed weight is determined from the piston area
and expected supply pressures. Optimizing these conditions allows for maximized linearity
in the system, since it results in the table resting at steady state around half the supply
pressure such that pulling on the supply line and pushing through the exhaust occur at
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reasonably the same rate. Both tables were significantly under-loaded, as one may expect,
since the manufacturers likely factored in that equipment would be mounted to the tables,
thus increasing the operating weight. The hardware used in the thesis was on the order of
hundreds of pounds, and adding such weight would operate the honeycomb table closer to
the prescribed weight than the granite table. The mass of the hardware would likely be very
small relative to the mass of the granite table.
Another major difference between the two isolators was the table surface. Most mod-
ern optical tables are sold with honeycomb surfaces by default. The honeycomb surface
significantly reduces the mass of the optical table and it also affords a large space savings.
The entire top of the honeycomb surface had regularly spaced, threaded mounting holes for
attaching laboratory setups, such as metrology equipment. However, even though the hon-
eycomb structure was utilized for its stiffness to weight characteristic, the granite tabletop
greatly outperformed it in respect to flatness and absolute stiffness. Another advantage of
the granite payload was that the top surface and each of the four side surfaces had threaded
holes to which a setup could be mounted. Such flexibility allowed valuable versatility in
regards to the surfaces which could be easily used.
The relative preference of the various parameters of the optical tables were summarized
with a Pugh Chart, such as in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2: Optical Table Pugh Chart
Table Number 1 2
Isolation Frequency (Hz) + +
Recommended Maximum Payload (lbs) +
Payload Construction - +
Number of Mounting Surfaces - +
Surface Flatness - +
Surface Stiffness - +
Total - - ++++
The Pugh chart analysis was far from unanimous, but the larger optical table with the
granite surface did show enough advantages over the alternative that it was selected. The
selection of an optical table finalizes three central elements of the research: The payload,
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the sensors, and the proof mass have all been determined and all subsequent design will be
based around these elements.
6.4 Optical Table Retrofit
With the table selected, the starting point of the mechanical design for the project became
the 46.5"x35.375"xll.75" granite block of the 10, 000 lb capacity TMC optical table. The
mass of the granite alone is estimated to be 990 kg, plus or minus a few kilograms for bored
out sections with threaded steel inserts epoxied into place. The optical table is a Technical
Manufacturing Corporation "Micro-G" model, which is a series of approximately 1 Hz cutoff
frequency vibration isolation tables [19].
Figure 6-3 is a CAD drawing of the optical table. The four isolators are visible at
the corners of the table. Each of the isolators is based on a gimbal piston design, where
the vertical isolation is performed by a piston mounted on a rolling diaphragm, while the
horizontal isolation is enabled by the gimbal, which is a pendulum-based configuration, as
described in Chapter 1. Horizontal steel beams connect the individual isolator legs to provide
added lateral and torsional stiffness.
The granite payload has a series of threaded steel inserts that have been epoxied into the
top and four side surfaces. The steel inserts vary in diameter and depth, but they provide a
variety of locations for mounting equipment.
Directly below the granite block at each leg are square steel plates. Half-inch threaded
rod protrudes from each of these steel plates, and these half-inch rods are used as end stops.
Nuts with washers welded to them are screwed onto the threaded rods to serve as vertical
stops.
6.4.1 Location Determination
The location of the setup is an integral part to the system design and sizing. Common
configuration rules for isolation tables can be used to make project-specific decisions about
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Figure 6-3: CAD Drawing of the TMC optical table. The table has a granite payload that
is approximately 1000 kg, and it is supported by 4 gimbal-piston based isolators.
setup location. To begin the discussion of these rules, I will describe the valves used in
setting the pressure inside of the optical table legs. Each of the legs is equipped with a
needle valve that meters air into or out of the leg as necessary. A picture of the needle valve
is shown in Figure 6-4.
Figure 6-4: Needle valve with analog pressure gauge and quick release fittings.
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The needle, which is the arm with the spring and rubber bumper extending out from the
valve, serves as a means of actively leveling the table. The needle arm has been removed
from the valve assembly shown in Figure 6-5.
Figure 6-5: Needle Valve with Needle Removed.
When the payload rises too high, the table lifts off the needle, which causes the valve
to vent the air inside the isolator to the atmosphere. When the payload falls too low, the
needle deflects off the valve, causing the supply air to rush into the isolator. This passive
control mechanism enables the table to maintain a fairly accurate steady state position on
the order of microns [38].
Only three of the legs are directly equipped with the needle valve. The remaining leg
shares the output from one of the other valves. Such a configuration prevents the table from
being overconstrained. Since the optical table is in a rectangular shape, the two legs that
share the valve are on the minor axis of the table. Sharing the output along the minor axis
is more likely to ensure stability [8].
With this basic understanding of the table in mind, decisions were made as to where to
locate the setup. Table 6.3 describes three different general locations that were considered
for the project. Locations considered were directly under the center of the table, centrally
located between a pair of legs, or at a single leg.
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Table 6.3: Disadvantages of general locations for proof mass, sensor, and actuator.
Location Proof Mass Concerns Sensor Concerns Actuator Concerns
Center of Table Difficult to tie down Difficult to fix vertically No mounting surface
Low torque production
Between Legs Possible space constraints -
At a Leg -
As summarized in Table 6.3, I found the most suitable location for the setup around
a single leg. From the earlier discussion about the master and slave leg arrangements, I
decided that the setup should be based at one of the independent master legs. Since the
setup involves both positioning with pneumatic and magnetic actuators, if one of the legs
with the shared passive command were used, the pneumatic command would have be shared,
which would also force the magnetic actuator to be between the legs. I had already decided
to not position the setup between the legs, so one of the master legs had to be used.
The location problem had still not been fully solved. A question as to where exactly
the configuration should be placed around the predetermined leg still remained. Figure 6-6
presents the remaining choices to be made as far as location for the setup.
Each of these positions presented advantages and disadvantages in terms of mounting
flexibility, desired actuation, and isolator footprint. Some important characteristics are
listed in Table 6.4.
In Table 6.4, locations designated 4 and 6 in Figure 6-6 stand out as the most advanta-
geous. Position 6 is the most ideal position, as it provides the greatest compromise in torque
between the two axes of rotation.
6.5 Proof Mass Mount
With the location of the setup determined, the focus was then shifted to design of individual
mechanical components for control performance. The first actual component of such me-
chanical design was a relatively simple one, namely a mount or platform to which the proof
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Figure 6-6: Bottom view of the TMC optical table. Possible locations for the geophone and
actuator are labeled with numbers.
mass was secured. Again, this platform is shown in Figure 6-1 as the yellow base with a
spring constant of kb on which the proof mass rests. Given that the task was to improve the
isolation characteristics of a particular leg of the existing isolation table, I aimed to collocate
the proof mass and proof mass mount as closely with the leg of the optical table as possible.
The goals were relatively simple: Attach a mount for the proof mass either to the leg of the
isolation table or to the ground near the table, and to make the spring constant, kb, very
large such that mechanical resonances do not interfere with closed loop control.
Two main ideas were considered as mounts for the geophone. The first was a cantilever
with one end fixed to the leg of the optical table. Another idea was to rest a mount on the
ground and then subsequently tie the mount to the optical table leg. The need to securely
fix the mount to the optical table was present in both ideas, as securing the most important
piece of hardware conveniently would simplify future design.
A decision was made to proceed with the cantilever, because the height of the cantilever
could be modified if necessary. The added flexibility was viewed as an advantage, and any
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Table 6.4: Summary of advantages and disadvantages of proof mass, sensor, and actuator
locations around a single leg as pictured in Figure 6-6.
Location Advantages Disadvantages
Can attach mount to braces Limited space for proof mass
1 Can attach mount to isolation leg Difficult to mount sensor
Small footprint Low Torque along 0. axis
Lowest possible torque along both axes
2 Small footprint Awkward mounting location
Difficult to mount sensor
Can attach mount to braces Limited space for proof mass
3 Can attach mount to isolation leg Difficult to mount sensor
Small footprint Low Torque along G, axis
Easily accessible for modifications
4 High Torque along 0. axis Large footprint
Can attach mount to isolation leg
Easily accessible for modifications Awkward mounting location
5 Largest possible torque along both axes Large footprint
Awkward mounting location
Easily accessible for modifications
6 High Torque along 90 axis Large footprint
Can attach mount to isolation leg
possible disadvantages offered by the cantilever, such as stiffness, relative to the floor mount
could be designed in such a way that it would no longer be a concern.
Ideas for the cantilever included machining a bulk piece of metal, using Unistrut®, or
using angle plate. Widely available angle plates come in cast iron and alloy steel varieties.
Cast iron is slightly stiffer than aluminum while having a density similar to steel. Although
the cast iron angle plate may not be the most ideal material in terms of stiffness to weight
ratio, as it is approximately the same density as steel while its Young's Modulus is i to 2
of that of steel, it provides advantages in terms of surface flatness, cost, machinability, and
flexibility. Under the unlikely circumstances that the cast-iron angle plate was insufficient
from a stiffness perspective, a steel angle plate could be substituted. The savings in terms
of machining and cost strongly encouraged the use of off-the-shelf angle plates. Figure 6-7
shows the general shape of cast iron angle plates available.
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Figure 6-7: General shape of sand-cast cast iron angle plate.
Angle plates come in a variety of configurations. As mentioned, they are available in
materials such as cast iron and alloy steel. The geometries of the plates also vary significantly
in terms of the lengths and widths of the ends of the angle plate, and the thickness of the
beams. They can also be cast with an array of mounting holes to allow easy integration into
a setup. Finally, the angle plates can come with rectangular or triangular webbing. The
webs significantly improve the stiffness of the plates.
The following sections answer questions as how to fixture the angle plate to the isolation
leg, the general dimensions of the angle plate necessary for the desired stiffness, and how the
proof mass is affixed to the mount.
6.5.1 Angle Plate Dimensioning
As mentioned earlier, by deciding to use a cantilever mount for the proof mass, stiffness
calculations were necessary in order to ensure the cantilever bending moment resonance
is sufficiently high to not interfere with the control scheme. One may question why it is
necessary to design a stiff mount for the geophone when the geophone and proof mass are
in themselves a soft mount. In fact, it would be possible to loosely fixture the geophone
to the leg of the isolation table and still operate the desired system in closed loop control.
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However, the importance of stiff fixturing still lies in the vibration isolation performance.
In Figure 6-8, if the mechanical resonance of the fixture is low, it is possible that the mag-
nitude peaking from the resonance will significantly amplify vibrations from the ground. If
such a frequency were low enough, attenuation of the vibration by the proof mass suspension
may not be great, and the vibration will ultimately work its way into the configuration.
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Figure 6-8: Frequency plot with an insufficiently stiff mount for the proof mass. Frequency
markers are provided for the isolation frequency of the geophone and the desired system
bandwidth.
For example, assume there is a significant resonance at 60 Hz. If the closed-loop band-
width of the ultimate system is 30 Hz, even though the frequency of the resonance is outside
of the system bandwidth, substantial command following still exists at that frequency, and
the effect of 60 Hz vibrations will be amplified.
In terms of design, what we are concerned about in such a problem is the stiffness of
the cantilever at the point where the geophone is mounted. The resonant frequency of a
cantilever is dependent on two factors: the stiffness of the material and the geometry, and
the masses on the cantilever itself. The problem reduces down to a moving mass on a spring,
where the moving mass is simply the geophone.
Space permitting, it is highly desirable to use an angle plate that has some form of
webbing. The webbing transforms the stiffness problem from one which the stiffness is
dominated by bending to one where the bending stiffness is overshadowed by the tensile
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stiffness. Because of the height of the webbing, traditional bending moment equations are
no longer applicable. Instead, the problem becomes one of shearing, a mode in which the
cantilever is significantly more stiff. Figure 6-9 shows the forces expected on the angle plate.
Figure 6-9: Angle plate model with webbing and geophone mass.
However, I performed the stiffness calculations of the cantilever without assuming that the
geophone would be placed directly over a piece webbing. Many versions of the webbed angle
plate contain a single web, and from Figure 6-1, we see that the bottom mounting plate not
only has to contain the geophone, but also provide a surface in which the magnetic actuator
operates. Combining these elements on a single surface means that at the very least, the
maximum benefit of the webbing will not be realized. Performing stiffness estimates without
considering the webbing was prudent and built in a natural safety factor.
At some point, the theoretical model had to blend with experimental constraints to
provide a realistic idea about the applicability of specific dimensional characteristics. Some
constraints of the table were combined with the angle plate model in order to produce a
revised model, shown in Figure 6-10.
Clearly, locating the geophone as close to the base of the cantilever is desirable from a
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Figure 6-10: Revised angle plate model with specific table dimensions considered.
stiffness perspective. The minimum distance of the geophone from the base of the cantilever
is given by Equation 6.1. The overhang of the steel plate of the optical table, the thickness
of the angle plate, and the radius of the geophone were all part of the limiting dimension.
z > (T- t)+ R (6.1)
In the equation, T is the overhang, t is the thickness, and R is the radius of the geophone.
Overall cantilever stiffness can be estimated by solving for the deflection of the cantilever at
the point which the geophone is mounted. The deflection equation as a function of position,
as shown in Equation 6.2, can be easily solved or found in most solids textbooks, including
Roark's Forumlas for Stress and Strain [15, 39].
SP( 
- t)2 (3(L - t) - (x - t)) (6.2)
6EI
In Equation 6.2, 6 is the deflection, P is the applied force, E is Young's Modulus, and I
is the moment of inertia of the beam around its end. We wish to solve for the ratio of 6 to P,
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so what remains is to find the Young's Modulus and moment of inertia and then to provide
the geometry of the problem. A conservative value for the Young's Modulus of cast iron and
the moment inertia of a beam rotated around its end are provided in Equations 6.3 and 6.4.
E % 80 GPa (6.3)
bt3
I = 12 (6.4)
With these equations in mind, the equation for the deflection, 6, can be updated as in
Equation 6.5.
S= 2P(- t)2 (3 (L - t) - (x - t))
Ebt3 (6.5)
Finding the geometry of the table was more of an iterative process, as random geome-
tries could not just be chosen. The limit was clearly the products that were provided by
manufacturers. One particular angle plate found had a thickness of 1", a length of 8", and
a base width of 12". These dimensions are provided in Equations 6.6, 6.7, and 6.8.
t r 1" (6.6)
(6.7)
(6.8)b r 12"
The last variable necessary to constrain was the position of the geophone mass on the table.
A lower limit for the position was found earlier, but a new position can be defined with a
safety factor, as shown in Equation 6.9
x = (T - t) + 2R = 1.5" - 1" + 3" = 3.5" (6.9)
Plugging in all the described values, we can find the stiffness, kb in Equation 6.10, which
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is simply the ratio of the load divided by the deflection.
P Ebt3
kb - P(6.10)T 2(x - t)2(3(L - t) - (x - t))
The resonant frequency of the mass-spring configuration is the square-root of the stiffness
divided by the mass. The resonant frequency equation is presented in Equation 6.11.
_ kb Ebt3
W E (6.11)S Mg 2( - t)2(3(L - t) - (x - t))M9
Plugging in the values into Equation 6.11, we find the resonant frequency of the setup at
greater than 900 Hz, as shown in Equation 6.12.
rad
wb = 5,929 = 944 Hz (6.12)sec
With the large Young's modulus of the cast iron and substantial thickness of the angle
plate, the predicted frequency of the first mode is just below one thousand Hz. The resonant
frequency of the geophone attached to the angle plate is over a factor of 10 greater than
the expected closed-loop frequency of the setup. Even with the safety factors applied, the
expected stiffness still easily clears the frequencies of concern. With this in mind, an angle
plate as shown in Figure 6-11 was selected from a national parts supplier.
Figure 6-11: Angle plate modeled and selected.
The angle plate in this geometry was provided with a multitude of channels cast into the
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plate, which accentuates the importance of the safety factors introduced. Even though the
webbing undoubtedly stiffens the configuration, simple models would not be able to reveal
the effect of the removal of material due to the channels. However, with the safety factors,
we can make reasonable assumptions that the plate will be sufficiently stiff.
6.5.2 Fixturing the Angle Plate to the Optical Table
Securing the angle plate to the pneumatic isolator is relatively simple. As long as the angle
plate is near the width or wider than the pneumatic isolator, which has sides of length 8.375",
the angle plate can simply clamped to the leg. Figure 6-12 shows the clamping arrangement.
Figure 6-12: Angle plate clamped to the isolation table leg.
Holes were drilled into the angle plate and two steel bars that were used for clamping. A
piece of 0.5" threaded steel rod and some nuts were used to provide the clamping force.
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6.5.3 Securing the Geophone
Once the mount was in place, securing the geophone to the mount was relatively simple. A
cylindrical piece of FR4 fiberboard was bolted to the bottom of the geophone. Threaded
holes were already present on the geophone, so they were used out of convenience. The
cylindrical piece of fiberboard had a larger diameter than the geophone, so the top of the
fiberboard was used as a clamping surface. Steel toe clamps were used. Figure 6-13 shows
how the toe clamps were incorporated with the geophone and fiberboard in order to connect
to the angle plate.
Figure 6-13: The GS-1 geophone secured to the isolator leg angle plate with toe clamps.
The method of clamping allowed realignment of the geophone as necessary. This was
useful considering the small clearances between the holes machined into the lid of the geo-
phone and the capacitive sensors. By loosening the clamps, the geophone could easily be
repositioned both laterally and rotationally. Initial positioning errors could then be easily
rectified.
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6.6 Sensor Mount
6.6.1 Fixturing the Angle Plate to the Optical Table
Unlike the earlier case with the proof mass mount, fixturing the angle plate for the sensors was
not very simple. The granite tabletop did have steel inserts on its side face for mounting,
however, these insert locations were few and awkwardly spaced. Figure 6-14 shows the
locations of the threaded steel inserts relative to the side of the granite payload.
Figure 6-14: Location of steel inserts in side of optical table.
In order to deal with the lack of threaded inserts on the table, two options were available.
The first option was to design custom shaped mounts for the sensors and subsequently a
mount for the actuator, as it also had to be attached to the side of the table. A second
option was to attach a large plate with consistently spaced threaded holes to the granite,
and use the plate as the mounting surface of the payload. Such a concept is commonplace,
as is evident by the threaded surfaces on the top of many honeycomb tables. Figure 6-15
shows a drawing of the realization of this idea.
A piece of Alcoa Mic 6 aluminum was used as the plate. Mic 6 aluminum offers many
advantages, as it is cast and has excellent flatness characteristics, along with being very
easy to machine. The flatness of the aluminum was desired in order to avoid undesirable
resonances in the plate-plate mating of the aluminum to the granite. The mounting plate
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Figure 6-15: Proposed threaded mounting plate.
removed the location constraints.
6.6.2 Angle Plate Dimensioning
A similar procedure to that which was used in modeling the mount for the proof mass was
used in this section. However, unlike the geophone, the mass of the components resting on the
angle plate were not initially well-defined. What was known was that sensors, corresponding
housings, and other components to facilitate mounting were necessary, and that they were
expected to have a mass less than two kilograms.
Again, we can resort to the equation for the calculation of the resonant frequency of
a mass on a cantilever beam found earlier and applied towards the sensor arrangement in
Equation 6.13.
wpk _ Ebt3
wpI bt (6.13)W M 2( - t)2(3(L - t) - (x - t))M, (6.13)
Dimensions pertaining to a possible angle plate option and the location of the sensor
assembly along the cantilever model are provided in Equations 6.14, 6.15,6.16, and 6.17.
t 1" (6.14)
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b 9"
x 4"
(6.15)
(6.16)
(6.17)
Even with the increase in length, the stiffness of the cantilever sufficiently exceeded the
specifications, as witnessed in Equation 6.18. The presence of webbing on the angle plate
should drastically increase the stiffness further.
rad
wp = 4, 918 - = 783 Hz
sec
(6.18)
Given these specifications, the following angle plate in Figure 6-16 was found from a
major distributor.
Figure 6-16: Angle plate modeled and selected for sensor mounting.
Luckily, the model contained two sets of webbing even though the width of the base was
only 9". The webbings should significantly improve on the calculated resonant frequency.
Like the earlier model, there were cast channels in this angle plate that facilitated mounting.
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6.6.3 Sensor Housings and Holder
The sensors selected for this project have already been discussed in Chapter 4, so the discus-
sion here will focus on additions to the sensors in order to extract the desired performance.
One of the first requirements for the sensors was a method of positioning them. Capacitive
sensors of this type are most often mounted by means of a set screw or a flexural clamp.
In some applications, it may be possible to linearly position capacitive sensors by hand and
then to clamp them down. However, due to the resolution of the sensors and the sensitivity
of the readings to even nanometer changes in distance from the target surface, a more precise
means of positioning was required.
We determined that the sensors could be far more accurately positioned if they were
placed within housings with threaded exteriors. Instead of positioning the sensors linearly,
the housing could be rotated, and then the displacement of the sensor could be determined
by the rotation and the pitch of the thread. The sensor housings were determined as a
function of the finest taps that were available at diameters that could reasonably contain
the sensors. I settled on 1"-56 threads for the sensor housings. At 56 turns per inch, a
reasonable turn, such as 10, produces the linear displacement as described by Equation 6.19
displacement = = --- turn = 0.0254 m = 1.26 x 10-6 m (6.19)360 360 56)
Such a displacement was well within the range of operation of the sensors, and with some
persistence during alignment, I was able to accurately position the capacitive sensors.
With a reliable method of positioning the capacitive sensors along the vertical axis now
designed, convenient positioning of the capacitive sensors laterally was also desired. Subse-
quently, a sensor holder was developed. The sensor holder was designed with 1"-56 threaded
holes in order to mate with the sensor housings. I designed the sensor holder so it clamped to
the aforementioned sensor angle plate, and also that it had sufficient clearance of protruding
features on the geophone. Figure 6-17 shows a computer-aided design model of the sensor
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holder.
Figure 6-17: CAD model of the sensor holder.
The sensor holder allows lateral and rotational realignment of the assembly if necessary.
Figure 6-18 details the degrees of alignment freedom for the unclamped sensor holder.
Figure 6-18: Possible degrees of freedom for the alignment of the sensor holder.
Again, a stiffness calculation was necessary in order to determine if undesired resonances
were produced by the introduction of the sensor holder. Due to the clamping arrangement
proposed, the sensor holder effectively became a cantilever with two fixed ends.
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Figure 6-19 shows the conceptualized model of the sensor holder. I have modeled the
sensor holder as a fixed-fixed cantilever with a concentrated central load with a mass of 2 kg,
as discussed earlier.
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Figure 6-19: Model of the sensor holder as a double fixed cantilever.
Just as we did earlier, we can revisit deflection equations to determine the resonant
frequency of the configuration [15, 39].
PL3
192EI
P 192EI
kSH - -6 P
kSH 192EI rad
WLSH -a s  = 4,283 = 682 HzMs LMns sec
The sensor holder easily exceeded the stiffness requirements.
(6.20)
(6.21)
(6.22)
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6.7 Actuator Mounting
Conveniently, a linear magnetic actuator assembly was available as a starting point for the
project. The assembly consisted of a rectangular coil and two magnets housed in a steel
shell. A picture of the actuator assembly is shown in Figure 6-20.
Figure 6-20: Actuator assembly consisting of an aluminum-core, rectangular coil and magnet
assembly.
In order to take advantage of the existing actuator, additions and modifications were
necessary for the coil and the magnet assembly. The following list briefly mentions the
expected changes.
* Coil Housing: The coil was simply insulated aluminum wire with a binding compound
that maintained the coil shape. The coil as it was could not be bolted to any structure,
and clamping it could result in the insulation stripping. An external housing that
enabled simple connection to additional structures while adding durability to the coils
was necessary.
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* Actuator Mount: Hardware was necessary to connect either the coil or the magnet
assembly of the actuator to the granite.
* Attachment of Coil and Magnet Assemblies: The coil and magnet assemblies
had to be connected to either the ground or the payload. Slight finesse was required
for attaching the coil and magnet assemblies, as they were already interlocked prior to
the point of integration into the rest of the system.
* Stiffness Calculations: Like the proof mass mount, the hardware added had to be
sufficiently stiff. If there was a low resonant frequency in the actuator component, then
driving the actuator could have led to a undesirably small resultant movement of the
payload. Such a result would have greatly impeded the goal of achieving a closed loop
bandwidth around 30 Hz.
6.7.1 Coil Housing
The need to be able to attach the coil easily to other structures made developing a housing
for the coils fairly obvious. The coil was sandwiched between two pieces of FR4 fiberboard.
As with the other components in the project, rough stiffness calculations were performed.
The problem was modeled with a single piece of fiberboard at a time, and it was modeled
as a beam simply supported beam with a uniform load, as shown in Figure 6-21.
The deflection equation can be found in most any solids textbook, and it is shown in
Equation 6.23 [15, 39].
PL3
6 = 48E (6.23)48EI
We can determine the stiffness of the configuration from the deflection equation, and
then proceed to find the predicted bending mode.
P 48EI
kcH - L (6.24)
The Young's Modulus f the FR4 fiberboard s given by Equation 6.25.
The Young's Modulus of the FR4 fiberboard is given by Equation 6.25.
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Figure 6-21: Deflection model for simply supported beam with uniform load.
E f 24 GPa (6.25)
kc _ 48E1 rad
WCH = - = 5205 - = 824 Hz (6.26)
v _Ms L3 MS sec
When arranged as a sandwich of two of these fiberboard plates, the stiffness should
increase far more than necessary. Additionally, the coils were potted in epoxy, which further
increased the stiffness of the housed coil. Figure 6-22 shows a picture of the proposed coil
housing.
6.7.2 Actuator Mount
Two options were available for the actuator setup: Either the coil or the magnet assembly
could be attached to the payload. Since the payload is the moving object relative to the
ground in the project, mounting to it would result in either a moving coil or a moving
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Figure 6-22: Coil housing assembly.
magnet. Both cases have their own advantages and disadvantages. A moving coil results
in a smaller moving mass. However, it may be difficult to run the coil at higher currents
since forced methods of cooling, such as water cooling, may not be possible if it is moving.
A moving magnet allows the coil to be cooled and there are no wires attached to moving
components. However, the moving magnet also creates a time-changing magnetic field. Since
the geophone reading was depending on the time-changing magnetic field in respect to the
coil of the geophone, I decided to go with the moving coil arrangement in order to not induce
stray voltages on the geophone coil.
Since there was enough space, there was a stiffness advantage to placing the actuator
with its long-axis parallel to the payload. Doing so allowed the center of the actuator to rest
closer to the payload, which required a shorter cantilever for mounting. Figure 6-23 provides
a visual description of the proposed mounting.
Due to the thickness of the mount, basic beam bending equations no longer apply, and
it can be assumed that the mount is stiff enough for the purposes described.
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Figure 6-23: Actuator mounting block attached to the payload.
6.7.3 Attachment of Magnet Assembly
Since the coil housing was attached to the payload, the magnet assembly had to be attached
to a surface that was effectively the ground. Connecting the magnet assembly to the floor
itself was burdensome, as there was a desire to keep the threaded rod of the coil assembly as
short as possible. However, there was an elevated surface that was already readily available
in the angle plate used as the proof mass mount. The geophone and proof mass occupied
only a small fraction of the surface of the mount. The remainder of the angle plate was
therefore available for clamping the magnet assembly, and the existing slots and channels in
the angle plate were convenient clamping locations for the magnet assembly. Clamping of
the magnet assembly to the mount is visible in Figure 6-24.
6.7.4 Force Loop Correction
By attaching the magnet assembly to the same platform as the proof mass, we have created
an interesting problem. Figure 6-25 provides a pictorial explanation of the dilemma.
Imagine a case where the system is in closed loop operation. If the sensors are offset
closer to the proof mass than desired, a signal will be sent to the actuator to drive the
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Figure 6-24: CAD diagram of the magnet assembly clamped to the previously designed proof
mass mount.
Sensor
Target
-I
Figure 6-25: Diagram of the force loop existing between the actuator and sensor. The mode
shape is for illustrative purposes.
granite payload further from the proof mass. However, as the coil assembly pushes the
payload upwards, an equal and opposite force pushes the magnet assembly downwards.
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Since the force from the magnet assembly is on a single half of the angle plate, the deflection
is asymmetric, and there may be resulting deflections and tilt in the orientation of the proof
mass.
The summed effect of these displacements on the linearity of the system is not well-known,
so it was decided to physically separate the proof mass and the magnet assembly. This was
done by cutting a slit through the center of the angle plate on a floor saw. Figure 6-26 shows
the resulting angle plate.
Figure 6-26: Modified angle plate on which the proof mass and magnet assembly are mounted
in order to mediate problems resulting from the force loop.
The slit through the angle plate effectively divided the single angle plate into two angle
plates. Forces emanating from the magnet assembly are grounded by the base of the angle
plate prior to reaching the proof mass.
6.8 Assembly Verification and Finite Element Analysis
Finite element analysis is a useful tool in confirming design parameters. In fact, since
attempts were made to utilize commercial products such as angle plates, finite element
analysis serves the important purpose of factoring in non-idealities, such as the cast mounting
holes in the angle plate, into stiffness calculations.
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Basic finite element analysis can be performed with COSMOSWorks, which is an addition
to SolidWorks. The advantage of COSMOSWorks is that since it utilizes solid models from
SolidWorks, new finite element models do not have be be defined. The following subsections
describe the model restraints and loads placed on various designed structures. The results
modal analysis are also presented and shown to sufficiently exceed the expected bandwidths
and other frequencies of concern.
6.8.1 Proof Mass Mount
The angle plate supporting the geophone and the magnet assembly of the actuator were
modeled in Solidworks. Forces representing the mass of the geophone and actuator assembly
were applied, the back face of the angle plate was set as the restraint since it was clamped
to the optical table. Figure 6-27 shows a FEA model of the angle plate.
Mode Shape Value = 755.29 Hz
Deformation Scale: 0.057822 URES (m)
Figure 6-27: COSMOSWorks finite element analysis of the angle
proof mass and the magnet assembly of the actuator.
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plate used to support the
Originally, I had estimated a resonant frequency of 955 Hz while the
model predicts a first mode at 755 Hz. From the figure, it is apparent that
finite element
the first mode
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is not a bending mode that one would typically expect from cantilevers. Instead, the mode
transverses both pieces of webbing.
As mentioned earlier, I had to divide the angle plate into two effectively separate pieces
in order to remove the force loop from the system. Doing so naturally reduces the resonant
frequency, as shown in Figure 6-28.
Mode Shape Value = 408.01 Hz
Deformation Scale: 0.040461
Figure 6-28: COSMOSWorks finite element analysis of the angle
proof mass and the magnet assembly of the actuator.
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The resonant frequency of the geophone stand has been reduced by nearly a factor of
two due to the adjustments made for the force disturbance loop. However, this reduction in
stiffness is acceptable due to the low isolation frequency of the proof mass and the expected
loop bandwidth of 30 Hz.
6.8.2 Sensor Mount
Although the initial calculation did not take into account the webbing, it still predicted a
significantly higher resonsant frequency, 944 Hz compared to 595 Hz, compared to the FEA
model. Removing the central section of the angle plate to hold the sensor plate reduces the
stiffness of the plate. From the FEA model, the deflection of the angle plate increases as a
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Mode Shape Value = 594.53 Hz
Deformation Scale: 0.0371085 URES (m)
6.236e-001
5.716e-001
5.196e-001
. 4.677e-001
4.157e-001
3.638e-001
3.118e-001
2.598e-001
2.079e-001
- 1.559e-001
1.039e-001
5.196e-002
0.000e+000
Figure 6-29: COSMOSWorks finite element analysis of the angle plate used to support the
sensors and the corresponding sensor holder plate.
function of the distance from the base. The deflection of the angle plate is dependent on the
deflection of the webbing.
I also created a model for the sensor holder, as shown in Figure 6-30.
The sensor holder FEA model predicts a much higher than the basic calculations used in
the estimate. The sensor holder has regions that are significantly thicker than the estimates
used, which explains the higher resonant frequency.
6.8.3 Actuator Sandwich
Finally, I modeled the actuator plates used to sandwich the coils in Figure 6-31.
My estimate for the resonant frequency, 824 Hz was fairly close to the resonant frequency
predicted by the FEA model. Since the FR4 housing for the actuator coil is used in a
composite arrangement, the final stiffness of the actuator housing will be far more than
sufficient.
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Mode Shape Value = 2393.5 Hz
Deformation Scale: 0.00366802
URES (m)
4.121 e+000
3.777e+000
3.434e+000
. 3.090e+000
2.747e+000
2.404e+000
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1.71 7e+000
1.374e+000
1.030e+000
6.868e-001
3.434e-001
0.000e+000
Figure 6-30: COSMOSWorks finite element analysis of the sensor holder plate.
Mode Shape Value = 986.96 Hz
Deformation Scale: 0.00269568
URES (m)
7.085e+000
6.495e+000
5.904e+000
.5.314e+000
4.724e+000
4.133e+000
3.543e+000
2.952e+000
2.362e+000
1.771 e+00
1.181 e+000
5.904e-001
0.000e+000
Figure 6-31: COSMOSWorks finite element analysis of the fiberboard plates used for the
coil housing.
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Chapter 7
Electrical Modeling and
Measurements
The electrical component of this thesis revolved around a study of the preconstructed mag-
netic actuators. Proper application of electrical modeling and design can facilitate perfor-
mance goals. Rather than actuator design or circuit design, I characterized the actuators
already in hand to estimate the number of actuators necessary and utilized analog control
schemes to improve their performance. Because of a relatively large coil inductance in re-
spect to the coil resistance, the actuator displays a low frequency phase roll-off that had to
be corrected with a closed loop current controller. The performance of the magnetic actuator
was improved significantly through the use of simple circuit analysis and analog electronic
controller design.
7.1 Actuator Scaling
A housing was already developed for the actuator coil, however, no mention has been made
of the number of coils contained within the housing that are necessary for the desired per-
formance. The answer to this question, we need to delve deeper into the coil of Figure 7-1
and its accompanying magnet assembly.
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Figure 7-1: Rectangular aluminum coil, consisting of 225 turns, used in actuator assembly.
The coils were wound with 24 AWG wire by Fred Sommerhalter.
The available coils are constructed of 225 turns of aluminum-core wire. The gap inside
of the coil is a 3 inch by 1 inch rectangle. These effect of these characteristics is embedded
in the force per unit current, inductance, and resistance of the coil. In order to determine
the number of coils necessary, we need to find the force characteristics of each individual
coil. Obviously, the force possible from the actuator assembly is dependent on a number of
characteristics, many of which are not isolated to the coil. The force per ampere is a function
of the number of turns of coil, the length of the coil, and the magnetic field strength. Since
the number of turns and the length of the coil are known, we must find the magnetic field
strength.
7.1.1 Magnetic Field Measurement
There are multiple ways to determine the magnetic field of the gap in the magnet assembly.
Measuring the field in the gap using a teslameter is one possibility, but an equally useful
measurement can be achieved by exploiting the concept of back-emf. By moving the coil
with a constant velocity through the gap in the magnet assembly, the voltage generated on
the coil can be measured using an oscilloscope and used to interpret the value of the torque
constant. The results of such an experiment are presented in Figure 7-2. The coil was moved
a distance of 3 inches in a period of 2.25 seconds. For the purposes of this analysis, the region
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of relatively constant voltage was the only data interpreted, and the mean voltage arising
on the coil during this period was 0.38 V.
Voltage Across Coil Under Constant Velocity for Measurement of K Constant
0 0.5 1 1.5 2
Time (s)
2.5
Figure 7-2: Voltage across a coil moved across the magnet assembly with a constant voltage.
The mean voltage during the approximated 2.25 seconds of constant voltage was 0.38V.
We can now use the equation for back-emf to solve for the magnetic field. Equation 7.1
shows the familiar equation for back-emf. As a coil is moved with a particular velocity
through a magnetic field, an electromotive force is generated on the coil known as back-emf.
We can use Equation 7.1 in order to determine the torque constant, K, of the actuator.
e = Kv (7.1)
By plugging in all of the data acquired during the experiment, the torque constant is
found, as shown in Equation 7.2.
v 0.38 V 0.77 V VsecK = - 11.2
e 3 in 0.03387 m2.25 sec sec
(7.2)
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The measured value of the torque constant allows us to interpret two separate values.
One such characteristic is the value of the magnetic field in the actuator assembly. The
second characteristic is the total force that can reasonably be applied with a single coil in
the assembly.
Equations 7.3 and 7.4 show the relationship of the torque constant to the magnetic field
and provide the experimentally estimated value of the magnetic field.
F = NilB = Ki (7.3)
K
B= = 0.497 T (7.4)
Ni
Since the air gap of the assembly is approximately twice the depth of the magnet, the
expected magnetic field is approximately 1 of the magnet remanence of 1.2 T. The field
value found experimentally is fairly close to the expected value.
7.1.2 Force Estimates
We have a force per ampere for each coil. In order to determine the expected force possible
from each coil, we still need to determine the maximum expected current. The coils are 24
gauge aluminum, which are conservatively rated for approximately 2.5 amps according to
common load tables. This current rating sets the expected ceiling for the force, as shown in
Equation 7.5.
Fmax = Kimax = 28.05N (7.5)
Therefore, each coil can exert about 28N of force. It is difficult to qualitatively determine
whether or not such a force satisfies the system demands though, as the payload of the
system is almost 1000 kg. A crude estimate of the force required can be found by using
the disturbance cancelation equation, as in Equation 7.6, where the acceleration for a given
disturbance with amplitude A and frequency w can be found.
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Aw 2 = a = F/M (7.6)
As described in Chapter 6, optical tables generally can maintain a position within a
few microns of a desired height [38]. The frequency of the micron oscillations in a passive
optical table was unknown, but a worst-case analysis was analyzed. With a desired system
bandwidth of 30 Hz, the setup should be able to reject vibrations at the bandwidth frequency
and below. Clearly, only a small component of the micron vibration content is at 30 Hz,
but as an initial worst-case estimate, the micron vibrations can be assumed to be at the
bandwidth frequency. The mass of the system should be dominated by the mass of the
granite, and thus can be approximated as 1000 kg. These values are applied in Equation 7.7
to determine the force required.
F = MAw 2  1000 kg(1 x 10 ( m) 30 x 27r sec = 35.53 N (7.7)
Based on the above analysis, the worst-case scenario requires two coils to generate the
necessary force. Given the relatively small profile of the coils, there was no difficulty in
placing two coils within the actuator housing and subsequently the actuator assembly.
Understandably, this method has significant shortcomings. The method does not de-
termine the force necessary to achieve the desired bandwidth, but it allows for a slightly
educated decision on the number of actuators.
7.2 Servoamplifier Design
An addition beyond the calculation of the number of coils was necessary to derive the desired
performance of the coil. An obstacle was the phase roll-off when driving the coil with a
voltage due to the inductance and resistance of the coil. The inductance and resistance
of the coil were 10.8 mH and 3.670 Q, respectively, as measured using a Hewlett Packard
4192A LF Impedance Analyzer. Connecting two coils in series doubles both the impedance
and resistance values, so the series connection had no bearing on the phase roll-off. Equation
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7.8 shows the location of the actuator pole.
R 3.670 Q radS = 0 = 339.8 e = 54.08 HzL 10.8 mH sec (7.8)
The location of the pole can be simply confirmed by taking a frequency response of the
coil, such as in Figure 7-3. The actuator coil was attached in series to a 0.1 Q resistor. In
the Bode plot, the input was a voltage across the coil and resistor, and the output was the
measured current across the resistor.
Current Across Two Actuators and a Sense Resistor in Series given a Voltage Command, oil(s)Ncomma
Frequency (Hz)
100  10' 10, 10
Frequency (Hz)
Figure 7-3: Experimentally measured open loop actuator response of two coils connected in
series with a 0.1 Q resistor. The input was a 1 V peak to peak reference voltage, and the
output was the current measured across the 0.1 Q resistor.
Even before connecting the coil to the mechanical assembly and obtaining the frequency
response of a completed system, it was obvious that the loss of 30' of phase at the expected
crossover frequency was detrimental. Measures were taken to remove the phase loss with a
closed loop current controller, which effectively increased the bandwidth of the actuator.
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7.2.1 Closed Loop Current Controller
A closed loop current controller combines concepts of lag and lead networks with feedback.
Figure 7-4 shows a typical layout for a closed loop current controller.
Rsense
Figure 7-4: Closed loop current controller.
Elements of the lead and lag networks are evident in the closed loop current controller.
The goal of this current controller is to remove steady state error and increase the bandwidth
of operation. The current controller consists of two op-amps. The first op-amp is where the
compensation and feedback of the loop are performed. The second op-amp is the main power
amplifier in the circuit used for driving the load.
7.2.2 Controller Design and Electronic Component Selection
The actual implementation requires two significant steps beyond what is displayed in the
schematic in Figure 7-4. First of all, the values of the passive components must be selected.
Based on available equipment and the required compensation methods, the value of the
resistors and the capacitors is fairly constrained. For example, if a rackmount amplifier is
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used, the gain of the amplifier is often either preset or set by a knob by the user. Thus the
use of a rackmount amplifier effectively sets the relationship between Ra and Ra2 in the
figure. Additionally, other component values will be determined by the controller design and
rails of the system.
The controller design in this section will determine the values of the passive components
necessary based on desired system characteristics and then present a layout which was utilized
for the project.
7.2.3 Circuit Analysis
Perhaps the most systematic way of determining the value for the passive components is to
solve for the overall system transfer function. The terms in which we are the most interested
are the voltage applied, or V, and the current through the coil of the actuator. I performed
a quick analysis of the closed loop current controller in order to determine the values of the
components necessary. The work presented will reference Figure 7-5.
- I Z3R2 i
Vsense
Rsense
Figure 7-5: Closed loop current controller.
As a means of simplifying notation, three impedances were defined as shown in Equa-
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tions 7.9, 7.10, and 7.11.
Zl = Rin (7.9)
( 1 R1C2s+ 1 RC 2  (7.10)
= C2s Cs C2s C1 s s(R1CIC2 s + C1 C 2 )
Z3 = R2 (711)
As a starting point, we can isolate the first op-amp. Since the positive input terminal
is grounded, we can approximate the negative terminal as grounded also. We can sum the
currents meeting at the node of the negative input of the first op-amp, and enumerate them
by the impedance over which they flow. The respective voltages and impedances can then
be substituted, as shown in Equations 7.12, 7.13, and 7.14.
vl- v- = 0 (7.12)
il + i2 + i 3 = 0 (7.13)
Vn Viout Vsense (7.14)
Z1 Z2 Z3
The output of the first op-amp becomes the input at the positive terminal of the second
op-amp, as shown in Equation 7.15.
Vlout = V2+ (7.15)
The second op-amp in the figure acts as a non-inverting amplifier, as shown by Equa-
tions 7.16, 7.17, and 7.18.
V2- Ra 2  V2out (7.16)Ral + Ra2
Ra + Ra2 ) (7.17)
V2out V2out A(s) G (7.18)
V2+ - Vot 1 + R. A(s)
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The gain will be simply described as Ga, because depending on the configuration of
the controller, this gain can be dependent on either the amplifier or resistor values. The
frequency characteristics of the transfer function will most likely be in a higher frequency
regime than is of concern, and thus the transfer function can be modeled as a pure gain.
Given the transfer function between the output of the first op amp and the output of the
second op amp, we can return to Equation 7.14 and solve the for the closed loop transfer
function. Since we want to find the transfer function from an input of Vi, to Vsese, we want
to make the necessary substitutions to convert Vout to Vense.
Vin V2 ot Vaense (7.19)
Z, GaZ2  Z 3
The voltage out of the second op-amp is related to the voltage over the sense resistor by
a simple voltage divider relationship, as shown in Equation 7.20.
Vense = Rsense IR 2  V2 (7.20)Lcs + Rc + Rsense IIR2 2t
We continue the substitution to evaluate the equation in terms of the desired transfer
function, as in Equations 7.21 and 7.22.
Vin Vsense (Lcs + Rc + Rse IIR2) Vsense (7.21)
Z GaZ2RsenseIIR2 Z3
eGa LRsenelIR2 Z2Z3Gsensea Lcs+Rc+RsensejIR 2 23(7.22)
Vn Z (Ga Rsn,,ZIR2VinLcs +Rc+RsenseIIR2 Z2 + Z
Equation 7.22 provides the closed loop system response, however, from a design perspec-
tive, it is desirable to be able to apply loop shaping techniques. The loop shaping perspective
can be used if the forward loop transmission of the system is found. A valuable relationship
can by found by simply relating Black's Formula to the previously determined closed loop
response. Black's Formula is shown in Equation 7.23.
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Vsense 
_ G(s)
Vin 1 + G(s)H(s)
The forward and feedback terms of Black's Formula are not immediately obvious from the
notation used in Equation 7.22. A simple rearrangement of the terms, as in Equation 7.24
reveals the terms.
G RSensellR2  Z
V Z3  Ga Lcs+Rc+Rsense R 2sense Z3 Za3 (7.24)
Vin Z G RsensellR2 Z2V I 1+ La+R+RsenseJR 2
Z3
From this equation, we see that the forward path can be represented by Equation 7.25
and the feedback path by Equation 7.26.
G RaenselJR2 Z
G(s) L= s+ +RensejIIR2 (7.25)
z 3
H(s) = 1 (7.26)
There is an additional gain term of z in the closed loop response, which we will seeZ1
becomes the DC loop gain, as the DC gain of the remainder of the closed loop transfer
function is unity.
Now that we have derived the open loop terms, we will substitute in the impedances of the
individual passive electric components to see their individual effects on the loop dynamics.
Rsense lR2  R1C 2s + 1 1 (7.27)
Ls + Rc + ReneIIR 2 s(R1 CIC2 s + C1 + C2) R 2
1 Ga(RsenseIIR 2) (RiC2S + 1) 1
SR 2 (C 1 + 1 2) R 1 C1 C 2 s + 1 (Lcs + Rc +- RenseIIR 2 )
From the previous equation, the open loop zeroes and poles can be determined. There is
a single zero in the system, and it is shown in Equation 7.29.
1
Sz = RIC 1  (7.29)
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There are three poles in the system. The first one is clearly at the origin. The next two
poles are easily extracted from Equation 7.27. One of the poles is the actuator pole, which
is shifted to a lower frequency now due to the addition of the feedback. The second pole
is a higher frequency pole due to the components mimicking the lead network. These poles
provide a high frequency cutoff to limit noise and help ensure stability. The pole locations
are summarized in Equations 7.30, 7.31, and 7.32.
s= 0 (7.30)
1 C1 + C2
s = (7.31)
R 1 C1C2
Rc + Rsense R2 (732)
s = (7.32)
Lc
Referring back to the open loop equation, we see that because of the pole at DC, the
gain at DC is infinite. Such a frequency response is characteristic of a lag compensator or
integrator, and the pole enables no steady-state error when tracking step inputs. Because
of the infinite gain in the loop transmission, the closed loop DC value of the forward and
feedback terms is 1. Thus the closed loop DC amplitude of the entire loop is dependent on
the constant 3, as determined earlier.Z1i'
7.2.4 Passive Component Selection
In determining the values of the components, it is useful to make some simplifying as-
sumptions. In order to maintain manageable voltage levels, it is necessary to set the sense
resistance value within an order of magnitude of the resistance of actuator coil, due to the
voltage divider relationship between the output of the second op-amp and V,,,,ee. If the
sense resistor is very large, then the voltage drop over the actuator coil is relatively small
compared to the full-scale of the output of the amplifier. In such a case, the voltage output
would have to be very high in order to get a desired current. Additionally, the larger resis-
tance leads to greater power dissipation given the same current, and unnecessarily wasting
power is clearly undesirable. If the sense resistor were very small, the sense voltage would be
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very low and subject to noise. Another important point to note is that the power rating of
very low resistance resistors may not be sufficient, as the squared current term in the power
relationship dominates in such a case. For our application, a sense resistor of 5 Q was used.
The sense resistance is on the order of magnitude of the coil resistance, and with a power
rating of 50W, the sense resistor could easily handle the expected maximum current output.
In the open loop analysis, such as Equation 7.27, a parallel resistance term often appears.
Just as earlier, we do not want to draw unnecessarily high current, so we want as much of
the current to pass over the sense resistor as possible rather than the feedback resistor. If the
sense resistor is significantly smaller than the feedback resistor, then the parallel resistance
will be approximately equal to the sense resistance, which simplifies the analysis. Because of
this relation, we have set the feedback resistance as 1000 times that of the sense resistance.
The DC current over the load is also set based on the application. For our purposes, 2.5 A
of current at DC is the maximum allowable. Depending on the application, this limit can be
set based on current ratings of wires in the system or of the load, and also maximum power
dissipation. Voltage limits are also set by the hardware used in the experiment. Common
digital to analog converters, such as dSpace and National Instruments boards often used
in controls applications have a common maximum output of 10 V. The value of the input
resistor can be found by knowing the maximum possible command voltage and the maximum
desired drive current, as shown in Equation 7.33.
R3 Vmax
R, = R Vmx (7.33)
Rsenselmax
To minimize oscillations in our final response, we will also require that the open loop
response has significant phase margin. To improve the phase characteristics, we can exploit
the presence of the lead compensator expression in the forward loop transfer function.
There is no optimal amount of phase margin. As always, there is a noise tradeoff with
increasing phase margin. At a phase margin of 700, there is no magnitude peaking in the
Bode plot, which is desirable. However, to achieve such a phase margin, the spacing in
the frequency domain between the zero and pole of the compensator must be very large.
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Because of the diminishing phase returns, a conservative phase margin, such as 600 was
selected. Given the desired crossover, the phase margin must result entirely from the lead
compensator. As mentioned earlier, there is a pole at the origin, and the second pole is due
to the inductance of the actuator, and once in series with the parallel combination of the
sense and feedback resistors, the pole location is at a lower frequency than previously. Thus
at the crossover frequency, the phase, prior to applying lead compensation, is -180'. In order
to get the desired amount of phase margin, we must solve for a, as in Equation 7.34
1 + sin(pm x ) (7.34)a= " (7.34)1 - sin(pm x 180)
This value of a is the frequency separation of the pole and zero of the system, as one
commonly sees in lead networks. In Equation 7.34, pm is the desired phase margin.
Finally, we must determine the desired bandwidth of the loop. Since the desired system
bandwidth is 30 Hz, a bandwidth of 1 kHz should be far more than sufficient.
The remaining lead compensator has three parameters to be set, the pole location, the
zero location, and a gain term. Fortunately, three component values, R 1, C1, and C2, have
yet to be determined.
A base value for C1 is selected over which we will iterate. The exact value selected at this
point is unimportant, however, it is useful to begin with a reasonably achievable component
value. Since R 1 and C1 determine the zero location, R 1 can be found by applying basic lead
compensator concepts, as shown in Equation 7.35.
R= - (7.35)
Since the zero location is a factor of a in frequency lower than the pole location, C2 can
also be found in terms of C1, as shown in Equation 7.36.
C2 = Cl(a - 1) (7.36)
Lastly, we must correct the gain of the loop at the crossover frequency. I performed such
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a step numerically in MATLAB by finding the gain of the loop at the desired crossover and
then modifying C1 to fit the gain. Afterwards, I iterated on the steps used to find R 1 and
C2, and finally confirmed the gain at the crossover point was nearly unity.
A MATLAB script was written to implement the described steps in order to determine
the passive component values. Table 7.1 displays the values of the passive components.
Table 7.1: Parameter values used in closed loop current controller
Component Value
Ga 5
Rin 4, 000 Q
R1 20,000 Q
R 2  5,000 Q
Rsense 5 Q
C1 3.84 x 10- 8 F
C2 2.97 x 10 - 9F
Figure 7-6 shows the current controller prototyped onto a breadboard.
Figure 7-6: Closed loop current controller prototyped on a breadboard.
7.3 Performance Verification
The performance of the closed loop current controller is confirmed in Figure 7-7. The band-
width of the closed loop is 1000 Hz, as expected, and the phase characteristics at the ex-
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pected overall system crossover is flat.
Current Across Two Actuators and a Sense Resistor in Series given a Voltage Command, 0oil(S)Ncomma
Frequency (Hz)
U
10
Frequency (Hz)
Figure 7-7: Experimentally measured closed loop actuator response of two actuator coils. A
closed loop current controller with a bandwidth of 1 kHz was used. The input was a 1 V
peak to peak reference voltage, and the output was the current measured across the 5 Q
sense resistor.
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Chapter 8
Data Acquisition, Fabrication, and
Assembly
8.1 Data Acquisition
According to Figure 2-2, all of the mechanical, electrical, and sensor elements have been
determined. However, one important step remains prior to system assembly and integration,
and this step is data acquisition. Great care was taken in determining the resolution require-
ments of the sensors and then finding sensors that met such specifications at a reasonable
price. However, due to the analog nature of the sensors and the need to perform controls and
interfacing in the digital domain, high resolution data acquisition systems were also needed.
A sensor used in digital applications is only as good as its analog to digital converter. If
a sensor interprets nanometer displacements but the analog to digital converter can only
accurately measure voltages corresponding to micron level displacements, then the resolving
ability of the sensors has been sacrificed. Much effort was placed into assembling and char-
acterizing high resolution analog to digital and digital to analog converters by myself and
a fellow student, Aaron Gawlik. The high resolution converters were originally designed by
Dave Otten, and they will be described in this section.
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8.1.1 dSpace 1103 Controller Boards
In real-time control applications, dSpace controller boards have gained popularity for their
interface with MATLAB, simplicity, and their flexibility for a range of applications. The
dSpace 1103 PPC controller board offers an I/O interface with 20 analog to digital converters
and 8 digital to analog converters. The analog to digital converters are 16-bit channels, with
signal to noise ratios of more than 80 dB and input voltages of +10 V. The digital to analog
converters are 14-bit and have output voltages from the range of ±10 V also. A real-time
interface with Simulink and MATLAB allows most experiments to be run > 1 kHz, and
the ease of use makes the dSpace 1103 a useful tool in prototyping. Unfortunately, in this
project, the 16-bit and 14-bit resolution of the A/D and D/A channels become limiting
factors in system noise performance, so improvements had to be made to the A/D and D/A
topologies.
8.1.2 High Resolution A/D and D/A Cards
A high resolution data acquisition system was designed by Dave Otten to interface with
existing dSpace 1103 hardware. The high resolution analog to digital converter is able to
resolve 20 bits, while the high resolution digital to analog converter can resolve 16 bits. The
premise behind the high resolution analog to digital converter is the combination of a 18-bit
analog to digital converter and the use of oversampling over the necessary sampling interval
in order further improve resolution. A superior digital to analog converter is the driving
component behind the high resolution D/A board. The following sections briefly describe
the hardware used.
Analog to Digital Converter
The analog to digital converters are based on a 800 kHz 18-bit Analog Devices analog to
digital converters (AD7674). The converters are paired with 16-bit fixed point digital signal
processors (DSP) (TMS320LF2604).
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Figure 8-1 shows the printed circuit board layout of the high resolution analog to digital
converter.
Figure 8-1: High resolution analog to digital converter developed by Dave Otten.
Digital to Analog Converter Converter
A 16-bit, low glitch digital to analog converter by Linear Technologies (LTC1650) was used
for the high resolution D/A board. The high resolution digital to analog converter is present
in Figure 8-2.
Interface Board
In order to manage connections from multiple high resolution analog to digital and digital
to analog boards, Dave Otten also developed an interface board. The board connects to the
top of the dSpace 1103 Controller Box with d-sub connectors. The interface board contains
eight cat 6 connectors for A/D connections and eight for D/A connections. Such an interface
allowed digital conversion of the signals to be performed locally to limit noise propagation
across the data lines. Figure 8-3 shows the interface board and the connections discussed.
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Figure 8-2: High resolution digital to analog converter developed by Dave Otten.
Figure 8-3: High resolution electronics interface board developed by Dave Otten for connec-
tion with the dSpace 1103 breakout box.
8.1.3 Concept
The native resolution of the Analog Devices analog to digital converter chips was 2 bits
superior to the dSpace analog to digital converter resolution. In addition, the resolution
was further improved by capitalizing on the sampling speed of the Analog Devices chip. By
sampling at 800 kHz, the chip samples far faster than any process associated with the dSpace
1103 controller board. Typical sampling speeds for the controller board in this project are
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in the range of 1 - 10 kHz, so the Analog Devices chip is able to sample 800 times during
a single 1 kHz sampling period of a dSpace model. Rather than ignoring 799 samples and
only measuring a single sample, 800 samples can be averaged in order to improve resolution
performance.
8.1.4 Performance
The performance of the high resolution boards were measured in comparison to the perfor-
mance of the dSpace AD by terminating the respective inputs. The results of the measure-
ment are shown in Figure 8-4.
Time [s]
Figure 8-4: Measured noise floor comparison between the dSpace A/D and the high resolution
A/D. The measurements were performed by Aaron Gawlik.
The signals of the noise floors were analyzed and the results are presented in Table 8.1.
The measured noise performance of the high resolution analog to digital board compared
favorably to the expected value. From Table 8.1, one can immediately see that the root
mean-square noise of the high resolution analog to digital converter was approximately one
third of the noise of the capacitive sensors. At such levels, the noise from the analog to digital
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Table 8.1: Summary of analog to digital converter performance, as measured by Aaron
Gawlik
Performance Characteristic dSpace A/D High Resolution A/D
Pk-Pk (pV) 2,136.2 809.0
RMS (p/V) 302.3 15.0
SNR (dB) 96.4 122.5
Resolution (bits) 15.7 20.1
converter was still appreciable, but overall, the sensor noise was the main contributing noise
factor.
Due to the averaging operation, there was a substantial phase tradeoff in exchange for
the improvement in resolution. Averaging a large number of samples means that the ob-
served value will have a phase offset. For optimal phase performance, the sample measured
immediate prior to the control processing should be used. However, since oversampling was
necessary to reach resolution requirements, we had to deal with the phase loss. Figure 8-5
shows the frequency characteristics of the high resolution sampling electronics.
5
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Figure 8-5: Frequency response comparison of the various data acquisition configurations up
to the Nyquist frequency of the high resolution system.
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The phase loss is over 180' around the range of the Nyquist frequency of the configuration.
Around the expected 30Hz crossover frequency, the phase loss due to the averaging was only
about 50. Minor phase loss could be dealt with through the use of lead compensators.
8.1.5 PCB Enclosures
Due to the dry conditions in the lab environment, the high resolution A/D and D/A convert-
ers were found to be very susceptible to electrostatic discharge. Several Linear Technology
D/A integrated circuits were irreparably damaged due to electrostatic discharge and had to
be desoldered from the printed circuit boards and replaced.
By surrounding the PCB with a metal enclosure, currents from stray potentials would
be absorbed by the metal enclosure itself rather than the sensitive integrated circuit com-
ponents. A typical method of enclosure was adopted where the PCB would be mounted
inside of a metal enclosure with cylindrical aluminum standoffs. The packaging would pro-
vide additional structural strength to the PCB to prevent physical damage, allow proper
I/O connections, and shield the PCB to reduce noise pickup or electromagnetic interference
[1, 25]. Figure 8-6 show the aluminum enclosures for the D/A and A/D converters.
Figure 8-6: Photograph of the analog to digital converters and digital to analog converters
in aluminum housings.
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8.2 Mechanical Fabrication and Assembly
Due to cost restrictions, the fabrication of the parts for the project was done completely in
the LMP machine shop at MIT. I received much help and advice from Gerry Wentworth, Pat
McAtamney, and David Dow. Machining the system components was a rewarding experience,
and my knowledge and comfort in the machine shop improved significantly.
8.2.1 Fabrication
Metal Fixtures
The cast iron angle plates were machined on a manual Bridgeport mill. Because of the
uncertainty in the location of specific features in the angle plate due to the sand casting,
I avoided CNC processes. The spindle speed was set to 1000 rpm and multi-flute endmills
were used without lubrication. Even though cast iron is typically machined using climb cuts,
I used conventional milling due to the large size of the angle plates. During one climb milling
pass, the spindle ripped the angle plate out of the vice, which prompted me to avoid future
climb cuts.
Aluminum parts, such as the sensor holder and actuator mount, were machined on EZ-
Track mills. Both pieces were machined out of solid blocks of aluminum. Because of the
geometry required in the sensor holder, I used MasterCAM to perform the machining oper-
ations.
Sensor Housings
The sensor housings were turned on the lathe. The relative sensor housings were made of
round Delrin stock. I cut the threads in the round stock by using a die and die holder aligned
with the tailstock. After cutting the threads, I clamped the housings in a collet and a hex
block, and subsequently machined a hex-head. The local sensor housing was machined in
much of the same way, although steel was used instead of Delrin. The steel allowed the local
sensor housing to serve as the only ground for the target surface in the sensor arrangement.
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Actuator Housing
The actuator housing was machined from FR4. Because of the dust created during cutting,
I was unable to machine the plates of the housing using the mill. Machining the FR4 solely
in the waterjet caused the composite to deform, as shown in Figure 8-7.
Figure 8-7: Fiberboard machined in a waterjet without drilling pilot holes. The upper
layers of the laminate separated due to high pressure of the waterject necessary to pierce the
surface.
The pressure from the waterjet caused the laminated layers on the surface nearest to the
jet to separate, and the garnet abrasive imbedded itself between the fiberglass sheets. The
separation of the sheets led to an uneven surface that prevented proper mounting. Removing
the separated layers in order to even out the surface led to decreases in stiffness and razor
sharp edges.
In order to avoid the separation of the composite, pilot holes were drilled into the fiber-
board. The pilot holes enabled the waterjet to make cuts without having to pierce the surface
of the fiberboard.
Once the FR4 plates were machined, the coil housings were assembled. The coil housing
was clamped inside of a Teflon mold, and epoxy was injected into the mold. After the
epoxy set, the clamps were removed from the mold, and the Teflon easily separated from the
finished actuator housing.
8.2.2 Active Isolator Final Assembly
The first step in the system assembly was the clamping of the base angle plate to the isolation
table leg. Afterwards, the geophone and the magnet assembly of the actuator were each
loosely clamped to the angle plate. Figure 8-8 shows the manner in which these components
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were clamped.
Figure 8-8: Photograph of geophone and the actuator clamped to the base angle plate.
The geophone was secured using toe clamps as described earlier. The magnet assembly
of the actuator was clamped with plates by utilizing existing threaded holes in the steel
casing. The local sensor and its corresponding housing were screwed into the geophone
casing. Care was taken to find the proper offset such that the output voltage from the
sensor was approximately zero.
A picture of the sensor components is shown in Figure 8-9. In order to mount the angle
plate, the Mic 6 mounting plate had to be secured to the table. A piece of '" rubber sheet
was placed behind the mounting plate in order to damp possible resonances resulting from
the flat-to-flat mating of the mounting plate to the granite. The mounting plate was secured
using the existing steel inserts on the side of the optical table.
Afterwards, the sensor angle plate was clamped to the mounting plate by using steel
plates. Likewise, the sensor holder was clamped to the angle plate with steel clamps. The
relative position sensors were screwed into the sensor holder. In order to properly position
the relative position sensors, the optical table was pressurized and raised to the desired
working height. The vertical endstops were adjusted such that the working height was fixed
and force disturbances, such as from adjusting the position of sensors, could not modify the
height of the table. I then adjusted the vertical position of the high resolution sensors until
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Figure 8-9: Photograph of the sensor holder mounted to the sensor angle plate. The two
white sensor housings hold the high resolution capacitive sensors.
the center of the working range was approximately found.
The aluminum actuator mount was bolted to the mounting plate, as shown in Figure 8-10.
Bolts were fed through the actuator housing and screwed into the actuator mount. The
height of the actuator mount was then adjusted in order to check that the actuator was
approximately in the center of the magnet assembly.
An instrumentation panel, as shown in Figure 8-11 was mounted to the horizontal braces
between the optical table legs. The instrumentation panel held the pressure regulator, ter-
minal strip, and additional electronics.
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Figure 8-10: Photograph of the aluminum actuator mount.
Figure 8-11: Photograph of the completed system assembly.
Figure 8-12 shows the completed system assembly.
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Figure 8-12: Photograph of the completed system assembly.
8.3 Electronics and Sensor Integration
Besides the mechanical assembly, the electronics and sensors used in the research also had to
be integrated. A power amplifier available in the laboratory was selected. Likewise, available
sensors were selected, and assemblies to ensure consistent mounting were made.
8.3.1 Power Amplifier
A Kepco power amplifier, as shown in Figure 8-13 was used in the servoamplifier loop.
The Kepco amplifier was convenient because of its fixed gain and configurable current
and voltage limits. The two coils of the magnetic actuator were driven in series, so only a
single amplifier was needed.
8.3.2 Eddy Current Sensors
Eddy current sensors available in the laboratory were used as a second displacement sensor
in which the position of the table could be measured. Eddy current sensors were placed at
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Figure 8-13: Photograph of the Kepco Amplifier.
each of the "master" legs of the optical table. Figure 8-14 shows the machined parts used in
the eddy current setups.
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Figure 8-14: Photograph of the machined parts for the eddy current sensors.
The eddy current sensors provided a known reference position with which the relative
position readings from the capacitive sensors could be verified. The eddy current sensors
also provided a position measurement with significantly greater range than the capacitive
sensors, since each of the eddy current sensors had a measurement range of over 2 mm.
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8.3.3 Witness Sensors
In order to verify the noise performance of the active isolation table, a witness sensor assembly
was constructed. The witness sensor assembly consisted of three 4.5 Hz geophones, one
vertical and two horizontal, mounted on a plate of ABS. Figure 8-15 shows the setup.
Figure 8-15: Photograph of the witness sensor assembly. Three geophones were mounted in
square blocks of aluminum and then bolted to the main witness sensor plate.
Holes were waterjetted into the ABS such that the plate could be mounted in the same
orientation at each leg of the isolation table. Therefore, the witness sensors could be used to
reliably measure the velocity over any of the optical table legs. The flexibility allowed mea-
surements of both the active and passive systems in order to compare isolation performance.
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Chapter 9
System Identification
In this chapter, I develop multi-domain models to determine the expected frequency response
of various loops within the isolation system. I begin at the instrumentation level with com-
mand signals given via the dSpace controller boards. I work my way from the pneumatic
components, including the pressure control valve and the airmount, to the rotational dynam-
ics of the payload. Models are also provided for the transfer function of the force generated
by the Lorentz actuator to the positional output of the payload.
9.1 System Identification Elements
With the mechanical and electrical components integrated, an understanding of the dynamic
model of the combined system is necessary for developing a robust control scheme. There
are multiple loops in the system that are can employ different actuators and sensors.
Figure 9-1 presents a general system layout. Individual components of the system will be
discussed in greater detail later in the chapter. A rectangular payload is supported on the
left-side of the figure by a passive pneumatic suspension. On the other end, the airmount
used in the pneumatic suspension is employed to drive the table with a pneumatic force,
Fp. The low frequency component of the pneumatic force generates a suspension force and
sets the operating height of the payload. A Lorentz force also acts on the payload, but
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at a location different than the pneumatic force. The main displacements of concern are
the center of mass, Zcm(s), the location of the pneumatic suspension and the eddy current
sensor, Zp(s), and the location of the capacitive sensors, Z(s).
Z
Figure 9-1: A two-dimensional, high level view of the isolator system. On one end of the
table, a pneumatic force, F, and a Lorentz force, FL, can be independently applied. One
end of the payload is supported by a pneumatic spring and damper suspension, which the
other end is supported by the same airmount which is used to generate the pneumatic force.
The measurement is performed at a separate point from both the suspension and actuation
sites.
The framework of two separate plant loops can be interpreted based on the system
configuration shown in Figure 9-1. Two main loops are presented in Figure 9-2. Both loops
begin with voltage commands as inputs and contribute to positional outputs.
A voltage command applied to the proportional valve determines the mass flow rate
into the airmount of the pneumatic loop. The mass flow contributes to the pressure in the
main chamber of the airmount and also the corresponding force and torque acting on the
payload. Two different inputs are applied to the dynamic equation for the payload, as both
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the force and torque must be considered due to the rotational element of the table. The
pneumatic suspension acts off of the vertical height of the payload at the lateral position of
the airmount. A change in position at this point results in feedback on the pressure in the
main air chamber, which results in the suspension behavior.
In terms of the Lorentz loop, a command voltage produces a drive current. The current
sets the magnetic component of the force and torque on the payload, which are summed
with the force and torque from the pneumatic elements prior to acting on the payload. The
soft suspension properties of the airmount once again come into play, as a disturbance in the
position of the payload at the point of the airmount results in the behavior of a suspension.
The individual transfer function elements that comprise the overall system dynamics will
be examined in detail in the following subsections.
9.1.1 Pressure Control Valve, ,() m()Vp(s) ' (s)
The proportional pressure control valve uses a 0-10 V command input to drive a 0-90 psi
output. Immediately, there is a gain of 9 P, or -Ib due to the voltage to pressure scaling.
P, (s) 9 bar9
Vp(s) 14.5 V
However, the pressure control valve presents additional dynamics that must be modeled,
as it controls pressure by driving mass flow rate. The manner in which a pressure command
scales to a mass flow rate output and the effect of a given mass flow rate in the airmount
will be important in the system identification of the experiment. According to the datasheet
accompanying the proportional valve, the 10- 90% rise time for a given pressure command in
a 10 cc control volume is less than 0.5 seconds. [12] The rise time performance specification
is not particularly applicable in the current experiment for many reasons. For example, large
steps in pressure command are not expected. The rise time is also dependent on the pressure
difference between the starting pressure of the control volume and the pressure commanded,
so it has a lack of generality. Finally, the rise time was measured for a 10 cc volume, which
is significantly smaller than the volume of the pneumatic system in this project. Another
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means of describing the pressure regulator must be derived.
To model the proportional valve, typical three-way valve modeling can be used. A three-
way valve can be represented by two variable orifices, where the pressures at the three
nodes are the supply pressure, the pressure of the volume to be controlled, and the exhaust
pressure. Two variable orifices are necessary in order to model two phase flow, where the
pressure of the target volume can both be increased and exhausted. Figure 9-3 shows the
symbolic representation of the two variable orifices. The following equations describing the
orifice flows are summarized from Blackburn [6]. For more detailed analysis, refer to Fluid
Power Control by Blackburn.
F
rnb
F
(a) Two variable orifice (b) Model to calculate flow (c) Model to calculate flow
model with a centrally lo- into the control volume, into the control volume.
cated control volume. The lower orifice is replaced The upper orifice is re-
with a load. placed with a load.
Figure 9-3: Two variable orifice model used to determine flow through the control volume,
Adapted from [6]
Figure 9-3 shows that it is possible to solve for the flow into the system by finding the
difference of Tha - rhb.
The general equation for orifice flow is shown in Equation 9.2 [6].
rh = CdA ,o" (Pd (9.2)
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where Th., = mass flow rate, where x = a orb kg[]
Cd = orifice discharge coefficient, dimensionless
Ao = orifice area [m2]
P, = upstream stagnation pressure [Pa]
T, = upstream stagnation temperature [K]
Pd = downstream pressure [Pa]
A critical pressure ratio is defined in Equation 9.3, where y is the ratio of specific heats.
The significance of this ratio is that if the ratio of a downstream pressure to the upstream
pressure falls below this ratio, the upstream to downstream flow becomes a function of the
upstream pressure alone.
-Pd ) + = 0.528 (9.3)
where - = ratio of specific heats
When the pressure ratio rests above the critical number, the function, f pk is as shown
in Equation 9.4. Note the dependence on both the upstream and downstream pressures.
However, when the pressure ratio falls below the critical ratio, f () becomes linear with
the upstream pressure, as shown in Equation 9.5.
Pd C1 Pd Pd (Pd) (Pd)
1 - , for P (9.4)P Ctw P a Po PE o crit
1, for < (9.5)
P. P PU crit
The two constants of Equations 9.4 and 9.5 are presented in Equations 9.6 and 9.7. The
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universal gas constant used for air is R = 287.05 k
ksK'
2-1= R(-1) = 0.1562 (9.6)
C2 = y/ = 0.0404 (9.7)
In Blackburn, a reference flow rate, rhi, is defined. The reference flow rate is a function of
the supply pressure and the exhaust pressure. A fixed initial orifice area, Ai, is assumed [6].
Flows will be represented as a ratio in respect to the reference flow shown in Equation 9.8
such that many of the unknown orifice characteristics can be canceled. A single variable
orifice characteristic, y, now exists, where x refers to either a or b. Note that Y, is not
a specific heat in this case, but rather it is equal to the ratio of the size of the variable
orifice area in respect to the initial orifice area. The use of %y is to keep with the convention
presented by Blackburn.
SXs ) (9.8)
m Pf(
Figure 9-3(b) can be used to interpret the total flow through the orifice arrangement.
In this configuration, we are interested in the flow through the top variable orifice. The
upstream pressure is P,, and the downstream pressure is Pa.
The ratio of the flow into the variable pressure node to the total flow through the variable
orifice system is represented by Equation 9.9. The upstream pressure and supply pressure
equivalent, simplify the formula. The term in the denominator of the fraction, f, ( ), is
equal to 1 and does not vary, as the supply pressure and exhaust pressure are constant, and
the ratio of the two is lower than the critical ratio described earlier.
74a P" fl (p , , f Pd
a -la, p fi ( )(9.9)
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We can calculate the flow rate into the system, rh, by finding rib. The flow through the
second variable orifice can be found in a similar manner to the earlier case. Figure 9-3(c)
is the configuration assumed for the outlet flow calculation. The upstream pressure of the
orifice is now Pa, and the downstream pressure is equal to the exhaust pressure, P. Unlike
the earlier case, P- is no longer equal to 1, as P. is now variable. Equations 9.10 and 9.11P.,
show the initial flow representation and subsequent transformations.
The downstream pressure is equal to the exhaust pressure. The denominator of the flow
rate equation also simplifies as in the previous case. Rather than simply equaling 1, however,
the denominator is equal to n, where n is the ratio of the supply pressure to the exhaust
pressure.
mb PdPd(PU) Pdf2 P) f2( Pd
Pd d
- Yb d (P) Yb Yb (9.10)
mhi Pe g fPe f2 f2(P)
where f2( )= 1i
mb f2 (P f2 (P
b- 7 b Yb (9.11)
mzi n f, n n
The plots of ! and ! are presented in Figure 9-4. Varying values of -y and yb were
plotted, where an = 1 + :and -b 1 - . The fraction, , represents the underlap to
overlap ratio of the particular orifices, or in layman's terms, the degree to which each passage
is open. Even though the absolute value of the underlap to overlap ratio can exceed 1, the
values of either y, or Yb cannot drop below 0.
The values of y, and yb as a function of pressure are not known, but the remaining infor-
mation can be extracted from information provided in the control valve datasheet. Although
the exercise is more of a numerical analysis, it yields a gain factor of the proportional valve
and also a system nonlinearity.
Norgren provides flow characteristic curves in the datasheet for the VP10, and these
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Figure 9-4: Model flow curves for a proportional valve. A two variable orifice model is
assumed. The axes are normalized, as the input is a ratio of the chamber pressure to the
supply pressure, and the output is a ratio of the actual mass flow rate to the maximum mass
flow rate. Adapted from [6]
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figures have been presented in Figure 9-5 [12]. Figure 9-5(a) shows the forward flow char-
acteristics - when the pressure commanded exceeds the pressure in the control volume -
and Figure 9-5(b) shows the reverse flow characteristics - when the control volume pressure
exceeds the pressure commanded.
The exact equations and parameters describing the pressure-to-flow characteristics shown
in the charts were not available from Norgren [14]. In an attempt to derive flow equations
given a particular change in pressure command, the images provided by Norgren in the
proportional valve datasheet were processed in MATLAB. Obviously, there are limitations
to the data that can be extracted. Only four characteristic curves are provided on each
chart, and the resolution of the data is inherently linked to the resolution of the images
in the provided documents. Fortunately, the lower pressure curves presented in Figures 9-
5(a) and 9-5(b) fall within the operating range that was used in the experimental setup.
The upstream gauge pressure described in the chart is 7 bar above gauge, which is similar
to the 80 psig system supply pressure. The extracted data from the datasheets is presented
in Figure 9-6.
There are numerous ways to interpret the pressure and flow curves. Norgren displays the
curves with the flow as the dependent variable, which is a bit odd due to the fact that the
voltage command scales to a pressure command. In actuality, to determine the operating
point of the curve, the pressure commanded and the pressure of the downstream chamber
must be known. Through basic examination of the slopes of the characteristic curves, it
is evident that the flow relationship to the input command is not linear. Even though the
flow appears to be a function of multiple variables and the equations are nonlinear, we will
attempt to express the input-output relationship with as few parameters and variables as
possible.
The main signal of concern is the difference between the pressure commanded and the
actual pressure, PIN - P1 . By knowing the pressure command and the pressure of the system,
the instantaneous flow rate from Figure 9-6 can be determined. Such an observation leads
us back to the discussion of the underlap to overlap ratio mentioned earlier.
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Figure 9-5: Flow characteristic curves for the VP10 proportional control valve. The units
are presented in M, which are national liters per minute. A national liter is the volume
present at 000C and 1 atm. Source: [12]
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Figure 9-6: Air flow rate versus chamber pressure with varying command pressures. These
curves are the curves provided in the pressure control valve datasheet and interpreted in
MATLAB. The output is a function of national liters per minute in order to match the
convention provided in the pressure control valve datasheet.
Notice that the curves provided in Figure 9-6 can be extracted from Figure 9-7 by making
the values of ; a function of the system pressure difference.
A manner in which the flow charts can be interpreted is by establishing a steady state
operating point and then examining deviations off of the point. To start, observe one of the
four individual command pressure lines. If the pressure inside the control volume equals the
commanded pressure, the flow would be zero. However, given a constant command, if the
pressure inside the control volume changes, there will be a non-zero flow. The magnitude
of the flow initially changes dramatically based off small changes in pressure. The marginal
increase in flow rate decreases as the pressure differential increases. The slope of the flow
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Figure 9-7: Relation of modeled proportional valve to actual valve flow curves. Note that the
curves outlined in the dashed black lines line up fairly closely to the curves in the pressure
control valve datasheet.
curves levels off and saturates. Trends of the function for the flow in relation to the pressure
is described by Equations 9.12 and 9.13. In general, the flow is monotonically increasing for
increasing absolute command pressure relative to chamber pressure. However, while the sign
of the slope does not change over the interval, the magnitude of the slope decreases.
drhin
- - _> 0, for Pin, - P1 > 0 (9.12)
d(Pin 
- Pi)
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2 3 4 
d2rihi
- < 0, for P - P > 0 (9.13)
d(Pin - P)2 2
One such family of functions that fits such parameters are simply fractional powers, as
shown in Equation 9.14. The goal of this analysis is to determine the values of the coefficients
C and a.
rhin = C(Pin - P)a, where 0 < a < 1 (9.14)
As mentioned earlier, the expected pressure deviations are not very large. During steady
state operating of the pneumatic isolator, the differences in pressure are a result of the vibra-
tions from the ground, disturbances on the payload, and any active control implementation.
Therefore, for the purposes of the flow modeling, only chamber pressures within 0.1 bar of
the command pressure were accounted for. The expected DC pressure is less than 1 bar, so
the deviation allowed is greater than 10% of the steady state value.
A broad-level description of the flow rates can be determined by approximating the power
of the function relating the pressure to flow rate. If the pressure-flow relationship is assumed
to be a square root, or a = 0.5, then the values of the coefficient, C, for each pressure line,
can be independently found, as shown in Figure 9-8.
The fitted square root curve generalizes the data fairly well over all the pressure ranges.
The coefficients of the curves are within 10% of each other, and they average to C =
1688 NI
min-bar"
Correspondingly, one possible general representation of the function is shown in Equation
9.15. The sign of the mass flow rate is determined by the sign of the instantaneous pressure
difference, and the magnitude of the flow rate is determined by the square root of the
magnitude of the instantaneous difference. The units are scaled to [I] to keep with SI unit
convention.
mIN = sign(Pin - Pl)1688 nI [ni = sign(pin)0.035 I kg (9.15)
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Figure 9-8: Forward flow characteristics and square root curve fits. The curve fits were
performed in MATLAB and used to determine the coefficient, C, as represented in Equa-
tion 9.14. The coefficient, C, is in units of national liters per minute x bar
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The total mass flow rate is equivalent to the instantaneous mass flow rate, as there should
be no DC mass flow due to the operating principles of the pneumatic isolator.
Even though a relationship has been established in terms of the pressure commanded
and the resulting flow rate, the presence of multiple nonlinear terms such as the "sig" term
and the fractional power term prevent the basic factoring of terms resulting in transfer
function representation. The basic effect of the pressure command to flow rate command
transformation is clear though - there is a fractional power effect on the magnitude. The
sign term actually helps to linearize the equation, as otherwise negative inputs could not
provide negative outputs with the root term.
At this point, we have been able to represent a transfer function of the flow from the
pressure control valve into the pneumatic isolator given a command pressure input. This
transfer function will allow us to continue the modeling of the system dynamics at the point
of the pneumatic isolator.
9.1.2 Optical Table Pneumatics
The previous section detailing the relationship between the pressure command and the mass
flow rate yielded a nonlinear magnitude with no frequency dependent characteristics. Now
that the mass flow rate given a particular pressure command has been determined, the table
height response can be derived.
The application of active control to the pneumatic isolation leg creates interesting dy-
namics. An example of the pneumatic leg used is presented in Figure 9-9.
The model is similar to that of passive pneumatic isolators. There are two chambers that
are connected by a narrow capillary passage . The top chamber is connected to the payload
by the means of a rolling diaphragm. In this example, the payload can move vertically, and
thus has a single degree of freedom. The lower chamber serves as a surge tank and adds
damping to the system. The mass has a value of m and an area normal to the surface of
the upper chamber of value Ap. The volume and pressure in the upper chamber and lower
chamber are V and P1, and V2 and P2, respectively.
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Figure 9-9: Pneumatic isolator with active command. The model differs from a passive
isolator because there is an input mass flow rate.
Two control volumes have been defined in Figure 9-10. The upper chamber, chamber 1,
is outlined in blue, while the lower chamber, chamber 2, is outlined in red. Flow command
is applied to the upper chamber. The chamber has two flow inlets, and the volume of the
chamber can change, as the payload can move up and down like a piston. The lower chamber
only has a single flow inlet, and the volume is fixed.
The goal of this analysis is to determine how the mass flow rate affects the height of the
piston. As a starting point, we use the ideal gas law for chambers 1 and 2. The analysis
here follows and extends from the passive isolator dynamics derived by Bachrach and Rivin
[4, 28]. Since we are concerned with the frequency dependent behavior of the chambers,
we can differentiate each of the ideal gas equations in respect to time. In chamber 1, both
the pressure and the volume are variable. In chamber 2, only the pressure is variable.
Equations 9.16 and 9.17 show the partial differential equations of the ideal gas law equations
of the two chambers in respect to time.
1 (5PiV 6V 1 Vmi + Pi = sPi(s) + PisVI(s) (9.16)
RTo -t-7 - t RTo -
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Figure 9-10: Control volumes of pneumatic isolator. The control volume consisting of the
lower surge tank serves to add damping to the system by means of the equivalent of a lead
compensator.
1 6P2 V2 1 V2
Mr2- SP2 (s) (9.17)RTo 6t RTo -
In the equations, R is the universal gas constant, To is an assumed temperature inside
the airmount, and y is the ratio of specific heats of air, c..
By applying continuity to chamber 1, another equation describing the system can be
developed, as represented in Equation 9.18.
rhl = rh/n - r42  (9.18)
The mass flow rate through the capillary connecting the two chambers can be represented
as a difference of two parabolic pressure terms, as shown in Equation 9.19. The squared
relationship is due to the compressibility of the gas. The term Cc is similar to an inverse
resistance, or transconductance, and its terms are shown in Equation 9.20 [28].
C
2 c p ((s) - P(s)) (9.19)
r 2 RTo
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4
rd4S= 128 (9.20)
128Al
Linearizing the capillary flow equation can be performed through some basic assumptions
and minor rearrangements. The binomial expression in Equation 9.19 can be separated into
the multiple of the sum and difference of two linear terms.
Cc
rh2 = 2RT (Pi(s) + P2 (s)) (P1(s) - P2(s)) (9.21)
Given a system relatively still, the pressures in the two chambers, P and P2, are approx-
imately equal, and their sum can be described as Pi(s) + P2(s) = 2P.
PCC
rM2 = R (P(8) - P2(s)) (9.22)
The final equation at this point is a relationship between the volume of chamber 1 and
the height of the piston, as represented by Equation 9.23. The volume is equal to an average
operating volume plus the vertical displacement multiplied by the area of the piston.
V (s) = V + ApZ(s) (9.23)
There are now 7 unknowns, rhl(s), rh2(s), r IN(S), V(s), P(s), P2(s), PIN(S), z(s), and
5 equations, Equations 9.15, 9.16, 9.17, 9.18, and 9.23. The five equations will nearly allow
us to solve for a transfer function. Even without an additional equation to derive a transfer
function in terms of a single input and a single output, a transfer function of two inputs can
be found.
One of the first simplifications that can be made is substituting P2 out of the equations.
The first step in the substitution is rearranging Equation 9.22 in terms of P2.
RTo.
P2 (s) = - c + P (s) (9.24)
PThe result from Eq a ion 9.24can begC
The result from Equation 9.24 can be combined with Equation 9.17 to remove P2(S)
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from the calculation. Second-order derivatives are now present. In order to keep with the
convention in Equation 9.18, the mass flow rates will continue to be represented as first order
derivatives rather than cumulative masses.
Ti2 (s) = F + F2RT s) 2 (9.25)RTo PCc
Equation 9.25 allows for the solution of rhl2(S) in terms of P1 (s). This result is com-
bined with the ideal gas law of Equation 9.16 and the sum of flows in Equation 9.18 in
Equation 9.27.
rh2 (s) 1 + - Ss = -P(s)! (9.26)
yPgC! RT
s V2 PC
m2 =PC + P1 (s) (9.27)
-YRT (yPC, + V2S)
The relationship for the volume of chamber 1 and the height of the payload in Equa-
tion 9.23 can now be substituted into Equation 9.28 to yield Equation 9.29.
1 VTsV2PC(sPi() 1 + sVI(s)P = rhIN - c Pi(s) (9.28)
RT 7- RT (VyPC s +V2s)
S(SV(s) (9.29)
sP(s) + sApZ(s)PI I - c Pi(S) (9.29)RT 7 RT (-yPCc + V2S)
Grouping of like-terms and some slight rearranging leads to Equation 9.30. The pressure
is a function of the difference of mass flow rate and piston position terms.
S VRT V2 PCc A,
+ ) sPi(s) = IN - AP sZ(s) (9.30)RT (-P c + V2 S) )TO
Although the pneumatics modeling alone was unable to yield a transfer function, the
equations provide insight into the additional modeling necessary to solve for such a function.
It is reasonable to associate the pressure in chamber 1 with the height output. If in fact
these terms are related, then the equation for P (s) appears like a negative feedback summing
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junction. The terms in Equation 9.30 can be represented graphically as in Figure 9-11.
1
rmin(s) JP(s)
ApP 1sRZ(s)RTo
Figure 9-11: Summing junction representation of pneumatic expressions found in Equa-
tion 9.30
What we have is a system that resembles the summing junction of a control loop. A term
relating to the pressure is the sum of the mass flow input and the negative of the position of
the position. In fact, such a relation is intuitive. Given a positive mass flow input into the
pneumatic isolator, the pressure inside the chamber should rise. As the pressure rises, the
force on the payload increases, which subsequently results in the position of the rising. The
change in the height of the payload accompanies a change in the volume of the pneumatic
isolator. As the volume increases, the pressure decreases, and this mechanism serves as a
form of negative feedback.
If a relation can be found for equating pressure to a change in position of the payload,
then the closed-loop model of the pneumatics can be solved. Clearly, the force on the piston
is the area, Ap, multiplied by the pressure in chamber 1. All that is left to find is the transfer
function, z('). The pneumatic loop is represented in Figure 9-12.
The transfer function elements presented in Figure 9-12 may seem a bit unwieldy, but
they can be easily simplified. In Section 1.3.1, the frequency dependent spring constant of
the pneumatic isolator was determined. The rearranged loop appears in Figure 9-13.
The corresponding simplified equation from Figure 9-13 appears in Equation 9.31.
RToi
Fp(s) = kP(s)A PIrhN - kp(s)Z(s) (9.31)
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Figure 9-12: Pneumatic isolator feedback loop. A feedback path is derived from the summing
junction representation.
Figure 9-13: Rearranged pneumatic isolator feedback loop. The rearrangement expresses
the conversion between input and output between well known terms, such as the pneumatic
spring expression.
From this simplification, we see that the feedback term is exactly the same as in the
passive case. Thus the passive suspension of the table should again be evident in the presence
of the forcing term related to the mass flow rate input.
Now that all the individual transfer functions presented in Figure 9-2 has been found, it
is possible to solve for the overall pneumatic system response.
The calculation of the closed loop response of the loop in Figure 9-14 is not as simple
as the figure may allude. There is a nonlinear square root term inside the transfer function,
Pin(s) "
As described earlier and shown in Equation 9.32, the transfer function -P-- can be repre-
rain
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Figure 9-14: Proportional Valve Feedback Loop
sented in terms of the pneumatic spring constant.
Po RTokp(s)
r4in P1 A s
(9.32)
Since the coefficient of the pressure command to flow curve was found to be 0.035 earlier,
the system in Figure 9-14 can be described by Equation 9.33.
RTo
Po = 0.035 kp(s) (Pin - P)a
Pjps
(9.33)
Rearranging the terms and substituting jw for the s terms, we have Equation 9.34.
Po + 0.035 A 2j kp(jw)PjA 3w
RTo
0.035 - kpP1Apjw
For low frequencies, the expressions with the jw term in the denominator dominate.
Thus at low frequencies, Equation 9.35 applies.
Po = Pin (9.35)
At high frequencies, the P term without the frequency dependence is the dominant
expression for Po. The pressure at high frequency reflects the open loop characteristics, as
shown in Equation 9.35.
P 0= (0. 0 3 5 1 o2° kp(jw) Pan
RTw
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(jw)) (9.34)Pin
(9.36)
The result of the closed loop expression is that the transfer function, PO is similar in formPin
to a first-order system. At low frequencies, the magnitude is flat, and after a certain point,
the magnitude drops one proportionally to frequency. Determining the actual pole location
from model parameters is difficult and can vary significantly due to model uncertainty. What
is known is that the closed loop pole is at a relatively low frequency.
9.1.3 Dynamic Model
The last remaining component requiring significant analysis is the response of the optical
table given a particular force and location. The block in Figure 9-2 representing the force
to position transfer is presented as a state space model. Because of the number of elements
and degrees of freedom of the system, Lagrangian methods will be used to determine the
equations of motion.
Figure 9-15 shows a top view of the optical table. The four pneumatic isolators are
present, and they are numbered 1 through 4. The x-distance between the legs is L and the
y-distance between the legs is W. The center of mass is not expected to be directly located
in the middle of the piece of granite. The offset can be largely attributed to the aluminum
mounting plate and the cast iron angle plate attached to the side of the granite. Thus,
an offset of the center of mass of 1 in the x-coordinate and w in the y-coordinate from the
midpoint of all the legs is assumed.
The figure also reveals the point at which the table is actuated. The pneumatic actuator
and the Lorentz actuator provide two separate actuation locations for the active leg of the
table. For the pneumatic loop, the actuation point is directly centered over the pneumatic
isolator. For the Lorentz loop, the actuation point is described as being a distance D. from
the y-axis and a distance DY from the x-axis.
Since the dynamics of the table are observed in six degrees of freedom, three linear axes
and three rotational axes are described. The origin is centered about the center of mass of
the table. The rotational axes are all right-hand rule, or counterclockwise oriented.
The kinetic energy of the system is easily described, and it is shown in Equation 9.37.
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Figure 9-15: Top View of the System Setup. The optical table setup can be approximated as
a rectangular prism with a off-center center of mass. Each of the supporting legs is marked
with a number. The pneumatic actuator is assumed to act upon point 1, and the Lorentz
actuator acts upon the point marked by the letter A. System measurements are taken at
point B, where the capacitive sensors are assumed to be centered.
The linear velocity in the x, y, and z directions is factored into the overall linear velocity,
and the same is done for the rotational velocities. Due to the difference in inertia depending
on the axis of rotation, the rotational kinetic energy terms are separated.
= M(t2 + )2 + i2) + 1(I + 1 + I() (9.37)2 (2
The value of the the Lagrangian method is evident in this exercise. The influence of
displacements along the x, y, and z axes and the corresponding restoring forces is rather
simple. However, since the forces applied do not necessarily line up with the center of the
mass of the optical table payload, there are resulting rotations. These rotations lead to
coupling between the horizontal and vertical springs.
Figures 9-16 and 9-17 are provided for the analysis. Each of the figures shows an undis-
turbed table with the horizontal springs incorporated into the analysis.
We can then start by writing out the equation for potential energy, as in Equation 9.38.
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Figure 9-16: X-Axis View of the System Setup. A side view of the table reveals the vertical
and horizontal spring assemblies. Only two legs are shown, and the back two legs are assumed
to be hidden from this view. Note that the Lorentz force is applied at a significantly larger
moment arm than the pneumatic force along this axis.
*-L- 014 Ll--
Z
Y x
XT
hs
I
Figure 9-17: Y-Axis View of the System Setup. A side view of the table reveals the vertical
and horizontal spring assemblies. Only two legs are shown, and the back two legs are assumed
to be hidden from this view. The Y-Axis dynamics present a larger moment of inertia due
to the length characteristics of the payload.
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V = 2 [z - lo - (W - w)sinO9 + (L - l)sinBY]224
+ k [z - lo - (W - w)sin9 - (L + l)sine]224
+ 2 [z - lo + (W + w)sinO, - (L + 1)sino,]2
+ 24 [z - lo + (W + w)sinO. + (L - 1)sinO,]224
2+ [z - hsine, + Ri(cos(Oz + z,1) - cos0z,1)]2
+ [x - hsin0y + R 2(cos(0 + 0z,2) - cosz,2)]2
1 kh x - hsin0, + R 3 (cos(O- + 0z,3) - cos0z,3)]2  (9.38)2 4
1 kh
+ 1-- [x - hsin0 + R 4 (cos(O + Oz,4) - COS8z,4)] 2
1 kh
+ [y + hsinO9 + Ri(sin(O- + ,1) - cos z,1)] 2
1 kh
+ -- [y + hsin, + R 2(sin(Oz + 0z,2) - COS9z,2)]2
+ [y + hsinO, + R 3(sin(O + Oz,3) - cosO,,3 )]2
1 kh
+ -- [y + hsinO, + R 4 (sin(9_ + 9z,4) - cosz,4)]224
+ Mgz
The Lagrangian can be found by simply subtracting the potential energy from the kinetic
energy. The Lagrangian is shown in Equation 9.39.
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L =T* - V
2 + + 2 22 z 222 M(. +y + + +
Sk [z - lo - (W24
S [z - lo - (W24
1kSI kv [z - 0lo + (W24
S1 [z - 10o + (W24
Skh [ - hasiny24
SI k [x - hasinOy24
1 kh [ - hasin9,24
1 kh [ - hsinOy24
1 k [y + hsini24
2 41 k [y + hasinOx
24
1 k [y + hssinOx
24
- Mgz
- w)sinOx-
- w)sinOx
+ w)sinO,
+ w)sinOx
+ Ri(cos(Oz
+ R 2(cos(Oz
+ R 3 (cos(Oz
+ R 4 (COS(Oz
+ Ri(sin(Oz
+ R2(sin(Oz
+ R3 (sin(Oz
+ R4(sin(Oz
Prior to continuing with conventional analysis of the Lagrangian by calculating the La-
grange Equations, it is useful to make a substitution. The sine and cosine of sums trigono-
metric identities, as shown in Equations 9.40 and 9.41, help reduce the complexity of the
Lagrangian.
sin(Oz + Oz,) = sin0zcos0z, + cosOzsinOz,a (9.40)
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1)sinOj 2
1)siny,]2
1)sinOj 2
1)sinO,]2
+0z,1)-
+ Oz,2) 
-
+ Oz,3) 
-
SOz,4) 
-
+ Oz,1) 
-
+ 8z,2) 
-
+ Oz,3) 
-
" Oz,4) 
-
(9.39)
CosOz,1)] 2
cosOz,2)]2
cosOz,3)] 2
COSOz, 4)]
2
sinz,1)]2
SinOz,2 )] 2
sinOz,3)]2
sinOz,4)]2
cos(Oz + 0Z,') = cosOzcosOz,o + sinOzsinO,' (9.41)
L= T* - V
1 11 M(2 + y2 + 2)+ 1 (iX X2 + I 2)
2 2 X I Iy2
- 2k [z - lo - (W - w)sinO + (L - l)sin0,]2
24
1 k [z - lo - (W - w)sinOx - (L + 1)sino,]2
24
1 k [z - lo + (W + w)sinO - (L + l)sin9,y]2
24
Sk2 [z - lo + (W + w)sinO + (L - 1)siny]2
24
1 [x - hsinO, + Risin(Oz)sin(O,1)]2
24
1 kh [x - hosin0, + R2sin(Oz)sin(O,2)]2  (9.42)24
1 - h sinO, + R3sin(O)sin(z,3)]2
24
S [x - hsinO, + R4sin(Oz)sin(Oz,4)] 2
24
1 kh [y + hosinO + Risin(Oz)cos(Oz,1)]2
1 kh [y + hsinO + R 2sizn(O)COS(z,2 )]2
1 k
1 k [y + hsin9x + R 3sin(Oz)cos(Oz,3 )]224
1 [y + hsinOx + R 4 sin(9z)cos(9z,4 2
- lk [y + +
- Mgz
The substitutions serve to significantly simplify the analysis. Since the expected controls
design is largely expected to consist of linear methods, ensuring linear representation in terms
of the system equations is useful. Additionally, the substitution eases the complexity of the
derivatives that result from Lagrange's Equations. Because these equations are trigonometric
identities for the sum of angles, there is no approximation that compromises the validity of
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the analysis.
Now that the Lagrangian has been found, Lagrange's equations basically equate the rate
of change of the derivative of velocity terms minus the spatial derivative of potential energy
to the conservative and nonconservative forces and torques on a system. Lagrange's equation
is shown in Equation 9.43 [5].
(-IL) -7= - I L  (9.43)
Lagrange's equations basically provide equations of motion for the system derived in
terms of an energy perspective. Using Lagrange's equations allows basic derivation of the
equations of motion in the case where there are multiple energy storage mechanisms.
The final step in the analysis of Lagrange's equations in this application is the lineariza-
tion of the terms by assuming that sinO - 0 and cosO . 1, given that the rotational
displacements should be very small. The linear displacements are less than the order of
microns while the characteristic length of the moving bodies in the system are on the order
of meters. Linearization allows subsequent representation in state space and the application
of linear control design methods.
The Lagrange Equation of greatest importance for this research is that along the z-axis,
and that is where we will start. Equation 9.44 shows the Lagrange equation in respect to
the z-axis.
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6 L L
6t 6i 6z M + k [z - lo - (W - w)sinOx + (L - 1)sinO]4
" [z - lo - (W - w)sinO, - (L + 1)sin9,]
Skv [z - lo + (W + w)sinO. - (L + 1)sin0,]
k [z - lo + (W + w)sinO, + (L - 1)sin0y]4
- Mg
= M + k, (z + wsinO, - lsin0,) = F,
M  + kv (z + wO.x - 10Y,)
The main expressions of interest are the spring forces in response to changes in the vertical
height of the table, and rotations around the lateral axes. The conserved force is the entire
magnitude of the vertical force applied on the table, whether it arises out of the pneumatics
of the optical table leg or the Lorentz actuator.
The next two most significant degrees of freedom analyzed are the roll and pitch directions
(0, and O9, respectively). As mentioned earlier in the description of the function of the gimbal
piston, the roll and pitch rotations result in reaction forces that are similar to reaction forces
in the purely vertical direction.
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(9.44)
L = I JL +k- [2z - 21o - 2(W - w)sinO - 21sinOy] (-(W 
- w)cosOx)
it J6O 6oX 4
+ k [2z - 21o + 2(W + w)sinOx - 21sin] ((W + w)cosOx)4
+ kh [y + hasinoe + Ricos0z,isinOz] (hcosOx)4
kh
+ h I[y + h osirnO + R2 COSOz, 2SinOz] (hcosO,)4
+ k [y + hasinO + R 3cos9z,3sinz] (hecosOx)4
kh
+ - [y + hasinO, + R4cosOz,4sinOz] (hscosOx)4
(9.45)
= Ix0x + k, [wz - wlo - (W + w)(W - w)sinOx - lwsin0,] cosOx
4
+kh y + hssinO + -4 RcosO z hscosO =D
i=1
+ kh y + h, + R cosOz,iOz h,
The same methodology can be followed to find and linearize the Langrangians for the
other respective coordinate frame and rotational axes.
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6 6L 3L k
S L = lyO, + k [2z - 21o + 2wsinO. + 2(L - 1)sin0y] ((L - 1)cosO,)
+ k [2z - 21o + 2wsin9, - 2(L + 1)sin9,] (-(L + l)cos0,)4
kh
Sk [x - hsin9, + RisinOz,isinOz] (-hscos9,)4
+kh [x - hsin0y + R2sinOz,2sinO] (-hcosy)4
+kh [x - hsin0, + R 4sinOz,4sinOz] (-hocosO,)
= Iy + k [lz - 1o + lwsinOx - (L + 1)(L - 1)sin9,] cosOy
+ kh + hasin0y - 4 RsinO,isinO hcos8O = DxF,
Iyy + k, [lz - 110 + lu
6 6L 6L kh
= Mi +6t S6 6z 4
+ [x -
kh4kh [ -4
+ kh[z
4
= M: + kh
M., + kh
O + (L + 1)(L - l)y] +kh -x + h - RisinOz,iOz hs
(9.46)
[x - hssin9, + RisinOz,lsinO,]
hsinOy + R 2sinO, 2sinOz]
hsinO, + R 3sinOz,3sinOz]
hsinO, + R 4sinOz,4sinOz]
x - hAsin9, + 4 Rsin Oz,isinOz =0
x- hasiny + - RsinOz,iOz
i=1
(9.47)
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66 6L SL kh
4
+ k [y +
+ kh [y +
= M + kh
My + kh
[y + hasinO, + RicosOz,lsinOz]
hsinO, + R 2COSOz, 2 sinOz]
hsinO, + R 3COSOz,3sinOz
hsinO~ + R 4cOSOz,4 sinOz]
y -hinO + 4iRicosOz,isinOz = 0
y - hasinO. + 4 RicosOz,iO
i=1
(9.48)
= IZOZ + [x - hsin9, + Rsin(Oz)sin(Oz,1)] Ricos(Oz)sin(Oz,1)
+ 4[x - hssin9~ + R 2 sin(Oz)sin(Oz,2)j R 2 cos(Oz)sin(Oz,2)
+ [x - hasin0, + R3sin(Oz)sin(Oz,3)] R3cos(Oz)in(Oz,4)
Sk [x - hsin Oy + Rnsin(Oz)si(Oz,4) R4cos(Oz)siz(Oz,4)4
kh
+ 4 [y + hssinOx + R2Sin(Oz)COS(Oz,2)] R2COS(Oz)COS(Oz,2)+ - [y + hsinOx + R 3si (Oz)cosi(O, 3)] R 3COS(Oz)CO(Oz,3)
+ kh [y + hsinOx + R4sin(Oz)cos(Oz,))] Rcos(Oz)cos(Oz,)4
kh
eIz.O + 4 (Ricos(Oz,i)(y + hsinO) + Rsin(Oz,i)(x- hsiO) + ROz)] = 0
(9.49)
Finally, the state equations can be derived from each of Lagrange's Equations, as shown
in Equations 9.50, 9.51, 9.52, 9.53, 9.54, and 9.55.
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6 6L 6L
St 6Oz JOz
, w, lk, F,z = - z - + -,x +
(W + w)(W - w)k, - hskh lwk O
-9x+ C,
Ix
hskh hskh
- 4-Y-
4 wkv D,
RecosO,,ijOz+ lo+=YFv
i=1 X I(9.51)
Ik, lwk ^8 = k z+ OIY "' IY
(L + 1)(L - 1)kv - hikh, hsh hskh lkv D-)x
? - t4h1 Rzsin9z,ijz+ - lo+ FS4 i=1 a ( I2
(9.52)
kh 4
j - E RisinOz,z
-Mh RicosO,i:z
i=l
Ri=cos(zi)Ox
i=1
+ kh
41I
4
i=l
- Rsin(OO,i)x
i=l
kh 4 h 4
41 Rcos(Oz,i)y - 41z ROz
i=1 i=1
With these state equations, it is possible to build a state matrix.
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wkv
Ix
(9.50)
kh
M
hskh
x = -
-
M
y = O-O
(9.53)
(9.54)
hskh
z 41
(9.55)
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k, = Kv T,- + 1 (9.56)
TvS+1
kh = Kh hThS + (9.57)
ThS + 1
The problem that results from this substitution is two-fold. The presence of the poles
and zeros leads to additional state variables, and the poles lead to input derivatives.
(T s+1)= K,(aTs + 1) wK,(a-rss + 1) ~ lK,(aTs + 1) 9s + 1
M M M M
For each of the degrees of freedom in the system, there are effectively input derivatives.
Some of the degrees of freedom have input derivatives in terms of the force applied, while
others have input derivatives in terms of coupling with other degrees of freedom.
In order to represent the new state equations in state space representation, variable
substitutions will be used. Such substitutions are described in Ogata, and they will only
briefly be covered here [21].
In order to do the substitution, the first step is to multiply the system through by the poles
in the denominators such that there are no frequency dependent terms in denominators. The
next step is to divide through such that the coefficient of the highest order term of interest
is unity. This is shown in Equation 9.59.
(s3+ s2 K,a K ) = wK,(a,,-r + 1) lK,(aTs + 1) O s + 1(s3 _2 M s+ )z =+v F, (9.59)
rM TvM TM rM TM
The equation is third order, so three state substitutions are necessary. They are defined
as follows in Equation 9.60.
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Z = z - P1F
ZI1 = 2I - 02F (960)
(9.60)
zIII = i2. - 13F
ZIv = 2I1l - 0 4 Fv
The process involves applying the variable substitutions one at a time, starting from the
lowest order derivative. Fortunately, these substitutions can be performed numerically in
MATLAB. With the states properly defined, the payload dynamics as a function of a given
force and location are known.
9.1.4 Capacitive Sensor Frequency Response, ZC(S)Z(s)
The capacitive sensors display significant phase loss at bandwidth due to filtering electronics.
There is a 2-pole lowpass filter at the bandwidth frequency, and this filter results in the
magnitude at bandwidth to be -3 dB. Additionally, there is a 5-pole Butterworth filter at
1.4 x fH to provide additional low-passing [18]. The equation of the capacitive sensor filter
is represented in Equation 9.61.
1
G(s)01(9.61)(s) 2 + )  )1 1.618 + 1)2 + 0.618s + (9.61)
where a = wn, b = 1.4w,
The Butterworth filter is located at a frequency higher than the described bandwidth
frequency as to limit the effect of the filter on the magnitude at and below the bandwidth
frequency. For example, given a 5-pole Butterworth filter at 1400 Hz, the magnitude of
the frequency response is 0.98 at 1000 Hz. If the same Butterworth filter were placed at
1000 Hz, the magnitude of the frequency response at 1000 Hz would be ,. Clearly, there
is a significant magnitude improvement at bandwidth by shifting the Butterworth filter to a
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slightly higher frequency.
Frequency Response of Capacitance Probes (Gain Normalized to 1)
0
-180 .. .....
-360 .............
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-720.
10 2 10&
Frequency (Hz)
Figure 9-18: Frequency response of capacitance probes and conditioning electronics with
normalized gain
The purpose of the Butterworth filter is to reduce high frequency gain quickly and thus
limit noise propagation while maintaining the magnitude response below the bandwidth
frequency. While such a frequency response proves useful for maximizing throughput in
pure metrology applications, when the measurement is incorporated into a servo-loop, the
phase loss must be considered.
Zc(s)
Z(s) = 10
5G(s) V] (9.62)
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9.1.5 Voltage to Current Transfer Function, I.(s)
As shown in Chapter 7, the closed-loop voltage to current transfer function has a gain of
approximately 0.2 for frequencies of interest.
in(s) Isense(S)
Vn() Vin(s)
G Rsense IR
Lecs+Rc+Rsense a 21 Z 3 Z3
Rsense Zi11 G. RsenseIIR2+ Ls+R+ Rsen sejR 2Z 3
For the frequencies of interest, this transfer function is nearly a zero-phase constant.
Isense(S)
VTn(s)
0.25 [ A (9.64)
9.1.6 Current to Force Transfer Function, F(s)
The transfer function of the current to force is simply the solution of the motor constant, K,
multiplied by the number of coils in the assembly. Both of these values have been determined
in Chapter 7.
F(s)
i)= 2K
lin (s)
= 22.4 [ ]
A
9.1.7 Summary of Functions and Modeling Parameters
A summary of the transfer functions found in this section are presented in Table 9.1.
9.1.8 Pneumatic Plant Frequency Response
Pneumatic Plant Predicted Frequency Response
By combining various transfer functions modeled in this chapter, it is possible to extract the
system models from input to output illustrated in Figure 9-2. The transfer function for the
pneumatic loop is presented in Equation 9.66.
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(9.63)
(9.65)
Table 9.1: Summary of System Transfer Functions
Transfer Function Symbolic Representation Evaluated Expression [Units]
Pi.s) 9 bar
Vp(s) 14.5 V
F-9- 0.035 s sbar
Po(s) RTokp(s) 1111 sPa
-An(s) p kg
ZE 8) 104 104 V
z2 2s s2 2s m
hE + Wh,E1 (2r x10000)2 + 2rx 10000 +1
_c(s) 105 2.08x 1032 V
z 8 2 2 ( + s 6283)2(8 + 8796)- m
h,C hC (82 + 1.423e004s + 7.738e007)-
( 1.4 1). (s2 + 5436s + 7.738e007)
(L 2 + 1.618a + 1).(1.4+h,C)- 1.4Wh,C
s2 0.618s +1)
(1.4wh,C) 1.4WhC
Ga RaensellR2 'Z2Ga Lcs+ c+Rsense IIR 2
1 _A Z3
Rsense Zi G Reense II Z
1+ Lcs+Rc+Rsensell W2Z 3AIa(s) 20.25 A
Vn (s) R 1 R2 R 3 ClC282 + R1R 3 CI8 V
R, R3[(CI+C 2 )R 2 s+1]
Lcs(R,+R3)+Rc(R,+Ra)+R,R3
F(s) nlB 22.4
Zc(s) Pin (s) Thin(s) Po(s) Z(s) Zc(s)
Vp(s) Vp(s) Pi,(s) rhn(s) Po(s) Z(s) (9.66)
Figure 9-19 shows the model of the system plant, zc() based off the transfer function
in Equation 9.66.
The proportional valve creates a low frequency pole that contributes a -20 dB slope to
the lower frequencies of interest. The magnitude levels off due to the payload dynamics
around 1 Hz. At higher frequencies of interest, the slope becomes -60 A due to the two
poles of the pneumatic suspension. The resonance is rather damped, as one would expected
from a pneumatic isolator.
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Figure 9-19: Predicted frequency response of pneumatic loop, z(). The input is the voltage
command into the pressure regulator [V] and the output is the measured position of the proof
mass by the capacitive sensors [V].
Pneumatic Loop Experimental Frequency Response
Figure 9-20 shows how the modeled system matches up with the experimentally obtained
frequency response. Both plots show Z~.)vp(s) "
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Figure 9-20: Predicted vs experimental frequency response of pneumatic loop, zc() The
input is the voltage command into the pressure regulator [V] and the output is the measured
position of the proof mass by the capacitive sensors [V].
To obtain the experimental data, a 1 V peak-to-peak source was generated with a fre-
quency analyzer. Resolution was configured to 800 points per sweep.
The source signal was passed through a single pole high-pass filter in Simulink in order to
reduce the magnitude of the input at low frequencies. The filtered source signal was passed
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to the frequency analyzer as the system input signal, so the frequency-dependent magnitude
and phase characteristics of the high-pass filter are not present on the Bode plot.
Discrepancies in Pneumatic Loop Frequency Response
At frequencies greater than 10 Hz, there appears to be very rapid phase loss in the measured
frequency response. A possible source of the phase loss could be an unmodeled system delay.
In fact, a time delay is expected in the function of the pressure control valve.
Unfortunately, experimental frequency response plots of the commanded pressure to the
actual pressure in the system were not measured. However, the time delay can simply be
incorporated into a fitted model of the system.
Additionally, the experimentally obtained magnitude plot appears noise limited around
and above 10 Hz. The noise limitation was not a function of the resolution of the mea-
surement, as the high resolution capacitive sensors and high resolution analog to digital
converters were utilized in the measurement. The main problem was the small displacement
produced by the driving voltage command into the pressure regulator. Increasing the drive
voltage appears to be an option, but its efficacy is limited by the proportional valve. The
proportional valve responds to voltages from 0-10 V. The DC command to the proportional
valve must be able to command approximately 17 psi or 1.2 bar. This requires a DC volt-
age command of approximately 1.3 V into the proportional valve. Therefore, the maximum
input signal from the frequency analyzer is 1.3 V, as any higher magnitude sine wave will
have its negative values saturated. It is understood that the high frequency behavior should
continue to have the -60 d slope.
9.1.9 Lorentz Plant Frequency Response
A model of the system plant utilizing the magnetic actuators can be found by combining the
transfer functions presented in Equation 9.67.
Zc(s) = IL(S) FL(S) Z(s) Zc(s) (9.67)
VL(s) VL(s) IL() FL(S) Z(S)
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Figure 9-21 shows the model of the system plant, Zc(,) based off the transfer functionLn Equation 9.67.
in Equation 9.67.
Modeled Lorentz Plant Response using Capacitive Sensors, ZcVL
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Figure 9-21: Predicted frequency response of Lorentz loop, Zc(). The input is the voltage
command into the pressure regulator [V] and the output is the measured position of the
proof mass by the capacitive sensors [V].
The curve appears like one would expect if a force disturbance were applied to the pay-
load. The magnitude curve is flat up to the isolation frequency of the table. A surprising
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feature of the frequency response is that the apparent resonance is above that of the pneu-
matic isolator. The location of the resonance is due to the coupling of the horizontal springs
by means of the rotational dynamics of the table into the frequency response. Since the
moment arm of the Lorentz actuator is located nearly two-thirds of a meter from the center
of mass of the table, this effect is magnified, and the output reveals a 5 Hz resonance. After
that point, the magnitude rolls off with a -40 slope.
Lorentz Loop Experimental Frequency Response
The actual frequency response of the Lorentz loop was measured using a HP35665 signal an-
alyzer. A comparison of the modeled loop and the experimentally measured loop is presented
in Figure 9-22.
In order to get the capacitance sensors in close range for the measurement, the pneumatic
loop was operated in closed-loop with a lag compensator. After the initial startup time, the
integrator in the lag compensator assumed a fairly constant value. The pneumatic loop was
then opened, and the integrated value of the lag compensator was used as the only input into
the pneumatic loop. This input maintained a relatively level payload such that the magnetic
actuator measurements could be taken.
Although the system was subject to disturbances such as ground vibrations, the system
was monitored over the course of the measurement to ensure that the range of the capacitive
probes was not allowed to saturate. The effect of spurious signals should not be dramatic
due to the large number of averages taken during the measurement and the filtering schemes
of the HP 35665 signal analyzer.
If the pneumatic control loop were left closed, then the integrity of the low frequency
magnetic actuator Bode plot data would be comprised. The pneumatic loop would try to
maintain a particular operating point during the measurement, and in essence, drive the low
frequency output to zero.
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Discrepancies in Lorentz Loop Frequency Response
The most obvious discrepancy between the modeled Lorentz plant and the measured data
is the phase loss at higher frequencies. Phase loss beyond -180' was not predicted by the
model. Although finding the source of the phase loss may be useful in terms of mitigating its
effect or removing it from the system entirely, we can deal with the current loss with control
design.
Another discrepancy is the deviation in phase between the plots near the isolation fre-
quency. This deviation is likely due to inaccuracies in the damping factors assumed. Since
the table internal parameters, such as volume of the air chamber and area of the piston were
estimated, they are likely the source of this inconsistency. For example, if the poles and zeros
in the system were more highly damped, the rapid change of direction in phase reflected in
the model would likely be more smooth.
9.2 Summary
The exercise system identification confirms a basic understanding of the system dynamics,
and thus we can proceed to build controllers to meet the closed loop performance criteria.
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Figure 9-22: Predicted vs experimental frequency response of Lorentz loop, (s). The input
is the voltage command into the current driver of the magnetic actuator [V] and the output
is the measured position of the proof mass by the capacitive sensors [V].
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Chapter 10
Control Design
The system model presented in Section 9.1 introduces an interesting control problem. Two
separate control loops are visible. One of them, the local leveling loop for the geophone, is a
SISO system, as a reference input voltage commands an output height. The other, a relative
positioning loop, is a MISO system. Since multiple methods of actuation are available, I
will attempt to exploit the advantages of each type. Arguments are made for the proposed
control scheme in the following section.
For the purposes of closing the control loops in this application, the individual loops will
be examined and closed separately. Afterwards, experiments are carried out to ensure that
the loops perform as expected when closed in combination. I implement the controllers via
Simulink and the dSpace controller board, and I present measured closed loop responses.
10.1 Possible Controller Methodologies
From some brief analysis of the Bode plots in Figures 9-20 and 9-22, the loop utilizing the
Lorentz actuator will be able to respond at a much higher bandwidth than the pneumatic
loop. In the pneumatic loop, at a few Hz, there is a large phase roll-off, making the closure
of a control loop at frequencies greater than 1 Hz difficult. The loop utilizing the Lorentz
actuator does not show such a rapid phase loss. These characteristics are expected, as
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the original purpose of the Lorentz actuator was to provide higher bandwidth response in
positioning the payload relative to the reference mass. We can thus design loops with these
ideas in mind.
Figures 10-1, 10-2, and 10-3 show sample control methodologies for the isolation system.
Each scheme uses the pneumatics for low frequency leveling and the Lorentz actuator for
higher frequency response.
Passive Isolation
with Low Frequency
Figure 10-1: A proposed controller design. The pneumatic loop feedback is based on the
absolute position from the payload to the ground. The Lorentz loop controls on the basis of
a distance measured from the payload to the reference mass.
The control scheme in Figure 10-1 was originally proposed by Philips [38]. We can view
the the MISO closed loop as two separate loops, one utilizing the pneumatics for actuation,
and the other utilizing the Lorentz actuator. The high bandwidth relative loop utilizes
a PID or lead-lag controller in order to provide proper frequency characteristics. The low
bandwidth relative loop simply uses a PI or lag controller due to the softer bandwidth limits.
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Finally, a local loop is also shown at the bottom of the figure for geophone leveling. As this
loop is also low bandwidth, we expect that only PI control is necessary.
A potential drawback of the scheme in Figure 10-1 is that the loops with magnetic ac-
tuation and pneumatic actuation may not both display zero error at the identical times.
If the two actuators attempt to set differing offsets, then the payload would be overcon-
strained. Figure 10-2 attempts to remedy that problem by using the same measurement for
the feedback of both of the individual loops of the MISO component of the system.
Mid-Frequency
Figure 10-2: A second proposed controller design where the pneumatic loop and the Lorentz
loop both use feedback from the distance between the payload and the proof mass and are
closed separately.
The main difference between the schemes is that the pneumatic loop now references
the relative position difference between the payload and the proof mass. This is appealing
not only to produce identical error signals, but also because there is no longer a need for
additional sensors to measure the position between the payload and the ground. Control
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schemes for the various loops remain the same as earlier.
The control schemes shown in Figure 10-1 and 10-2 are similar in that the low and high
bandwidth relative loops function function rather independently. Another possibility is that
the two loops piggy-back off of each other and thus share the same control signals at specific
points within the forward loop, as shown in Figure 10-3.
Mid-Frequency
I nrpnt7 rnntrnl
Figure 10-3: A third proposed controller design for the isolator loop with a piggy-backed
control scheme. The loop containing the Lorentz actuator is first closed using a lead-lag
compensator. The loop containing the pneumatics follows the lag component of the Lorentz
loop via another lead-lag compensator. The pneumatic loop thus serves to clear the steady
state command value of the magnetic actuator.
In Figure 10-3, the loop utilizing the magnetic actuation is compensated with both a lag
and a lead compensator. Adding the lag compensator provides low frequency stiffness and
rids the system of steady state error to step disturbances. The lead compensator provides
the additional phase necessary to stabilize the system at crossover. The two compensator
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blocks are separated because the lag compensated signal becomes part of the pneumatic
open loop transfer function.
Feeding the lag compensated signal into the pneumatic loop causes the pneumatics to
attempt to drive the lag compensated signal to zero. In essence, the pneumatic loop will
take responsibility for the DC signal in the system, and thus relieve the magnetic actuator
from any DC current. The benefits of this are many fold. First, the pneumatics can support
much greater changes in force than the magnetic actuator. Secondly, heating concerns of the
Lorentz actuator are reduced, as there is no constant current.
The lead compensator of the Lorentz loop is not shared with the pneumatic loop, as doing
so would only increase high frequency noise. The pneumatic loop is expected to cross over
at a much lower frequency than the Lorentz loop, as discussed earlier, so any phase benefit
would be wasted. Rather, separate lead and lag compensators are applied to the pneumatic
loop.
The failing of the control schemes presented in Figures 10-1 and 10-2 is that the pneu-
matics are largely ignored. In both systems, the Lorentz actuator will act quickly to correct
a given error. Since the pneumatic loops function at a much lower bandwidth, the error is
largely removed before they can react, so the control effort is almost entirely dominated by
the Lorentz loop. Thus the control scheme presented in Figure 10-3 was preferred to the
others and used in the rest of this chapter. For this loop, three controllers are necessary, and
I will describe the loop shaping formulations used in the following sections.
10.2 Local Control
The easiest of the loops to design is the low-frequency position alignment loop for the proof
mass. All three of the proposed designs shared the same general control configuration for
this local loop. Closing a low frequency control loop around the proof mass offers advantages
in respect to the precision of the proof mass height. Various system stimuli could modify the
position of the proof mass, such as changes in temperature, air pressure, and time dependent
electric and magnetic fields.
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The plant transfer function for the open loop has already been presented in Chapter 5.
Goals for this low-frequency local loop are relatively simple, as we want high stiffness at DC
without significantly impeding the effectiveness of the suspension. In order to accomplish
this, we can use a basic lag compensator. No lead compensators are necessary, as the
crossover frequency is below the resonant frequency of the geophone, and there is sufficient
phase margin. To retain the stiffness of the geophone, we want to set the crossover frequency
below the suspension frequency of the proof mass. We can thus pick a loop crossover of
0.5 Hz. For the lag compensator, we can place the zero at 0.1 Hz, approximately half a
decade below the isolation frequency of the geophone. The gain term results in the loop
magnitude crossing unity at 0.5 Hz, and the compensators are given in Equation 10.1.
C(s) = K = 0.01298 (10.1)Tis 3.183s
The open loop transfer function of the lag compensator and the modeled geophone is
shown in Figure 10-4.
In Figure 10-4, the 0.5 Hz crossover is evident in the modeled frequency response. The
magnitude of the frequency response is rather flat around crossover, but fortunately, the
phase margin is far more than necessary in the surrounding frequency band. Since the phase
margin is so high, it would have also been possible to simply use integral control.
We can close the loop of the simulated model to confirm that the lag compensated
modeled system is stable. The simulated closed loop response of the position output of the
low resolution capacitive sensor in response to a voltage command was plotted in Figure 10-5.
The closed loop Bode plot of the modeled system confirms our analysis. Even with the
0.5 Hz bandwidth, since the isolation frequency of the geophone is 1.5 Hz, the magnitude
does not start significantly falling off until the isolation frequency is reached. We can now
proceed to apply loop shaping techniques to the relative positioning loops.
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Figure 10-4: Open loop Bode plot of geophone local leveling loop. The input was a drive
voltage on the coil of the geophone [V] and the output was the position of the coil relative
to the ground as measured by the low resolution capacitive sensor [V].
10.3 Relative Loop Controller Design
I designed the relative loop to operate in two separate states. The first state of the controller
relies purely on pneumatic operation to replicate a passive isolator. The passive isolator
replication is useful as a stage to initialize the system and from which we can transition
to the active isolator. The replicated passive isolator also serves as a reference to which to
compare the active isolator. The second state of the table utilizes the control scheme shown
in Figure 10-3. Obviously, the table is much stiffer in the second case, as it is the actual
realization of the active vibration isolation system.
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Figure 10-5: Closed loop Bode plot of geophone local leveling loop. The input was a drive
voltage on the coil of the geophone [V] and the output was the position of the coil relative
to the ground as measured by the low resolution capacitive sensor [V].
10.3.1 Passive Isolator Replication Controller
The passive optical table displays base vibration isolation and force disturbance rejection
properties like typical suspensions. The needle valve provides low frequency position align-
ment and force disturbance rejection. By softly referencing the payload to the geophone, the
payload is provided with low frequency position alignment and force disturbance rejection,
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just like the passive system. At higher frequencies, the system acts as it would in open
loop, which is the typical suspension behavior. Understanding this, we want a crossover
approximately at the isolation frequency of the passive optical table. To select a crossover
frequency, we can refer to Figure 9-19. Unfortunately, around 1 Hz, the phase drops off
rapidly. The flat magnitude response in this region also poses a problem. To avoid issues
with insufficient phase margin, we can select a lower crossover, such as 0.3 Hz.
At the expected crossover frequency, the model predicts approximately -1150 of phase,
while the measured data shows approximately -135'. Under the current circumstances,
additional phase should not have to added by means of a lead compensator. Thus we can
simply use a lag compensator again. The zero of the lag compensator is placed a decade
below the crossover, and the gain is adjusted such that the magnitude is unity at crossover.
The results of the lag compensator design are shown in Equation 10.2
Ts + 1 5.305s + 1C(s) = K = 0.4576 (10.2)
Tis 5.305s
Figure 10-6 shows the original pneumatic plant model and the compensated loop. As one
may expect, the modeled plant and compensated model are largely the same. The lag term
increases the low frequency stiffness and the gain was adjusted such that the unity crossing
occurs at 0.3 Hz rather than 0.8 Hz in the plant.
Since the model differed somewhat from the measured plant, I found it prudent to apply
the compensation to the measured plant. Figure 10-7 shows those results. The actual plant
displays more phase loss at low frequencies than the model, but the phase is still satisfactory
for stability.
The expected closed loop response is shown in Figure 10-8. Because of the flat response
of the plant around crossover, the closed loop bandwidth exceeds 1 Hz. The variation in
the crossover and the closed loop bandwidth is not an issue. There is a slight magnitude
peaking due to the low phase margin of the open loop transfer function, but the magnitude
peaking never exceeds 10 dB, so it is manageable.
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Figure 10-6: Loop shaping for modeled pneumatic plant for passive isolator replication.
Variable Lag Compensator
Although crossing over at 0.3 Hz produces a satisfactory closed loop transfer function, a
faster response is desirable during startup and large transient states. Using the previously
designed controller, the table could take nearly a minute to fill the leg with air and reach
steady state. A reason for the slow response is the location of the zero in the lag compensator.
The zero was conservatively placed a decade below the crossover frequency. By increasing
the frequency of the zero, the stiffness of all frequencies below it increases and so too does
the speed of response.
Equation 10.3 shows a modified controller.
C(s) = K = 0.4576 1s+1 (10.3)
Tis 1.061s
The gain of the compensator was left the same while the T term was changed. Due to
the flat nature of the magnitude in the region of crossover, the magnitude change does not
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Figure 10-7: Loop shaping applied to measured pneumatic plant for passive isolator replica-
tion.
dramatically affect the closed loop response, which is given in Figure 10-9.
The new controller is used during periods when the measurement of the capacitive sensors
is saturated. Thus once the system reaches its working range of ±200 /m, the original
controller is used. Even with the higher frequency location of the zero, the loop is still
stable, which is important, since we do not want to rely on only the original compensator
being stable. The main difference between the two Bode plots is the appearance of greater
magnitude peaking around crossover in the closed loop response.
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Figure 10-8: Expected closed loop response of pneumatic loop replicating a passive isolator.
10.3.2 Active Isolation Controllers
The general loop shaping techniques applied to the pneumatic loop in order to replicate
passive isolator response will be useful in the active isolation controller design. In the design
of the active controller, either the Lorentz loop or the pneumatic loop can be considered
first. The design of the other loop would follow. To decide on how this problem should be
approached, we can borrow an idea from Figure 10-1. Given a capable Lorentz actuator,
the entire active system should be able to be actuated using solely the Lorentz actuator.
Understandably, this is not the case in reality, but it reinforces that the pneumatics serve
as DC support for the Lorentz actuator, and thus we will design the controllers with the
Lorentz actuator in mind first.
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Figure 10-9: Closed loop independent pneumatic control with a lag compensator with a
higher frequency zero.
Controller Design
Figure 10-10 shows the plant and the shaped response for the modeled Lorentz actuator loop.
For a loop crossover at 30Hz, the lead and lag compensators as shown in Equation 10.4 were
used.
Tis + 1 ars + 1\2 = 10.02 0.05305s +1 0.1678s+1 2
TsCL(S)s iS + 1 10 0.05305s 0.01678s + 1 (10.4)
The desired loop crossover is at 30 Hz, and a lag compensator with a zero at a decade
below crossover at 3 Hz was designed. Even though the modeled plant does not indicate the
need for much phase improvement, from Figure 9-22, we can see that at 30 Hz, in order to
achieve a phase margin of 450, over 900 of phase gain from lead compensators is necessary.
Since so much phase is needed, we can use two lead compensators that each have an a of 10.
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Figure 10-10: Loop shaping for the high bandwidth relative loop.
The two lead compensators should increase the phase at the specified crossover frequency
by 1100, which is more than necessary and provides some margin for error.
To verify the loop shaping, we can apply the compensator to the measured Lorentz loop
plant response. The compensated loop is shown in Figure 10-11.
The importance of the lead compensators is evident in the figure. Even with the dual
lead compensators, the phase margin around crossover is approximately 450. The magnitude
in that region levels off a bit too, so higher frequencies may recross unity, making high phase
margin even more important.
Figure 10-12 shows the expected closed loop response.
Some of the magnitude peaking in the measured response could be attributed to noise,
since the magnitude of the output signal at high frequencies is significantly attenuated.
However, seeing that the resonances are not very high in magnitude, as none of them cross
10 dB, the controller should be stable in the physical hardware.
With the controller for the Lorentz loop determined, we now need a controller for the
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Figure 10-11: Compensator designed using the modeled high bandwidth relative loop applied
to the measured plant.
pneumatic loop. In Figure 10-3, we indicated that the pneumatic loop shares the lag com-
ponent of the Lorentz loop. The lag term has an integrator in it, so it is responsible for any
DC control effort. Since we do not want the Lorentz actuator to have a DC current, we hope
to drive this value to zero over time. For these purposes, the pneumatic loop will observe
the lag compensated value of the Lorentz loop error, but not the gain nor the lead term of
the Lorentz loop. Figure 10-13 shows the modifications to the pneumatic loop.
Three Bode plots are shown. One Bode plot is the pneumatic plant that we have seen
multiple times already. Another Bode plot is the plant paired with the lag compensator from
the Lorentz loop. If we wish to close the pneumatic loop with the same lag compensator
at 0.3 Hz as earlier, then another pole will be added at DC and a zero will be added at
one-tenth of the crossover. Applying this lag compensator leads to the final Bode plot. Note
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Figure 10-12: Expected closed loop response of the high bandwidth relative loop.
that the final Bode plot has a phase margin of 900 or -270' at DC, which corresponds to
the integrator from the pressure controller and the two lag terms.
The problem with using a 0.5 Hz crossover with this loop is evident in the Bode plot. The
phase at 0.5 Hz is approximately -2100, so unlike in the passive isolator replication case,
this time we will need lead compensators. Since the magnitude is very flat in the response of
the pneumatic loop around this region, we do not want to use a large value of a in the lead
compensator formulation, as it could likely lead to instability at higher frequencies. In order
to achieve a phase margin of 450, we need two lead compensators with a _ 5. The pole and
zero locations for the lead compensator are set by T = 0.7117. Finally we can adjust the
gain of the compensator to achieve the proper crossover. Equation 10.5 shows the overall
compensator used for the pneumatic loop during the main active isolation mode. The lag
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Figure 10-13: Modification to the low bandwidth relative loop due to the lag compensator
of the high bandwidth loop.
compensator term from the Lorentz loop has been included.
T2,s + 1 Ti,28 +1 rs + 1 2 0.05305s + 13.183s + 1 0.7117s + 1 2
Ts Ti,28 TS + 1 0.1053 0.05305s 3.183s 0.1423s + 1
(10.5)
Figure 10-14 shows this compensator applied to the modeled pneumatic plant. The phase
margin is greater than 450, however, as mentioned earlier, the modeled pneumatic plant
predicted better phase characteristics at low frequencies, so the additional phase margin is
important for the experimental hardware.
Applying the compensator to the measured pneumatic plant in Figure 10-15, we see that
the phase margin is much closer to 450.
The flatness of the pneumatic loop plant magnitude in the region from 0.5 Hz to 2 Hz
becomes very evident in this plot. The problem is accentuated by the use of the two lead
compensators. However, the two lead terms were necessitated by the rapid phase loss beyond
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Figure 10-14: Loop shaping for low bandwidth loop after accounting for the additional lag
compensator of the high bandwidth loop.
2 Hz, since large lead terms would correspondingly raise the magnitude for higher frequen-
cies. The plot appears perilously close to being unstable, so we can run a rough verification of
the loop stability by observing the expected closed loop response in MATLAB. Figure 10-16
shows the closed loop response.
Fortunately, the closed loop response does not show much magnitude peaking. The
magnitude peaking observed earlier now extends all the way out until 2 Hz.
Bumpless Transfer
One final improvement to the system that should be considered is that of bumpless transfer.
In the arrangement described, the system is initialized in the mode where the passive isolator
is replicated. Once steady state has been reached, the system is switched into the full active
isolation mode as necessary. Given the two control modes considered, we must have a smooth
method of transitioning between the two. When the system is initialized using the closed
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Figure 10-15: Compensator designed using the modeled low bandwidth loop applied to the
measured plant.
loop involving only the pneumatic actuator, the integrator of the lag compensator in the
full loop is not properly determining a proper offset value. Since the offset in the passive
replication loop determines a proper value, we should also force the integrator of the active
isolation loop to the corresponding offset that leads to the identical output. This concept is
known as bumpless transfer, and its general concept is presented in Figure 10-17.
Assume that a reference input is applied during manual mode. The output simply follows
the reference value at DC, since the transfer function block has a DC gain of 1, as shown in
Equation 10.6.
1
y(s) = r(s) ? r(s) (10.6)255s + 1
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Manual
Figure 10-17: Example of bumpless transfer, as adapted from [31.
When the system is switched to automatic mode, the output is equivalent to the sum of
the scaled error signal and its own low-passed signal.
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y(s) = Ke(s) + T 1 y(s) (10.7)Tis + 1
We can solve for the output in terms of the error.
Tis+ 1 Tis+ 1
y(s) = T Ke(s) = Ts K(r(s) - y(s)) (10.8)
Solving the closed loop equation, we can find the initial output value after switching to
the automatic mode.
K(Ts + 1)
y(s) K(Ts + 1) r(s) r(s) (10.9)Ts + K(Tis + 1)
The steady state output of the manual and automatic loops are the same, and since they
share the same integrator block, the offsets are also the same.
The concept of bumpless transfer can be applied to the active isolation scheme proposed
earlier. This can be accomplished in two ways. Either the passive isolator replication and
active isolation controllers share the same integrator, or while the passive isolator mode is
running, the active isolator lag term is fed the error signal between its own output and the
output of the passive isolator.
10.4 Control Verification
The controllers described were interfaced with the hardware assembled in Chapter 8 by using
Simulink. Closed loop Bode plots were measured by inputting a command from a HP DSA
through dSpace, and then outputting the measured and averaged capacitive signal from
dSpace to the HP DSA.
Figure 10-18 shows the results of the closed loop Bode plot given a flV input sinusoid.
Since the measured closed loop response was less than 30 Hz, I reduced the loop gain in
order to see if the problem was an issue of saturation. By dropping the crossover frequency
of the loop, the expected loop bandwidth should fall. However, when I dropped the loop
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Figure 10-18: Measured closed loop bandwidth of the active isolation system. The input
was a flV sinusoid from the HP DSA, and the output was the averaged signal from the two
high resolution capacitive sensors.
gain from what I expected to produce a 30 Hz bandwidth to what should have produced
a 20 Hz bandwidth, the Bode plot did not change significantly. Such a trend indicated a
strong possibility of saturation. The problem is exactly what was discussed in Chapter 7.
The reference input from the HP DSA was a +1 V sinusoid, so scaling down the magnitude
of the reference should reduce the saturation effects.
Figure 10-19 shows the closed loop measured again with a lower reference voltage.
With the reference voltage lowered, the bandwidth approaches that which is expected.
The closed loop bandwidth measured using the +0.25 V reference
One should expect that the closed loop bandwidth with an arbitrarily small reference
voltage would be slightly higher, as the open loop crossover occurred at 30 Hz. At very low
input voltage levels, noise swamps the output signal, and the measurement can no longer be
taken. Since the measured response in Figure 10-19 meets the performance specification of
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Figure 10-19: Measured closed loop bandwidth of the active isolation system. The input
was a ±0.25V sinusoid from the HP DSA, and the output was the averaged signal from the
two high resolution capacitive sensors.
a 30 Hz bandwidth, no further measurements were recorded with lower reference voltages.
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Chapter 11
System Noise Model
Since all of the elements necessary for closed loop control have been designed, we can finally
calculate an overall system noise model. Ideally, the system noise model is completed prior
to any assembly. Fully assembly and measurement of the system allowed confirmation of the
system models, particularly in areas such as the influence of the horizontal isolators on the
Lorentz loop response. Nevertheless, calculating the noise models at this point will determine
where the important noise sources in the system are and offer insight as to improvements.
11.1 Noise Source Modeling
Figure 11-1 shows a system block diagram with summing junctions for the insertion of dis-
turbances. Note that there are expected disturbances between most of the blocks comprising
the system.
Noise inputs come from a variety of sources, from ground vibrations to electronics to
the sensor. Each of the blocks in the diagram represents a transfer function or state space
system that has already been modeled. Table 11.1 lists the noise sources expected.
Since all of the transfer functions for the blocks are known, all that is left prior to
performing the calculations are power spectral density models of each of the noise sources.
The following subsections detail the noise modeling, whether the models are taken from
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Figure 11-1: System block diagram noise model.
base vibrations, d2 sensor and A/D noise, d3 D/A
D/A noise, ds Brownian noise.
Cl
0C
The description of the disturbance forces is as follows. dl represents
noise, d4 electronic noise, d5 D/A noise, d6 sensor and A/D noise, d7
Table 11.1: The major noise sources of the system and their corresponding representation
in Figure 11-1.
Figure 11-1 Representation Noise Source
dl Base Vibrations
d2 Relative Loop Sensors and A/D Noise
d3 Relative Lorentz Loop D/A Noise
d4 Relative Loop Lorentz Electronic Noise
d5  Relative Pneumatic Loop D/A Noise
d6 Local Loop Sensor and and A/D Noise
d7  Local Loop D/A Noise
d8 Proof Mass Brownian Noise
literature or measured data.
11.1.1 Ground Vibration Noise
The ground vibration noise differs from the other noise sources because it enters the system
at two distinct points. Base vibrations affect both the position of the passive payload and
the proof mass.
A 4.5Hz GS-11 geophone manufactured by OYO Geo Space was used to measure the
velocity power spectral density of the floor in the laboratory. The power spectral density was
acquired using a HP DSA measured from 0.1 Hz - 10 kHz. Figure 11-2 shows the results
of the measurement.
The measured value of the floor vibration for frequencies below must be interpreted
carefully. Since the geophone has a resonant frequency of 4.5 Hz, there is a roll-off of slope
40 in sensitivity below that frequency. The measured values below that frequency cannot
be taken at face value because the sensitivity scaling obviously differs. We can interpret
the proper value of the acceleration by dividing the measured spectrum by the sensitivity
of the geophone. I preferred estimating modeling the ground noise spectrum by combining
the measured values and standard floor vibration curves because the reduced sensitivity at
low frequencies may have also introduced measurement errors. Three noise reference models
were used. Two of the noise model references, the New High Noise Model (NHNM) and
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Figure 11-2: Measured amplitude spectral density of the floor vibration velocity in 
the
basement of MIT. The Peterson NHNM and NLNM, and an ASML reference specification
are provided for comparison. A floor noise model was developed from the data.
the New Low Noise Model (NLNM) are well-known noise spectra recorded by Peterson [24].
Another specification is the maximum acceptable noise for a series of ASML 5500/500 stepper
machines [33]. Based on these bounds and the measured data, I developed a spectral density
noise model for the floor vibrations in the basement of Building 35 at MIT, which is given
in Equation 11.2.
s) = 3.9478 x 10- (s + 0.6283) 6 (s + 198.7)2
(s + 19.87)4(s + 6.283)6
(M)21SHz2
Hz
(11.1)
At frequencies around and above 1 Hz, I overestimate the actual noise measured. I did
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not want to overcomplexify the model, so the peaking in the measured noise was smoothed.
At low frequencies, I used the NHNM and the NLNM to provide bounds for the vibration
velocity spectrum.
The system model up to this point has assumed that the power spectral density input
from the floor vibrations are in units of acceleration, so by simply taking the derivative of
the modeled power spectral density of the velocity, we can determine the value in terms of
acceleration.
ss2(s + 0.6283)6(s + 198.7)2 (11.2)
4 Dg,(s) = 3.9478 x 10- (11.2)(sga + 19.87)(s + 6.283)6 Hz
11.1.2 Servoamplifier Noise
The servoamplifier used as closed loop control for the Lorentz actuator contributes both
current and voltage noise. A servoamplifier noise model has been discussed by Monkhorst
[20]. As mentioned by Monkhorst, the noise from the power amplifier is negligible due to
the use of the feedback loop. Thus the main noise source is the operational amplifier used
for the compensation. A op07 low noise operational amplifier was used, and some relevant
noise characteristics are given in Table 11.2.
Table 11.2: Noise parameters of the op07 operational amplifier.
Parameter Value
Asymptotic High Frequency Voltage Level (eo) 10.0 x 10- 9 Vms
Asymptotic High Frequency Current Level (io) 1.4 x 10 - 13 Arms
Voltage Noise Corner Frequency (f,) 1.3 Hz
Current Noise Corner Frequency (fe) 50 Hz
Since the positive input terminal of the op07 is grounded, stray currents and voltages do
not contribute significantly to the overal system noise spectrum at that point. Thus the last
remaining point to analyze is the negative input junction of the op07 operational amplifier.
The voltage noise at the current output is given by the voltage divider relationship presented
by Rodgers in Equation 11.3 [29].
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The current noise flows through the parallel combination of the resistors and capacitors
and the feedback resistor, and it is shown in Equation 11.6 [29].
Samp,in_ (w) = IZf (jw) IR 2 2 S (w)
a(1Sin (w) = i2
Zf(w) = (R 1 -I
12)
C2 w
A2
Hz]
[A2 2
Hzl
1
I1w
(11.6)
(11.7)
(11.8)
Total noise due to the servoamplifier is simply the sum of the voltage and the current
noise described, and it is given in Equation 11.9.
Samp() = 1 + Zf (J) 
+Z()I R [2 A 2Ri Se (w) + IZf(j)t IR212 Si( z
In Chapter 7, the values for the passive components necessary to achieve the desired
frequency response were found, and the impedances are summarized in Table 11.3.
Table 11.3: Summary of servoamplifier impedances used in noise modeling
Impedance Value
Rin 4, 000 Q
5.940x 10-5jw+1
Zf jw(2.281 x 10-2jw+4.137x 10 - 8 )
R2 5, 000 Q
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Zf(jw) = (R1 + C2jw
(11.3)
(11.4)
(11.5)
(11.9)
11.1.3 Sensor Noise
The capacitive probes from ADE are quoted to have rms noise levels of 1.4 nm, but the
probes received actually performed better than specified. The two high resolution sensors
were noted as having rms noise of 0.45 nm and 0.62 nm. Similarly, the low resolution sensor
had a resolution of 7.05 nm. Although the rms noise specifications are a useful reference, a
noise spectrum would be more valuable.
The noise of the capacitive probe and accompanying electronics was measured by mount-
ing the probe in an aluminum fixture external to the system setup. The high resolution
capacitive sensor was adjusted in position until the voltage output was approximately 0 V,
which corresponded to an offset of 200 pm.
The temporal signals were measured using the high resolution analog to digital converters
and dSpace, and then processing was performed in MATLAB to produce the PSD. The power
spectral density of the velocity measurement of the geophone is shown in Figure 11-3.
,-Capacitive Sensor Power Spectral Density Measured with High Resolution A/D
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Figure 11-3: Experimentally measured power spectral density of the capacitive sensor mea-
surement at offset position measuring an aluminum target.
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A model of the measured power spectral density is provided in Equation 11.10.
Ssen,r= 3 x 10-10 ( +1) ( + 1)4 (11.10)
S (85)2
A quick check of the measurement of the power spectral density is to use it to calculate
the cumulative amplitude spectrum and then compare the final value of the CAS to the
system standard deviation.
x 10- Capacitive Sensor Cumulative Amplitude Spectra Measured with High Resolution A/D
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Figure 11-4: Experimentally measured cumulative amplitude spectrum
sensor measurement at offset position measuring an aluminum target. a
0.58nm
of the capacitive
= 5.8 x 10-5V =
The measured final value of the cumulative amplitude spectrum is 0.058mV, which cor-
responds well with the 0.062mV sensor noise quoted by the manufacturer for the probe and
electronics combination.
A power spectral density can be modeled in the same manner for the sensor used for the
local loop, and it is shown in Equation 11.11.
Ssen, (11.11)
S+1 . +1
2 x (10)2 +1) (50)2 1)2
S2 S1(85)2,7
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The two noise source power spectral densities from Equations 11.10 and 11.11 are applied
at the disturbance inputs d2 and d6, respectively.
11.1.4 A/D and D/A Noise
As mentioned in Chapter 8, the high resolution A/D and D/A are significant sources of
noise. The equations in the following sections are discussed in greater detail by Monkhorst
[20].
A/D Electrical Noise
The power spectral density of the A/D electric noise is presumed flat in frequency space,
and it is given by Equation 11.12.
Sade ade rms (11.12)
F [Hz
The electrical noise of the high resolution A/D can be measured by shorting the output
of the board with a BNC terminator and measuring the input. The standard deviation of
the measured voltage of the A/D given a shorted input terminal was found to be 15.0 pV
by Aaron Gawlik, and the relevant sampling frequency is 1000 Hz.
D/A Electrical Noise
The manner in which the electrical noise of the D/A is found is similar to the A/D. By
commanding a 0 V output and measuring the standard deviation of the output, a PSD for
the electrical noise can be determined by using Equation 11.13 [20].
Sade = ~e [r2ms (11.13)
The standard deviation of a 0 V output signal was found to be 305 pV by Aaron Gawlik,
and again, the relevant sampling frequency is 1000 Hz.
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A/D Quantization Noise
Quantization by the A/D and D/A are also a noise source. The equation for quantization
noise for the A/D is typically given by Equation 11.14 [22]. The frequency of sampling is
taken at the full scale of the frequency of the A/D.
Sadq d q _sb2 Vr Hms (11.14)
The lsb of the high resolution A/D given a full scale of ±10 V and 18-bit converters is
7.63 x 10- 5 V.
D/A Quantization Noise
A similar method can be used to find the quantization noise of the D/A. In the case of the
D/A, the value for the lsb and the sampling frequency differ, as the D/A has less resolution
and a slower sampling speed than the A/D. Equation 11.15 provides the equation for the
D/A quantization noise, which clearly parallels the equation for the A/D.
Sdaq daq -1 lsbr V i s  (11.15)Sdaq Fn 12Fn HzJ
The lsb of the high resolution D/A is 3.05 x 10- 4 V.
11.1.5 Brownian Noise
The geophone is exposed to Brownian noise due to the random collision of air molecules
with its surface. Brownian noise is a result of Brownian motion, and can be considered an
integrated white noise spectrum. The position of the proof mass is a function of the integral
of each of the individual random walk events. The Brownian noise can be represented with
a constant acceleration power spectral density, as shown in Equation 11.16 [27, 29, 36].
Sacc = 16 
7 kT ( f °  (11.16)
mg
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The parameters in the acceleration PSD are provided in Table 11.4.
Table 11.4: Parameters of the GS-1 geophone for characterizing the Brownian noise PSD.
Parameter Value
Boltzmann's constant (k) 1.3806503 x 10- 23
Room Temperature (T) 293 K
GS-1 Geophone Damping Ratio (() 0.54
GS-1 Geophone Resonant Frequency (fo) 2 Hz
GS-1 Geophone Coil Mass (mg) 700 g
The resulting acceleration is 4 x 10-19 [(m/s 2)2/Hz], so it is not expected to be significant
in the overall system noise.
11.2 Closed Loop Noise Model
With all the noise sources in Table 11.1 modeled and the system identification and control
schemes determined, a closed loop noise model can be calculated. Figure 11-5 shows the
amplitude spectral density of the individual noise sources and the total system.
The amplitude spectra density plots reveal that at low frequencies, the system noise is
dominated by the ground vibrations. There is a large peak in the power of the floor vibration
noise contribution around 1 Hz, which is due to the combination of the resonant frequency of
the passive suspension and a peak in the floor noise spectrum. At high frequencies, the most
significant noise source is the relative loop sensor noise and A/D noise. We were fortunate to
receive sensors significantly better than the base specification because the ASD of the A/D
is linearly dependent on the given noise specification.
The system noise model confirms much of the initial discussion of the system [38]. The
overall cumulative amplitude spectrum from 1 Hz to 1000 Hz shows a payload acceleration
noise of less than 0.1 -. We can see that the cumulative amplitude spectrum confirms
many of the observations made of the amplitude spectral density. The two most dramatic
noise sources are the floor vibrations and the noise from the relative loop sensor and A/D.
At low frequencies, the floor vibrations are the dominant noise source, and the contribution
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Figure 11-5: Modeled amplitude spectral density.
of the sensor and A/D to the overall system noise quickly rises starting at around 5 Hz.
Near 1000 Hz, the floor noise contribution is only slightly higher than the sensor and A/D
noise. The fact that the floor noise is still the most significant noise source is not unexpected,
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Figure 11-6: Modeled cumulative amplitude spectrum.
as the performance specifications on acceleration noise levels were only in reference to the
active additions in the system. In the end, the modeled cumulative amplitude spectrum is
very encouraging for the meeting the desired system performance goals.
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Chapter 12
System Verification
Three common performance metrics of isolators are base vibration isolation, force disturbance
rejection, and position alignment. Additionally, a specification was originally provided for
payload acceleration noise added by the active retrofit. We can measure the system charac-
teristics in each of these areas to quantify the performance of the active isolator relative to
passive systems and other active isolators.
12.1 Position Alignment
Position alignment can be characterized by observing the repeatability of a system under a
disturbance. I decided to test the active setup, the replicated passive isolator, and the native
optical table in order to create relative benchmarks to compare each system. Given a lag
compensator in the control scheme, I expected both the active isolator and the replicated
passive isolator to display good position alignment. The native optical table uses needle
valve which provides feedback, but since there is no integral action, I expected some steady
state error.
All three of the measurements were taken with eddy current sensors mounted to the
isolator legs. I used the eddy current sensors instead of a geophone since I wanted to be able
to determine the repeatability of the system in returning to an absolute position. Integrating
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the velocity signal of a geophone to produce a position was not a possibility due to the AC-
coupled nature of the sensor. I also chose not to use the high resolution capacitive sensors
because I could not use them to measure the position alignment characteristics of the native
optical table. Because of the modifications, the active leg was no longer operable passively
with a needle valve. Eddy current sensors were present at multiple legs, so the desired
measurements could be taken with each of the different setups.
In order to take the measurements, a 0.8 kg mass was placed on the table, resulting in
an 8N force disturbance. Figure 12-1 shows the results of the experiment.
x 106 Position Alignment as Measured Using Eddy Current Sensors
0 15
Time (s)
Figure 12-1: Step responses of passive and active systems.
Note the repeatability of the position alignment of the active system and replicated
passive isolator. There is a slow drift back towards the original position. The drift is slower
than what would be characteristic from the lag compensator. A possibility is that the drift is
due to the eddy current sensors not being collocated with the geophone and Lorentz actuator.
The native optical table displays very poor position alignment characteristics, even with the
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use of the needle valve. Such errors may not be acceptable in some precision processes.
Additionally, the settling times between the active and passive systems drastically vary.
The 30 Hz bandwidth of the active system stands in stark contrast to the approximately
1 Hz bandwidth of the replicated passive system and the native isolator. The low damping
of the replicated isolator is evident by the large initial displacement of the payload. Of the
three responses, the active isolator is superior in terms of position repeatability, speed of
response, and positional stiffness.
12.2 Base Vibration Isolation
Base vibration analysis follows closely from the noise analysis already performed in Chap-
ter 11. In Chapter 11, the power spectral densities of the payload were predicted. By
measuring the velocity power spectral densities of the table and the floor, the base vibration
characteristics can be calculated. Figure 12-2 shows power spectral densities, which were
measured by using 4.5 Hz geophones and a HP 35665 DSA. Power spectrums one decade
wide in frequency were measured at a time with a sampling time of one hour each in order
to limit the effect of spurious vibrations.
At first glance, what is surprising is that the native optical table displays higher measured
velocities than the floor at a range of frequencies above its isolation frequency. Such a result
is unexpected, since the entire purpose of the optical table is to attenuate vibrations. At
5 Hz, 7 Hz, 20 Hz, and 30 Hz, there are resonances in the optical table greater than the
floor vibration spectrum.
The active isolator and replicated passive isolator improve the isolation performance of
the native optical table at a wide range of frequencies. Since the witness sensor geophones
were not collocated with the capacitive sensors, resonances from the optical table are still
present. Even with the improvement, the power spectral density of the active isolator does
not fall below the power spectral density of the floor until approximately 50 Hz.
Because of the unexpected power spectral densities, I decided to measure the performance
of the optical table with the honeycomb top available in the laboratory. A comparison of
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Power Spectral Densities Measured Using HP DSA
101 10 2
Frequency (Hz)
Figure 12-2: Comparison of base vibration isolation of the native optical table, replicated
passive isolator, and active isolator. The velocity spectrum of the floor has also been provided
for convenience. The plot is the power spectral density of the voltage on the geophone, which
had a 100 / sensitivity.
the two optical tables and the floor vibration spectrum are shown in Figure 12-3.
The optical table with the honeycomb top displays a vibration spectrum relative to the
floor that is more characteristic of what one would expect from an optical table. The velocity
noise of the honeycomb top table is below that of the ground for all frequencies above 5 Hz.
For most frequencies, the honeycomb table displays superior isolation characteristics to the
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Figure 12-3: Comparison of base vibration isolation between optical tables. The optical
table with the honeycomb top displayed preferable base vibration isolation characteristics.
The plot is the power spectral density of the voltage on the geophone, which had a 100 v
sensitivity.
optical table with the granite payload.
There are a few reasons that could explain the poor performance of the optical table with
the granite payload. As mentioned earlier, the table is rated for 10, 000 ib, and it is possible
that operating in such an underloaded state leads to undesirable performance. Additionally,
the optical table had been relocated without being tuned, so there may be parts within the
table that have become misaligned.
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12.3 Closed Loop Acceleration Noise
Ideally, the measured noise matches the predicted model. The measured power spectral
densities already cast a pessimistic outlook on possibility that the acceleration noise mea-
surements match the predictions or fall within the performance specifications. If the native
optical table noise level is worse than the ground, we can expect the active isolator to have
difficulty in meeting specifications for high precision equipment. Figure 12-4 shows the cu-
mulative amplitude spectrum for the native optical table, floor, replicated passive isolator,
and active isolator.
The final value of the acceleration CAS of the floor is actually the highest of any of the
measurements. In Figure 12-2, the high frequency velocity power spectral density of the floor
vibration was the highest, and this characteristic leads the floor acceleration CAS to also
be the highest. The majority of the noise in the native optical table is experienced below
30 Hz. The replicated passive isolator shows improvement compared to the native optical
table in the 10 - 30 Hz range. The active isolator further improved the acceleration noise.
From 1 - 1000 Hz, both the replicated passive isolator and the active isolator displayed an
acceleration noise of approximately 3.2 -. This value far exceeds the value predicted in
the noise model.
12.3.1 Modified Closed Loop Acceleration Noise Model
A new model for the base vibration isolation performance of the optical table can be found
with the base vibration measurements. In order to create the model of the base vibration
isolation, I divided the velocity power spectral density of the table by that of the floor. From
1 Hz to approximately 20 Hz, the table functions worse than expected in the ideal case. In
the range of 20 - 100 Hz, the transmissibility is approximately as expected, and afterwards,
the isolation deteriorates again.
We can apply the new model for the base vibration isolation characteristics of the optical
table to the existing noise models. A new set of amplitude spectral densities is presented in
Figure 12-5.
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Cumulative Amplitude Spectra Calculated from PSDs Measured Using HP DSA
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Figure 12-4: Measured cumulative amplitude spectra for the native isolator, the ground, the
replicated passive isolator, and the active isolator.
The main difference to note is the peaking of the base vibration ASD at high frequencies.
Earlier, the base vibrations were the significant noise source at low frequency, while the
sensor noise and A/D noise was most significant at high frequency. With the new model for
the isolation performance of the optical table, the ground vibrations are the most significant
noise source across just about all observed frequencies.
By integrating the ASD, we confirm these observations in the cumulative amplitude
spectrum, as shown in Figure 12-6.
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Figure 12-5: Updated model of amplitude spectral density. The most significant difference
is the peaking of the ground vibration ASD at high frequencies.
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Figure 12-6: Updated model of cumulative amplitude spectrum. The noise from the ground
vibrations dominates the updated CAS, and the final value for the total system noise is
reasonably close to the measured value.
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The CAS confirms both the accuracy of the new model for the base vibration isolation
characteristics of the native optical table and the viability of using error budgeting techniques
to estimate system noise. The new CAS predicts a la acceleration noise level of 1.8 '_
which is reasonably close to the experimentally measured value of 3.2 - found earlier.
12.4 Force Disturbance Rejection
Finally, we can measure the force disturbance rejection properties of the active isolator.
Improvements in force disturbance rejection are evident simply by applying a force by hand
to the table. With the replicated passive isolator state and the native table, even a small
force saturates the reading from the capacitive sensors. When the active isolation is applied,
even fairly large forces do not cause the table to displace more than 1 pm.
We can measure the force disturbance rejection characteristics in a more quantitative
manner. In order to measure force disturbance rejection, a source of force disturbances is
necessary. The speaker in Figure 12-7 was used as a source of sinusoidal forces.
The speaker had a force constant of K = 10 ]. A power resistorresistor was connected in
series with the speaker in order to serve as a sense resistor. A swept sine source was applied
from the HP 35665 DSA. The voltage over the sense resistor was the measured input, as
by determining the current across the resistor, the force applied could then be interpreted.
I decided to use the capacitive sensors as the measured output as low frequency readings
were necessary for the force disturbance test. Figure 12-8 shows the results of the force
disturbance rejection measurement. First, the replicated passive isolator was tested, and
then I examined the active isolator.
The general shape expected from a passive force disturbance rejection plot is that of
a second order system with a DC value dependent on the stiffness of the spring of the
suspension. The replicated passive isolator assumes this shape. At high frequencies, the
active isolator appears like a passive isolator, but at low frequencies, the transmission of the
force disturbance approaches zero.
The measurements confirm the DC-coupled nature of the active isolator. As frequency
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Figure 12-7: Photograph of a speaker used to apply force disturbances. The current into the
speaker was used as the reference input so the speaker could be used in open loop.
goes to zero, the transmissibility of the force disturbance in the active system also goes to
zero. The replicated passive isolated does not display the DC-coupled characteristic and the
presence of a lag compensator since the zero of the lag compensator was placed at 0.1Hz,
and the lowest possible measured frequency using the HP 35665 was less than a decade
below that value. If I could measure lower frequencies, I would expect to see the magnitude
response to tail off also.
One can easily see the advantages of the active isolator. Since the design of lag com-
pensators is usually dictated by the desired crossover frequencies, the range over which the
integrator benefits the active system is approximately the ratio between the bandwidth of
the active and passive systems. Above 1 Hz, the zero was necessary to provide acceptable
phase margin at crossover, so the force disturbance rejection response is flat between 1 and
10 Hz.
There are a few unexpected characteristics in the plot. The replicated passive isolator
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Figure 12-8: Experimentally measured force disturbance rejection of the replicated passive
isolator and the active isolation system (m/N). The force disturbance was applied by driving
a speaker and measuring the current over a series resistance and converting the current to
a force. The averaged output from the capacitive sensors was used as the output due to
the desire to measure force disturbance rejection below the natural frequency of the witness
geophones.
and the active isolator should not have such similar force disturbance rejection characteristics
between their respective bandwidths. The active isolator should display much better force
disturbance rejection characteristics. Although the active isolator does appear to reject the
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force disturbance better in that range, the improvement is not very large. I believe the reason
behind the response is due to the improper performance of the optical table, as discussed
earlier. There is a large resonance in the base vibration isolation transmissibility response
of the table in the region of 20 Hz. Earlier base vibration isolation analysis revealed the
impact of higher frequency resonances on each of the responses. Since the state of the table
is dependent on the command from each of the legs, the higher frequency resonances may
also appear in the measured force disturbance rejection responses.
Any discrepancies beyond the bandwidth of the active isolator is largely dependent on
the force rejection characteristics of the passive table. Even though the active system reveals
greater disturbance propagation above 100 Hz, such findings may be attributed to individual
sampling conditions.
Overall, the active isolator displays improved force disturbance rejection properties over
most frequencies of interest in respect to the replicated passive isolator.
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Chapter 13
Conclusions and Suggestions for
Future Work
The results of the second iteration of the AIMS system were encouraging. My efforts in
this project were applied towards building a basic system to confirm the viability of using
a geophone coil as a proof mass, modeling the dynamics of an optical table, and utilizing
error budgeting methods to meet noise criteria. Since price was a driving factor, low-cost
substitutes were found for high cost components of the original AIMS system. The intention
of my work was to provide a working model of a system to support the decisions made to
use the low-cost alternatives. Hopefully, my initial work can be expanded up to bring the
active isolation system into full operation and possibly commercialization. As such, I provide
suggestions for improvements in terms of validating the proof mass, base vibration isolation
performance, and acceleration noise performance.
13.1 Optimization for Improved Proof Mass Validation
In this research, I set out to prove that a payload could be suspended in respect to the position
of a geophone coil. As shown in Chapter 12, I applied closed loop control at 30Hz for the
active isolation system and verified that that geophone offered advantages in performance
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relative to the passive isolator. However, I did not have the time nor the resources necessary
to properly characterize the isolation performance of the geophone suspension alone. In the
following sections, I describe methods for clarifying the isolation contribution of the proof
mass.
13.1.1 Passive Isolator
One of the first improvements should certainly be the use of a higher performance passive
optical table. As shown in Chapter 12, the vibration isolation characteristics of the optical
table are unsatisfactory. The issue was not the isolation cutoff frequency, but the isolation
performance compared to the expected performance across relevant frequencies. In fact, the
isolation characteristics were worse than the floor spectrum over a large range of frequencies.
The base vibration propagations to the payload hamper the ability to characterize the active
reference loop. Because of the poor base vibration performance, I was unable to indepen-
dently characterize the contribution of the closed loop control and additional hardware to
the cumulative amplitude spectrum of the noise of the full active system. The closed loop
system improved on the noise characteristics of the system, which disagreed with the original
theoretical model, since the passive system should have had a cutoff frequency lower than
that of the proof mass and that the closed loop system incorporates significant noise sources
such as the sensors. A passive optical table that performs properly to specifications would
have been a far more ideal choice, and in future endeavors, the starting point should rest in
finding and initially measuring the isolation performance of such a table.
13.1.2 Geophone Dynamic Model
The use of the geophone was particularly appealing because of certain assumptions made,
such as relatively high stiffness in all degrees of freedom other than along the vertical axis.
The lateral stiffness of the leaf springs was obvious, but the stiffness in the tilt direction was
less certain. If stiffness in any of the non-vertical directions was low enough, resonances could
be introduced and coupled into the vertical height of the proof mass. A laser vibrometer
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could be used in order to determine if the proof mass tilts significantly during operation.
Another possible problem that can be quantified by using the laser vibrometer is ro-
tational coupling with the vertical guidance of the helical leaf springs. Due to the helical
geometry, as the springs displace vertically, they also undergo rotation. Rotation of the
proof mass was a problem encountered in the initial AIMS design that had an impact on the
overall system performance [38].
13.1.3 Sensor Interaction
The two relative displacement sensors and the single local position measurement sensor all
used the geophone proof mass as a target surface. In order to mitigate coupling of the
sensors, the capacitive sensors were drive synchronized, or phase locked, as it is termed
by ADE Technologies. Drive synchronization attempts to ensure that in a system where
multiple gauging modules and sensors are measuring off the same target surface, the drive
voltages are out of phase from each other to prevent probe to probe interactions. However,
depending on the quality of the grounded surface, the sensor interactions may inject noise
into the measured position of the proof mass, and effectively cause the geophone coil to be
a less effective proof mass.
The probe to probe interactions become more of a problem as additional probes are
targeted off the same surface. Thus it seems rational that removing probes could be a
possible solution. Of the three probes, the local sensor is the easiest to replace with a non-
capacitive probe, as the resolution requirement is not very fine. Additionally, because of
the uncertainty in the dynamics of the geophone, I used two sensors to measure the relative
displacement between the payload and the proof mass. Using two sensors reduced the impact
of tilt in the geophone coil. However, these two sensors may have not been necessary if the
tilt were minor. In either scenario, whether two relative sensors and a non-capacitive local
sensor were used or if one relative sensor and one non-capacitive local sensor were used, the
impact of sensor coupling could be reduced.
Another possibility is to improve the grounding of the proof mass surface. The current
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method of grounding is a bit roundabout due to the desire to not add physical connections
beyond those existing to the proof mass. Improper connections could worsen the isolation
frequency of the suspension. Given more time and additional geophones, a lightweight con-
ducting plate could be attached to the top of the proof mass surface. In such an arrangement,
the conducting plate would become the target surface. A soft pigtail spring could then be
used to ground the new surface.
13.2 Optimization for 3 and 6-DOF Operation
Most high performance isolators provide vibration isolation in three degrees of freedom or
more. The results of my research isolate in only a single degree of freedom. The effectiveness
of the active isolation system would be improved by incorporating additional degrees of
freedom to the assembly.
13.2.1 Geophone Arrangement
Since the results show that the geophone is adequate as a proof mass, the possibility exists
to expand the system to include additional active axes. By duplicating the system at two
additional points around an optical table, a three-degree-of-freedom system can be made.
Such an expansion would be relatively easy, since the hardware would essentially mirror
the hardware designed and configured in this thesis. The control schemes could also be
duplicated, although the frequency response at each leg may vary and the performance of
the legs operating together should be confirmed. One potential difficulty would be a shortage
of high resolution input and output connections. However, using additional controller boards
is not out of the realm of possibility.
The multi-degree of freedom table can even be expanded to the point of a 6-degree of
freedom system. Beyond the first 3 degrees of freedom, horizontal proof masses would be
necessary. These proof masses can also be realized by using geophones, as the GS-1 model
also is available in both vertical and horizontal versions.
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13.2.2 Form Factor
Form and aesthetics were beyond the scope of the research, particularly from the point of
view of a controls engineering. Improvements in both areas would benefit adaptation into
mult-DOF operation and possible commercialization.
For a full 6-DOF isolator to be incorporated with existing isolation systems, three inde-
pendent units would be necessary. Each of the units would contain two proof masses, one
vertical and one horizontal. The horizontal proof masses would have to be placed perpen-
dicular to one another, so methods of alignment of each unit in respect to the others would
be desirable.
Additionally, it would be useful to be able to plug each of the units in an existing passive
system with minimal setup. By minimizing the space of the setup, the main elements that
would have to be modified for each retrofit would only be mounting pieces, analogous to
the threaded Mic 6 aluminum plate I used. An outer housing could also be formed to fit
around the assembly and existing isolation legs in order to conceal the working elements
from disruption and the environment.
13.2.3 Control Methods
The addition of extra degrees of freedom to the active system adds the possibility of different
control methodologies. By duplicating the existing setup at additional legs, a local control
scheme would be established. Each leg would be responsible for providing leveling locally,
and as long as the table is properly constrained, the system should automatically settle into
a suitable working state. A second method would be to use the measurements from each of
the sensors to determine the position of the table as a whole and then to actuate the entire
table. Global control is a more complex method of controlling the table, but it presents the
option of sensor redundancy without overconstraining the table. A possibility presented by
global control is modal cancelation. By adding redundant sensors for the measurement of
the payload relative to the proof mass, the mode shape of the payload can be described.
Then the table can be controlled in a manner to cancel undesirable modes.
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13.3 Optimization for Improved Noise Performance
The calculated noise performance from the constructed system was expected to meet the
desired specifications based on the noise models, although the necessary measurements to
determine the noise levels could not be taken due to the unacceptable performance of the
passive optical table. Even without the noise measurement of the active system, recommen-
dations can be made for improvement in the noise contribution of the active retrofit.
13.3.1 Lower Frequency Proof Mass
A lower frequency geophone not only would reduce the noise contribution of the active
components, but possibly the system as a whole. The GS-1 geophone from OYO Geospace
is rated as a 1 Hz geophone, but the model received displayed characteristics of a 1.5 Hz
geophone. For high precision applications, a 1 Hz geophone would provide isolation superior
to the 1.5 Hz geophone by more than a factor of 2 at all frequencies above 1.5 Hz.
13.3.2 Electronics
For optimal noise performance, the current controller should have been prototyped on a
printed circuit board and placed inside a metal enclosure. The protoboard used consists
of arrays of metal clips which display noticeable stray capacitances. Additional printed
circuit boards could be fabricated for use as preamplifiers for increasing the signal level of
the capacitive and witness sensors. The current implementation utilizes TM502 differential
amplifiers, however, with a large number of sensors, using such large differential amplifiers
becomes cumbersome.
13.4 Conclusion
I have documented my work on the second iteration of an active vibration isolation system
that is DC-coupled by referencing the position of a payload off of a softly suspended proof
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mass. I was able to meet the bandwidth, cost, and range specifications set forth by Philips
for their forecasted high-precision applications. Although the exact noise contribution from
the active components was unable to be quantified because of the poor isolation performance
of the passive optical table, referencing the payload off of the position of the geophone proof
mass significantly improved system performance. I completed the sensor research, geophone
classification, system design, fabrication, and testing over the course of two years. Additional
research effort and resources could lead to improved form factor and cost reductions through
economies of scale. With further development, a commercially viable active vibration isola-
tion system with improved force disturbance rejection relative to current technologies may
be possible.
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Appendix A
Additional Photographs
A.1 Geophone Components
A.1.1 Housing Components
The bottom cover of the geophone is shown in Figure A-1. The cover is a cylindrical disc
with a groove cut along its radius so that an o-ring fits around it. There are two blind
threaded holes at the bottom of the cover.
In the figure, a hole filled with an epoxy plug is visible. The epoxy covers a bolt, the end
of which can be seen protruding from the bottom cover. The bolt screws into the top cover,
which is shown in Figure A-2.
An island protrudes from the center of the top cover into which the bolt from the bottom
cover mates. Tightening the bolt draws the o-rings of the top and bottom cover into the
main body of the geophone, which seals the unit. Surrounding the central island of the
top cover are two points for electrical connections. These pints are connected to the pigtail
springs and the coil of the geophone. Finally, a threaded hole is seen in the main body of the
top cover. The counterbalance spring is screwed into this threaded hole to hold it in place.
Other components of the geophone include the preload rings and inner steel cylinder,
which are shown in Figures A-3 and A-4.
The preload rings rest on top and below of the inner cylinder to rigidly set the position of
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Figure A-1: Bottom cover of the geophone. The cover is made of anodized aluminum.
Figure A-2: Top cover of the geophone. The cover is made of anodized aluminum.
the outer ring of the leaf spring. These rings are used to set the working range of deflection
for the leaf springs to ensure that the geophone operates in the linear region of the flexures.
The steel cylinder has a zinc coating, and it is most likely used for shielding purposes.
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Figure A-3: Preload rings of the geophone. The rings are made of aluminum and fix the
base of the leaf springs to apply a preload.
Figure A-4: Inner Cylinder
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A.1.2 Magnet
The geophone uses a permanent magnet that has a hollow central core for the bolt to slide
through. Figure A-5 shows the magnet, which rests on the aluminum bottom cover of the
geophone during operation.
Figure A-5: Alnico 9 magnet of the geophone.
A.1.3 Proof Mass
The proof mass of the geophone is shown in Figure A-6.
The proof mass is made of anodized aluminum. The copper coils are visible, and they
occupy a large fraction of the volume of the proof mass. On the top of the proof mass,
there are annuluses that were considered as target surfaces. The uppermost surface was
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Figure A-6: Proof mass of the geophone.
approximately 0.25" wide. Looking down into the center of the proof mass, two steel pins
are visible. The ends of the coils terminate at these pins.
A.1.4 Leaf Spring
Figure A-7 shows a two-dimensional scan of the helical leaf springs.
The springs have two rings and three arms that bridge the rings. The leaf spring is made
of copper beryllium.
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Figure A-7: General shape of helical leaf springs.
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